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The transmission and distribution of electrical energy relies upon a robust infras-
tructure of high voltage plant. The integrity of electrical plant becomes increasingly
suspect over time due to various ageing processes. Numerous devices and spectro-
scopic techniques are available to analyse plant condition and recently research has
been carried out into the design of materials which can perform some form of self-
diagnosis. These mainly include smart materials which can respond to stimuli such
as heat, mechanical stress and electric elds.
Designs for a novel multi-layer passive electrical eld monitoring device are proposed
and potential modes of operation described. A selection of candidate smart materials
were tested, and the suitability of uorophores, chromophores and liquid crystals are
discussed. Liquid crystals were studied in the greatest detail and are conrmed to
demonstrate electric eld dependent changes in opacity, the extent of which is depen-
dent on the magnitude of the applied eld, and the type of liquid crystal selected.
A nite element analysis (FEA) model was developed to explore the material require-
ments in terms of permittivity and breakdown strength. The proposed multi-layer
device fulls the project brief of being a passive system with clear visual signalling of
changes in the local electric eld, which could be specically developed for safety pur-
poses, condition monitoring or both. The device is anticipated to have applications
in AC and DC electrical plant based on the promising responses of liquid crystals to
both AC and DC electric 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Introduction
The transmission and distribution of electrical energy relies upon a robust infras-
tructure of high voltage plant. The integrity of electrical plant becomes increasingly
suspect over time due to various ageing processes. Consequently, much eort is ded-
icated to understanding ageing mechanisms, devising strategies for condition assess-
ment and subsequently estimating remnant plant life. In many cases, failure will be
associated with degradation of the dielectric therefore, a great deal of research is fo-
cussed on monitoring monitoring ageing and predicting failure in dielectric materials.
A particularly attractive means of passive (circuit-free) condition monitoring involves
designing a dielectric which is self-indicating. Potentially the dielectric could show
a colour change either as ageing occurs, when potentially hazardous pre-breakdown
conditions are present, or in the presence of an electric eld. This may be a on/o
type colour change or a more gradual, progressive change with increasing eld. A
dielectric which indicates the presence of a eld would be of great interest in terms
of safety, oering engineers a very quick visual check as to whether equipment was
safe to approach.
This chapter gives an over-view of smart materials and their uses in present technolo-
gies, condition monitoring of high voltage plant including the benets and limitations
of present methodologies before discussing in greater detail the aims and contribu-
tions of this research project.
11.1 High Voltage Plant
The electrical power transmission and distribution network is complex, and requires
high performance plant, designed to operate over a wide range of environmental
conditions. The National Grid is the electrical power transmission network for the
UK. Electricity is generated in power stations via a number of dierent methods and
transmitted across the UK via high voltage transmission lines (which are rated up to
400 kV in some cases) to many substations where the voltage is stepped down before
distribution on the lower voltage distribution network (66 kV and lower). Ultimately
the voltage is sequentially stepped down to 230 V, which is used in the home. In order
to manufacture equipment with service lifetimes of 30 years or more, a great deal of
research and development is required with regards to high-performance materials.
The materials used in high voltage insulation are constantly evolving. For example,
polymeric insulation is replacing more traditionally used materials and many more
cables are being designed with cross-linked polyethylene as the primary dielectric
material compared to oil and wrapped paper cable insulation.
1.1.1 Polymeric Dielectric Materials
The term polymer describes any large molecule composed of repeat structural units
connected by covalent bonds. Polymers are ubiquitous in everyday life, from biopoly-
mers such as DNA, proteins and cellulose to plastics, elastomers and synthetic bres.
In recent decades, polymer-based insulation has begun to replace the more tradi-
tional oil/paper based cable insulation used in the high voltage industry. Polymers
have a number of advantages in that they are generally malleable, and so can be
extruded, cast or formed around other materials and in many cases oer good chem-
ical, thermal and mechanical resistance. Such favourable properties render polymers
good candidates for smart insulation technologies in comparison to more traditional
materials.
Polyethylene can be engineered in a number of dierent ways to improve the physical
2properties for specic applications. Adding cross linkages to the polymer chains
transforms the material from a thermoplastic to a thermoset polymer. This means
greater heat resistance and increased mechanical strength. Cross-linked polyethylene
(XLPE) is generally used where more robust physical properties are required such
as domestic water piping, oshore oil applications, chemical transportation and high
voltage cable insulation. A number of cross-linking methods are available including
peroxide based hot cross-linking (Engel method),1 vinylsilane cross-linking agents
and the more environmentally friendly, yet costly, method of high energy electron
irradiation.
Two items which can be manufactured using high performance polymers are bushings
and sheds. Traditionally bushings were manufactured from ceramics, and sheds from
glass. Figure 1.1 (a) shows a ceramic bushing (highlighted in a green box) and gure
1.1 (b) depicts strings of glass sheds on a transmission tower, which is a common sight
around the world. In recent times, other materials have been experimented with and
silicone rubber has been used to manufacture sheds, particularly for applications
whereby mechanical damage to glass sheds is a high risk.2 Other materials which are
increasingly popular in the high voltage industry include epoxies (which can be cast
into almost any shape and form robust, thermoset materials) and EPDM (ethylene
propylene diene monomer) which is commonly used for the outer protective layers of
cables.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: (a) Wall-mounted porcelain bushing and (b) glass shed strings on
transmission tower.
31.2 Condition Monitoring
Condition monitoring is an essential part of high voltage plant management in terms
of being able to estimate the risk of failure and where necessary take early remediation
steps to not only prolong equipment lifetime but to improve safety. There are a
number of dierent parameters which can be monitored including, mechanical stress,
chemical degradation, electrical properties of materials (permittivity, tan ) and local
electric eld.
Insulator faults are often categorised as electrical or mechanical, although the two are
so closely linked, one can often be assumed to lead to another. Ageing of insulators
can occur over long periods of time, and may be a result of discharges degrading
the material or environmental conditions such as humidity and rain (which leads to
moisture ingress), build up of pollution (which provides a more conductive pathway
across the surface which leads to tracking) and UV degradation which can break
down the covalent bonds holding polymer chains together.
Electrical treeing is a pre-breakdown phenomenon which begins at a defect in the
material. Over time, regions of high stress lead to an increase in partial discharge
activity. This forms a tree-like structure in the material. Degradation such as this
causes electrical stress, and therefore leads to a local increase in electric eld strength.
When the tree forms a conductive pathway throughout the material, catastrophic
electrical failure occurs. When such a breakdown occurs in a dielectric, the local eld
drops as a large current ows through the breakdown pathway. By detecting these
changes in electric eld and developing a material which provides a colour change in
response to such stimuli, it may be possible to improve the eectiveness of condition
monitoring by visual inspection.
Condition monitoring techniques commonly used in the high voltage industry range
from relatively low-tech solutions such as visual inspection to much more high-tech
approaches such as light emission imaging.2 Visual inspection is a simple and eective
method for monitoring of mechanical damage, although for equipment which spans
large areas it becomes challenging. Light emission imaging utilises UV-A sensitive
4equipment to monitor surface discharges, such as those described in section 1.1. Dis-
charges can also be monitored by acoustic measurements. Thermal imaging is a very
useful method for diagnosing damage to insulators, where higher than normal leak-
age currents may lead to elevated temperatures within the dielectric. This method
of condition monitoring is very dependent on environmental conditions such as high
winds and rain and is often only sensitive enough to detect insulator degradation at
a late stage.2 Measurements of the electric eld distribution around an insulator can
also provide information about the presence of large defects within an insulator.3
Numerous devices and spectroscopic techniques are available to analyse HV plant
condition and, recently, research has been carried out into designing materials which
can perform some form of self diagnosis. This mainly includes smart materials which
can respond to stimuli such as heat, mechanical stress and electric eld. Self moni-
toring materials have the benet of not requiring any complex analytical equipment
to predict failure and once installed can be remotely monitored, especially in cases of
visually responsive dielectrics. The overwhelming benet of self-diagnosing insulators
is the ability to monitor equipment condition on-line.
1.3 Smart Materials
`Smart' is a term given to a range of technologies and is often used to mean slightly
dierent things. The most commonly accepted denition is that smart materials and
systems can sense and respond to the environment around them in a predictable and
useful manner. A vast range of smart materials exist at present to full various re-
quirements depending on the external stimulus that the material has been engineered
to respond to. Not only are smart materials widely used within many scientic and
engineering disciplines, they are present in everyday life, from colour changing tooth-
brushes and mugs to light reactive sunglasses and `smart glass' which can change
between transparent and opaque at the ick of a switch. The concept of houses and
oces which can respond to selected stimuli are becoming less of a sci- fantasy and
more of a reality.
5Over time, there has been a great deal of research and development dedicated to
various smart materials systems.4 Such materials are particularly useful as they can
have both sensing and reporting properties and can be tailored to suit very specialist
requirements. Example applications include biosensors, drug delivery, diagnostics,
articial muscles, micro electromechanical systems, textiles and coatings which all in
some way respond in a useful way to an external stimulus. For example environment
sensitive hydrogels can be used to release drug molecules only in appropriate condi-
tions (such as the high level of acidity of the stomach), which enables specic drug
delivery.5
Electric eld sensitive smart materials are of particular interest to the high voltage
industry as a visible indication of the local electrical environment is extremely useful
in terms of condition monitoring and also as an additional safety feature. A passive
material which changes in a macroscopic and visually interpretable fashion would
need little or no maintenance once installed on an item of high voltage plant. Ideally
material response to an electric eld would be a clear colour change (such as green
for safe/o and red for dangerous/on) or change in transparency to reveal a warning
sign when the equipment was live.
Several research groups have investigated the electronic characteristics of oligo(p-
phenylene vinylene) (OPV) derivatives which contain electron-withdrawing cyano
groups as part of a conjugated system.6;7;8 Such materials exhibit piezochromic u-
orescence, whereby the wavelengths of uorescence are dependent on compression of
the material.9 Over the last few decades, expansion of this area of research has seen
the synthesis of many analogous groups of photoluminescent (PL) dyes as shown
in gure 1.2.10 Such dyes can exhibit bathochromic shifts of up to 138 nm.10;11
A bathochromic shift is a change of spectral band position in the absorption, re-
ectance, transmittance, or emission spectrum of a molecule to a longer wavelength
(lower frequency) and is sometimes informally referred to as `red shift'. Conversely
a hypsochromic is a change of spectral band position in the absorption, reectance,
transmittance, or emission spectrum of a molecule to a shorter wavelength (`blue
shift'). The dramatic shift in PL emission wavelength is associated with the    
orbital interactions in the crystalline lattice between the conjugated molecules, which
6facilitates excimer formation. Excimers are dimers with associated excited electronic
states, dissociative ground states, and structureless emission spectra.12 The forma-
tion of excimers in polymeric guest-host (polymer-ller) systems whereby the guest
comprises of a uorescent probe that can be exploited to give information about the
molecular and macroscopic architecture of the host polymer given that the extent of
excimer formation can inuence the wavelengths of any observed uorescence.10
Figure 1.2: Chemical structures of 1,4-bis(-cyano-4-methoxystyryl)-2,5-
dimethoxy benzene (BCMDB) and 1,4-bis(-cyano-4-methoxystyryl)benzene
(BCMB)10
An excellent example of such a macroscopic change in visual properties of a material
in response to an external stimulus is the colour change seen in guest-host polymer
systems involving BCMDB and BCMD (gure 1.2). When subjected to mechanical
deformation, these materials show a dramatic colour change localised entirely to
the deformed region as shown in gure 1.3.10 Deformation sensors such as these
have a variety of applications from tamper evident packing, to more novelty items
such as a `smart' shing line. It may be possible to exploit this stimulus-dependent
excimer formation and tailor the chemical species to be responsive to electrical elds
as opposed to mechanical strain.
Figure 1.3: Blended lms of LLDPE and 0.18 % w/w BCMDB (top) and 0.2 %
w/w BCMB (bottom) stretched at room temperature to a draw ratio of 500 %.
Reprinted with permission from Crenshaw, 2003.10 Copyright, 2003 American
Chemical Society.
71.4 Project Aims and Objectives
With a constant drive towards improved condition monitoring and smart materials
for passive detection of faults or irregular equipment behaviour, smart materials are
of particular interest to the dielectrics and high voltage communities. The aim of
this project was to design and test a smart material which could be used to detect
the presence of an electric eld (or large change in an existing electric eld) in the
immediate locality of high voltage plant. The smart material was initially envisaged
to be designed into the bulk dielectric or retrospectively applied to existing equipment
as a coating. The smart system has to be an insulator and entirely passive, requiring
no power source, in order to increase the potential range of applications. The response
should be easy to interpret with minimal training, so a colour change or opacity
change under an applied electric eld was specied. Any response from the polymer
to the electrical environment is required to be reproducible and predictable over a
long period of time.
Given the popularity of polymers in novel insulations, the matrix for the smart ma-
terials or additive should be based on a polymer, with polystyrene chosen for initial
studies due to its amorphous nature. Any favourable properties of the polymer such
as high breakdown strength and good process-ability should not be adversely aected
by the introduction of the smart moiety, wherever possible.
1.5 Contributions of Research
In this thesis, designs for a novel multi-layer passive eld monitoring device are
proposed and potential modes of operation (either a colour change or change in
opacity to reveal a hazard symbol) are described. A selection of potential smart
materials were tested, and the viability of uorophores, chromophores and liquid
crystals as suitable smart materials are described in terms of the project aims. Liquid
crystals were studied in the greatest detail and are conrmed to demonstrate electric
eld dependent changes in opacity, the magnitude of which is dependent on the
8magnitude of the applied eld, and the type of liquid crystal selected.
A nite element analysis (FEA) model was developed to explore the material require-
ments in terms of the required permittivity and breakdown strength. The proposed
multi-layer device fulls the brief of being a passive device with clear visual signalling
of changes in the local electric eld, which could be specically developed for safety
purposes, condition monitoring or both. The device is anticipated to have appli-
cations in AC and DC electrical plant based on the promising responses of liquid
crystals to both AC and DC applied elds.
Based on the FEA model, a base dielectric layer with a permittivity  10 was re-
quired, which led onto a study of high permittivity dielectrics. A comparison of
micro, nano and 50:50 micro:nano lled polymers is described in terms of permittiv-
ity, dielectric strength and ller aggregation. The Lichtenecker-Rother mixing rule
has been shown to closely predict the permittivity of barium titanate-polystyrene
composites with low volume fractions of ller at frequencies above 50 Hz. Future de-
velopments, applications and considerations for a passive multi-layer eld monitoring
device are also presented.
1.6 Thesis Outline
This chapter has introduced smart materials, polymer dielectrics and present condi-
tion monitoring techniques as well as an outline of project aims and contributions of
this thesis. Remaining chapters address the viability of dierent chemical species as
smart insulation systems. Chapter 2 describes the experiments carried out, the stan-
dard analytical equipment used, and provides some background theory to techniques
used throughout the project, such as dielectric spectroscopy and AC ramp electrical
breakdown.
Fluorophores were initially selected as potential smart-additives. Reports in the
literature alluded to electric eld dependent colour and uorescence intensity changes.
Fluorophores such as pyrene are strongly uorescent at very low concentrations which
9would correspond to minimal eect on the electrical properties of the host polymer.
Chapter 3 describes methods of blending uorophores into a host polymer, the eect
of pyrene addition on the permittivity and dielectric strength of the blended materials
and discusses potential problems with the use of uorophores for passive condition
monitoring. A brief investigation into the use of chromophores in place of uorophores
is described towards the end of the chapter.
Liquid crystals are widely researched materials and have a great deal of applications
in the modern world. Many applications rely of the response of liquid crystals to an
electric eld. Chapter 4 provides an overview of liquid crystals, the properties which
make them so unique as materials, and the experiments carried out to quantify the
amount of light scattered by two very dierent liquid crystals. Thermal studies of
liquid crystals were also carried out to highlight the strong thermal response exhibited
by many classes of liquid crystal.
In addition to the investigations into suitable smart materials and additives, nite
element analysis (FEA) modelling was used to design a multi-layered dielectric de-
vice which could be mounted onto high voltage equipment to detect and report the
presence of an electric eld. Chapter 5 details the model and permittivity require-
ments for each layer of the device. Potential modes of operation in terms of colour
or opacity changes are subsequently discussed.
Based on the FEA model, the need for a high permittivity base layer was identied.
This led onto a study of composite manufacture based on the solution blending of dif-
ferent sized barium titanate particles into a polystyrene matrix. Chapter 6 describes
the dierent ller regimens studied, their manufacture and electrical properties. The
experimental results are compared to the commonly used Lichtenecker-Rother mixing
law for composites.
Chapter 7 concludes the ndings from this project, compares the results obtained
with the initial project aims and objectives, and nally oers recommendations for
future work.
10Chapter 2
Experimental Methods
This chapter details the experimental techniques and equipment used throughout
the course of the project. The rst section provides some general notes of the equip-
ment used throughout the project. Universal techniques such as AC breakdown and
dielectric spectroscopy are discussed in general terms. The methods of sample prepa-
ration for such techniques can be considered identical for all polymer blends unless
specically stated. The solution blending techniques used to mix various additives
and llers into polymers are described towards the end of the chapter. Specic ex-
periments such as the chromophore poling (chapter 3) and the liquid crystal light
scattering experiments are described within the main chapters to provide some con-
text to these custom designed experiments.
2.1 General Notes
Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals were supplied by Sigma Aldrich and used with-
out further purication or treatment. Liquid crystals were purchased from Alfa Aesar,
and used without further purication. Solvents were used directly from the bottle
with no additional drying or purication. A PerkinElmer Lamda 35 UV-VIS and
PerkinElmer LS-45 Fluorescence spectrometer were used for UV-visible and uo-
rescence measurements respectively. A standard 254 nm UV lamp was used when
11photographing the uorescent materials discussed. Optical microscopy was carried
out using a Leitz Aristomet Light microscope. Samples were pressed into thin lms
using a Grazeby Specac press with a range of standard thickness dies. To prepare
samples for dielectric measurements, circular electrodes were sputter coated onto
either side of the plaque sample using an Emitech K550X sputter coater. For dielec-
tric spectroscopy, a SI 1260 impedance/gain-phase analyser was used in conjunction
with a 1296 Solartron instrument and custom build dielectric cell. A Phenix Auto-
mated Dielectric Breakdown Test Set was used for all AC breakdown testing of lm
greater than 100 m. For samples with a thickness of 100 m or less were tested
using custom build equipment as described in section 2.2.2. All AC ramp-to-failure
tests were carried out in accordance with ASTM D149 standards. Scanning electron
micrographs were collected using a Philips XL30 Environmental-Scanning electron
microscope.
2.2 AC Ramp-to-Failure Breakdown Testing
Dielectrics can be described as materials which support charge without conducting it
to any signicant degree. The breakdown eld, also known as dielectric strength, is
the characteristic eld strength required to cause electrical breakdown in a dielectric
material. Electrical breakdown describes the point at which there is a large decrease
of resistance in a dielectric material, causing it to conduct electricity. There are many
dierent proposed mechanisms and models of electrical breakdown in dielectrics, this
section aims to briey summarise some key theories and describe the procedure used
for breakdown testing throughout this study.
2.2.1 Mechanisms of Breakdown
There are a number of ways in which electrical breakdown can occur in solid di-
electrics. When electrical breakdown occurs, it is characteristically localised, sudden
and catastrophic.13 The intrinsic breakdown of a perfect homogeneous material is
12believe to be much higher than the measured dielectric strength of a material and
can only be predicted through complex models which aim to account for all other
breakdown mechanisms. This is because the breakdown process (especially initiation
of the process) is inherently stochastic and depends on minute dierences in structure
and composition of each sample analysed.
Aside from the stochastic nature of dielectric breakdown, there are a number of de-
terministic models and mechanisms. These are often sub-divided into several closely
linked categories. Thermal degradation is often the nal mechanism of catastrophic
failure, but a number of dierent mechanisms may precede thermal failure. Dissado
and Fothergill proposed the following categories of breakdown mechanisms which
contribute to the dielectric breakdown strength (Eb) of a material:14
 Thermal: Eb  105 - 109 V m 1, dielectric polarisation and conduction losses
lead to a temperature increase. This temperature increase enhances the con-
ductivity of the material, causing further conduction losses and heating. This
creates positive feedback which ultimately results in catastrophic thermal fail-
ure of the dielectric material.15
 Electro-mechanical: Eb >108 V m 1, a combination of electrostatic attraction
between electrodes applying pressure on the sample and local softening or crack-
ing of the dielectric leads to failure.
 Electronic: Eb  107 - 109 V m 1, this describes both the elusive `intrinsic
breakdown' (whereby electrons indenitely acquire energy faster than they can
dissipate it) and avalanche breakdown. The avalanche mechanism (also known
as impact ionisation) describes a scenario whereby a high energy electron col-
lides with a bound electron. Both are then in a high energy state and free to
be further accelerated by the electric eld. This acceleration causes subsequent
generations of collisions (an avalanche eect) until the local concentration of
high energy electrons is so high that failure of the dielectric occurs.
 Partial discharge: Eb >106 V m 1, ionisation within voids causes degradation
of the void surface which leads to increased deterioration of the dielectric until
13failure occurs.
In reality, the causes of breakdown in a dielectric can the result of a number of
mechanisms occurring separately or in a co-operative manner. Other factors such as
environmental conditions, material purity, chemical inclusions, electrode condition
and experimental procedure can all aect the likelihood of the above mechanisms
being initiated. Figure 2.1 shows the electrode geometry used for AC ramp electri-
cal breakdown testing, and identies four potential sources of electrical breakdown.
Breakdown can occur through air near the sample-electrode interface. Sparks formed
at this triple junction can corrode the surface of the dielectric sample. Samples con-
taining defects will have a lower dielectric strength as electrical breakdown is more
likely to occur through the defect. In cases of very high resistance, melting or car-
bonisation of the dielectric can lead to electrical breakdown. If very high voltages
are used, breakdown through the air around the sample allows tracking of electricity
around the outside of the dielectric material. This is also referred to as the ashover
voltage and is less damaging to the dielectric material than the aforementioned meth-
ods of electrical breakdown. When a ashover occurs, the material is not penetrated
as with catastrophic breakdown, although multiple ashover can degrade the mate-
rial surface over time.16 All samples were checked after the breakdown equipment
was triggered to ensure that a puncture at the site of breakdown could be seen to
minimise the risk of ashover-type breakdowns aecting the statistical distribution
of breakdown voltages.
Figure 2.1: Potential sources of electrical breakdown in a solid dielectric material.
142.2.2 Sample Preparation and Experimental Design
To prepare samples for the AC ramp electrical breakdown testing, ve circular thin
lms (100 m thick) of each material to be tested were pressed with a Grazeby
Specac press at 180 C with immediate quenching in cold distilled water (or solid
carbon dioxide in the case of the PS-BaTiO3 composites). Five unique testing sites
were identied per sample disk and the local lm thickness was measured for each.
For each material tested, 20 breakdown tests were carried out. Calibration of the
equipment before every batch of tests ensured a steady AC ramp rate of 50 Vs 1,
which is important for collecting consistent breakdown data.17 Each sample was held
in a sphere-to-sphere electrode geometry with a voltage applied at a ramp rate of
50 Vs 1 until catastrophic electrical breakdown of the sample occurred. Figure 2.2
depicts a schematic of the experimental apparatus used for all of the polystyrene-
barium titanate composite analysis.
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of AC ramp electrical breakdown equipment
When testing the pyrene-doped polystyrene samples, the high breakdown strengths
of the batches were near the limit of the equipment. As the amplier approaches
its upper limit, the sinusoidal waveform applied to the sample becomes distorted
and increases the probability of failure.18 For these materials, alternative breakdown
testing apparatus supplied by Phenix Technologies was used. The same test cell
geometry was used, the main dierence being the voltage limit for Phenix breakdown
15apparatus, which was much higher. Another dierence between the experiments was
starting voltage for each apparatus. The breakdown testing experiment built in the
Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory started from almost 0 V and ramped up to
the breakdown voltage. The Phenix Technologies equipment started at 5 kV, hence
why it was not used for the PS-BaTiO3 composites which exhibited low breakdown
strengths. Both experiments used a test cell with spring loaded 6.3 mm stainless
steel ball bearings as electrodes which were exchanged for brand new ones every ten
breakdowns to reduce the risk of electrode defects (such as pitting and splintering)
increasing the electrical stress across the polymer lm.19 The entire test cell was
submerged in silicone oil (Dow Corning 200/20 CS) to minimise surface tracking and
ashover.
2.2.3 Weibull Distribution
Weibull distributions are widely used for life data analysis in reliability engineering.
Such distributions are built from an example set of data, and can then be used to
estimate time-to-failure or similar for other data. For AC ramp electrical breakdown
tests undertaken in the Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory at Southampton, raw
data is analysed using a 2 parameter Weibull distribution (see equation 2.1) in ac-
cordance with IEEE 930/IEC 62539 standards. Weibull analysis can be carried out
using 1, 2 or 3 parameters. It is thought that the 2-parameter model (equation 2.1) is
the best t for AC electrical breakdown testing although other studies propose alter-
native methods of statistical analysis.14;20 Reliasoft Weibull 7++ life data analysis
software tool was used for the statistical analysis.21 The Weibull distribution can be
calculated using the following equation,
Pf(t;;) = 1   exp
"
 

t

#
(2.1)
where t is the measured variable (such as time or voltage), Pf is the probability of
failure,  is the scale parameter and  is the shape parameter. The  value is an
approximation of the breakdown strength, and , describes the spread of measured
16breakdown values. Ideally, for a good dielectric, the  and  values will both be
high, meaning that the material can withstand high electric elds, and breakdown
occurs within a very narrow region of electric eld strengths.
2.3 Dielectric Spectroscopy
Measurement and analysis of dielectric properties is an important aspect of this
work. Ideally, an additional component introduced into the host dielectric should
have limited impact on properties such as dielectric response.
2.3.1 Background Theory
Dielectric spectroscopy, sometimes known as impedance spectroscopy measures the
dielectric response of a material as a function of frequency. Relative permittivity ("r)
is a macroscopic quantity, and relates the external electric eld with the macroscopic
polarisation of a material. The overall macroscopic polarisation measured is a result of
many microscopic polarisation events. Microscopic polarisations can be grouped into
two broad categories, charge displacement (distortion) polarisation and orientational
polarisation. Charge displacement polarisation includes displacement of electrons in
an atom with respect to the nucleus. This a small shift which occurs rapidly, generally
at frequencies greater than 1012 Hz. An electric eld can also distort the arrangement
of atomic nuclei in a molecule or lattice.13 This is a lower frequency occurrence due
to the nuclei being heavier and therefore slower to move in comparison to electrons.
Molecules containing permanent dipole moments can become aligned in a suciently
strong electric eld to create net polarisation in one direction. This orientational
polarisation takes place at lower frequencies than charge displacement polarisation.
Considering a parallel plate capacitor with a vacuum between plates (gure 2.3a),
the vacuum capacitance, C0, is dened as the ratio of the stored charge per unit of
electrode area (Q) to the applied voltage (V),
17C0 =
Q
V
(2.2)
where Q is directly proportional to the electric eld (E) through the relationship,
Q = "0E (2.3)
where the constant of proportionality ("0) is the permittivity of free space.
If a dielectric is added between a parallel plate capacitor, when an electric eld
is applied across across the capacitor plates, the molecular and atomic charges are
displaced from their equilibrium position and the dielectric material is said to be
polarised (gure 2.3). Polarisation density, P, is a vector quantity and describes the
magnitude and direction of the electric moment per unit volume induced in the mate-
rial by the applied eld. This additional charge which can be stored in the dielectric
material compared to a vacuum provides increased capacitance values for the same
applied voltage. The ratio ("r) of increased capacitance to the original vacuum capac-
itance is the relative permittivity (also known sometimes as the dielectric constant)
of the dielectric, and can be written as,13
"r =
C
C0
=
Q + P
Q
(2.4)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Charge separation in a parallel plate capacitor with, a)vacuum be-
tween plates and b) a dielectric material between plates.
18The absolute permittivity of a material is "0"r, where "r is the relative permittivity.
Often in the literature " and "r are used interchangeably to denote relative permit-
tivity. Throughout this work, "r should be taken to mean the relative permittivity
unless specically stated otherwise.
Orientation of molecular dipoles is a slow process. If sucient time is allowed, then
maximum polarisation of a material can be achieved. If very low frequency elds
are applied, the observed permittivity is equivalent to the static permittivity. If
the permittivity is measured instantaneously after a eld is applied, no orientation
polarisation has time to occur and the instantaneous permittivity will be due to de-
formational eects only. As the frequency of the applied eld is varied, the extent to
which orientational polarisation occurs changes. When discussing relative permittiv-
ity as a complex quantity, it is useful to think in terms of electrical displacement D,
which is a vector quantity dened as,
D = "0"rE = "0E + P (2.5)
and has the units of Cm 2. An applied AC electric eld (E), represented as follows,
E = E0cos(!t) (2.6)
(where E0 is the amplitude at peak voltage and ! is the angular frequency) will cause
polarisation of a dielectric material. At suitably high frequencies, the reorientation
of dipoles will lag behind the applied eld. This can be expressed as a phase lag ()
in the electrical displacement,13
D = D0cos(!t   ) (2.7)
which can also be written as,
D = D1cos(!t) + D2sin(!t) (2.8)
19where D1 = D0cos and D2 = D0sin. As permittivity and electric displacement are
related as per equation 2.5, two relative permittivities can be dened,
"
0
r =
D1
"0E0
"
00
r =
D2
"0E0
(2.9)
where "0
r and "00
r are the real and imaginary components of the relative permittivity
respectively. The relative permittivity of a material can be expressed as a complex
number:
"

r = "
0
r   i"
00
r (2.10)
The dielectric loss tangent (also known as dissipation factor), tan , relates the real
and imaginary components of the complex relative permittivity as follows:
tan =
"0
r
"00
r
: (2.11)
2.3.2 Dielectric Spectroscopy Equipment
For dielectric spectroscopy measurements, the same sample pressing techniques were
used as for electrical breakdown measurements. The pressed sample discs (100-
200 m thick depending on the material used) were gold coated using an Emitech
K550X sputter coater (25 mA, 3 minutes for an estimated 20 nm thick gold layer)22
on both sides to improve contact with the electrodes. A ring of uncoated sample
remained around the edge, to prevent direct conduction across electrodes. A layer of
gold with a surface resistance of 10 
 or less was used as this was found to give a high
signal:noise ratio in previous tests.23 A SI 1260 impedance/gain-phase analyser was
used in conjunction with a 1296 Solartron instrument and custom build dielectric
cell. In terms of compensating for background noise and eects of the cabling, it
was found that adjustments to the data based on air-gap measurements introduced
additional noise into the data. Noise was reduced by using an integration method
20(called v1. long in the software) whereby measurement cycles were repeated until the
value measured is within 1 % of the standard deviation of the data collected in that
scan, as calculated by the equipment. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic of the test cell
used.
Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the test cell used for dielectric spec-
troscopy measurements.
2.4 Fluorescence Spectroscopy
A PerkinElmer LS-45 Fluorescence spectrometer was used with a `front surface ac-
cessory' attached such that solid sample discs could be analysed. For all samples,
attenuators were attached to the incident and reected beam to prevent saturation
of the spectrometer. Powder cells with a quartz window were used for solid pyrene
analysis. All pyrene-containing samples were irradiated with a 340 nm beam. The
emission spectra were recorded between 360 and 900 nm.
2.5 Polarised Optical Microscopy (POM)
A Leitz Aristomet microscope was used to record micrographs of polymer lms and
liquid crystals using crossed polarisers. When the polarisers are crossed, only fea-
21tures in a materials which exhibit birefringence are observed. For polymers, any
crystalline microstructures can be observed. In the case of liquid crystals, polar op-
tical microscopy (POM) is widely used to observe domains, boundaries and defects.
2.5.1 Voltage dependent POM
For the liquid crystal samples, voltage dependent POM was used to study alignment
under an applied eld. The test cells comprised two glass plates (separated by a
polyethylene spacer) with the innermost faces of the plates coated with indium tin
oxide (ITO), which is a transparent electrode. Connections from the plate to a DC
power supply allowed up to 30 V to be applied across the test cell. A schematic of a
test cell is given in gure 4.24.
2.5.2 Heat Dependent POM
Given the thermal sensitivity of liquid crystals (as discussed in chapter 4, a Mettler
Toledo hotstage (mounted on the microscope stage) and controller were used to reg-
ulate the temperature of the test cell (two glass plates with a polyethylene spacer)
to within 0.1 C.
2.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a popular technique in polymer and com-
posite analysis.24 The technique provides information about the surface topography
and composition of a sample at magnications greater than standard optical micro-
scopes. The distinguishing feature between SEM and optical microscopy is the use
of an electron beam rather than visible light to analyse surface topography. The
object of interest is bombarded with a beam of primary electrons (normally pro-
duced thermionically). The electron beam energy can range between 0.2 - 40 keV
22although values above 20 keV were avoided in this study to minimise surface oxi-
dation eects. The beam is focussed using electromagnets onto the sample surface
where it rasters across a small rectangular area. As the primary electrons hit the
surface, a number of dierent species can be detected, including secondary electrons
and back-scattered electrons. Throughout this work, secondary electron imaging was
used. Secondary electrons result from inelastic scattering of the primary electrons
with the atoms within a few nanometres of the specimen surface.25 For the analysis
of polymers, samples are rst etched to selectively remove the host polymer to reveal
the microstructure of the insoluble more prominent.
2.6.1 Permanganic Etching and Sample Preparation
Permanganic etching of materials is commonly used to distinguish between crystalline
and amorphous regions of a polymer sample by selectively etching amorphous regions
more aggressively. As well as crystallinity, the structure of any llers or defects in
the material will also be revealed. The etchant used was in this study was 10 % w/v
KMnO4 : (5:2:2 v/v/v H2SO4:H3PO4:H2O). For each composite, a piece of pressed
lm, (1 cm2, 200 m thick) was agitated in the etchant (10 mL) for 3 hours before
decanting the etchant and adding a neutralising solution. The polymer was then
washed sequentially with distilled water (2x10 mL) and methanol (2x10 mL) before
drying in vacuo at 50 C. Each sample, once etched, was mounted on a SEM stub
and gold coated (25 mA, 2 minutes) to prevent charging of the sample from the
electron gun. A Philips XL30 Environmental-SEM was used for conventional high
vacuum imaging of all composite samples.
2.7 Dierential Scanning Calorimetry
Dierential scanning calorimetry is used to probe phase transitions and glass transi-
tions by monitoring heat ow in and out of a material as a function of temperature.
It is important to understand such transition temperatures, especially when design-
ing high voltage insulation which has to operate to a high standard over a broad
23temperature range. For DSC analysis, 5 mg portions of each composite was weighed
into a DSC can, sealed, and analysed using a Perkin Elmer 7 Dierential Scanning
Calorimeter (under nitrogen) which was controlled by the Perkin-Elmer Pyris anal-
ysis software. Calibration with indium (melting point = 156.6 C) was carried out
before each set of tests to ensure equipment stability. Any osets calculated between
the literature stated melting point for indium were compensated for when running
temperature scans on the samples to be tested. The indium sample temperature
scan was run at the beginning and end of each batch of testing to monitor any ex-
perimental drift. Temperature scans for all samples were conducted between 60 and
200 C and run twice, with the second scan taken as the true material values as
the rst scan may be aected by the environment in which the material originally
cooled. It was found in some tests that the trace had a positive gradient across the
temperature range which eclipsed the small glass transition peak. To compensate
for this, a line of best t was calculated for each individual trace, which was then
subtracted from the experimental data to enhance visibility of the glass transition
(Tg). All data presented in this report has had any positive gradient compensated
for in this manner. Figure 2.5 shows a typical DSC scan of a crystalline material (in
this case, pyrene) which has a clearly dened melting point.
Figure 2.5: DSC temperature scan for pure crystalline pyrene.
242.8 Solution Blending
Solution blending, also known as solvent blending, is a popular technique for pro-
ducing blends of multiple polymers, adding soluble additives to polymers and also
blending solid, immiscible llers into polymers.26;27;28 This section describes the vari-
ations on a general solution blending procedure to produce a range of blends and
composites. For all solution blends, ller was added in parts per hundred polymer
(PHP) quantities. For example 10 PHP would denote a concentration of 10 g ller
in 100 g polymer.
2.8.1 Preparation of Solid-Supported Pyrene-PS
In order to produce the blended samples, solid supported pyrene beads were ground
in a pestle and mortar and stirred into a 1 % wt. solution of polystyrene (PS) (2 g) in
dichloromethane. Rigorous mechanical stirring was required to minimise aggregation
of the solid supported pyrene beads which were largely insoluble in dichloromethane
(DCM) which was a good solvent for the polystyrene used as a host polymer in this
study. Methanol (in a 1:1 ratio to the DCM used to dissolved the polymer) was added
to facilitate precipitation of the blended polymer which was ltered and dried under
high vacuum. Concentrations of 5.75 PHP and 1 PHP uorescent ller were made
in this way. For the 0 PHP control blend, the same chemical process was carried
out but without the addition of any solid supported pyrene blends. The 2 g of host
polystyrene yielded enough material to press 10 disks, 100 m thick and 2.5 cm in
diameter.
2.8.2 Preparation of Directly Doped Pyrene-PS
An identical blending procedure was used for each of the 5 dierent concentration
pyrene-polystyrene blends. Polystyrene (5 g) was dissolved in DCM (100 mL) and
stirred at room temperature for 2 hours. The desired amount of pyrene solution was
added and the mixture was stirred (using a magnetic stirring bead) for an additional
25Table 2.1: Summary of pyrene-PS samples prepared.
Pyrene
Conc.
(PHP)
Mass of
Pyrene (g)
Stock
Solution
(mL)
Stock
Solution
Number
5 0.25 25 1
1 0.05 5 1
0.05 2.5 x 10 3 25 2
0.005 2.5 x 10 4 2.5 2
0.0005 2.5 x 10 5 25 3
Stock solution 1: Pyrene (1 g) in DCM (100 mL)
Stock solution 2: Stock solution 1 (1 mL) in DCM (100 mL)
Stock solution 3: Stock solution 2 (1 mL) in DCM (100 mL)
30 minutes. The mixture was concentrated to dryness under reduced pressure (Buchi
rotary evaporator) to aord a white foamy solid. The solid was dissolved in DCM
(15 mL) and pipetted into silicone rubber containers to a depth of 1 mm. The viscous
polystyrene solution was dried at 40 C for three hours under vacuum to form thin
sample disks which were glassy rather than foamy in appearance. Table 2.1 details
the dierent quantities used for each blend. In preparation for electrical testing, 4,
200-300 m thick disks (2.5 cm diameter) were prepared and 10, 100 m thick disks
were also manufactured, leaving approximately 2 g of material for future tests.
2.8.3 Solution Blending of DR1-PMMA
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), (2 g) was dissolved in DCM (50 mL) and stirred
at room temperature for 2 hours. Disperse red 1 (DR1), (1 mg) was dissolved in DCM
(10 mL) with sonication (10 minutes, ultrasonic bath). The DR1 solution was added
to the polystyrene solution and the mixture was stirred (using a magnetic stirring
bead) for an additional 30 minutes. The mixture was concentrated to dryness under
reduced pressure (Buchi rotary evaporator) to aord a red foamy solid. The solid was
dissolved in DCM (10 mL) and pipetted into silicone rubber containers to a depth
of 1 mm. The viscous PMMA solution was dried at 40 C for three hours under
vacuum to form samples which were glassy rather than foamy in appearance. The
dried material broken up and pressed at 150 C into 400 m thick disks. This was
26the thinnest disks possible to prepare, owing to the brittle nature of PMMA. Ten
400 m disks with a diameter of 2.5 cm were prepared using this method.
2.8.4 Solution blending of PS-BaTiO3
Three dierent ller regimens were used for the high permittivity material study, this
section details the composite preparation methods used for each ller type. For each
composite blend, 5 g of material was pressed into disks (15 per material) and the
remainder was stored in a dessictor for future experiments.
2.8.4.1 Micro BaTiO3
The following concentrations of micro sized (<2 m, according to manufacturer)
barium titanate (IV) in polystyrene (Styran 678E) were prepared,
0 PHP 40 PHP
10 PHP 60 PHP
20 PHP 80 PHP
30 PHP
The required mass of BaTiO3 was added to DCM (10 mL) and sonicated in an ultra-
sound bath for 20 minutes, with vigorous shaking after 10 minutes. This was added
to a solution of polystyrene (10 g) in dichloromethane (50 mL) and stirred rapidly,
before sonication for 15 minutes in an ultrasound bath to aord a white emulsion.
The mixture was shaken for 2 minutes to ensure the solid was fully suspended, before
being poured into methanol (with stirring) to aord a white solid which was air-dried
for 24 hours before drying at 60 C under vacuum for 48 hours in preparations for
pressing into plaques.
Dispersion of the solid appeared good, this was aided by the viscosity of the polystyrene
solution which minimised settling of the barium titanate ller particles.
272.8.4.2 Nano BaTiO3
The following concentrations of nano sized (<100 nm according to manufacturer)
barium titanate (IV) in polystyrene (Styron 678E) were prepared,
10 PHP
20 PHP
30 PHP
The required mass of BaTiO2 was added to DCM (10 mL) and sonicated in an ultra-
sound bath for 30 minutes, with vigorous shaking after 15 minutes. This was added
to a solution of polystyrene (10 g) in dichloromethane (50 mL) and stirred rapidly,
before sonication for 30 minutes in an ultrasound bath to aord a white emulsion.
The mixture was shaken for 2 minutes to ensure the solid was fully suspended, before
being poured into methanol (with stirring) to aord a white solid which was air-dried
for 24 hours before drying at 60 C under vacuum for 48 hours.
Given that aggregates of particles were observed in the 60 and 80 PHP micro-
composites, it was decided to omit these and the 40 PHP concentration from the nano-
composite preparations, as aggregation became progressively worse when preparing
the 10-30 PHP samples. The duration of sonication pre- and post-mixing was in-
creased during preparation of the nano-composites in an attempt to improve disper-
sion.
It was noted that for all nano-composites, the emulsion formed during mixing was
less opaque than for the micro-composite samples, with clear aggregations of particles
visible. Sonication did not noticeably improve the number of aggregates observed in
the mixture before precipitation of the resultant composite in methanol.
2.8.4.3 Mixed BaTiO3
In addition to the micro- and nano-composites, a batch of barium titanate-polystyrene
blends were produced using a mixture of the micro and nano sized ller particles. The
28following concentrations were produced as per the above nanocomposite procedure,
10 PHP (5 PHP nano, 5 PHP micro)
20 PHP (10 PHP nano, 10 PHP micro)
30 PHP (15 PHP nano, 15 PHP micro).
2.9 Summary
This chapter has summarised the general experimental methods for the preparation of
materials and analytical techniques used in this research. Specic experimental tech-
niques developed to assess the properties of candidate smart materials are detailed
in subsequent chapters.
29Chapter 3
Fluorophores and Chromophores
as Electric Field Detectors
The introduction of smart moieties into polymeric dielectrics is a highly attractive
means of continual condition monitoring. For example, specically designed electric
eld sensitive uorophores could be introduced into the dielectric such that changes
in uorescent properties would be indicative of the local electrical environment. In
such a strategy, it is necessary both to optimize the active uorophore itself and
to determine the most appropriate manner in which to introduce the uorophores
into the insulating system. It is important that the chemically modied polymer re-
tains favourable dielectric, thermal, chemical and mechanical properties. A number
of approaches were attempted, rstly using uorophores immobilised on insoluble
polystyrene resin beads (described in section 2.8.1), and secondly by direct doping of
the uorophores into polymer solutions (as described in section 2.8.2). Pyrene (the
chemical structure of which is shown in gure 3.1) and its derivatives are a group of
commonly studied uorophores owing to their unique photochemical properties, such
as high uorescence quantum yield, long-uorescence lifetime and excimer forma-
tion,29 making pyrene the uorophore of choice for these investigations. This chapter
discusses previous work published in the literature regarding electric eld eects on
uorescence before detailing the methods of uorophore introduction explored as part
of this research project and the eect each method had on the physical and electrical
31properties on the host polymer. The uorescence spectrum of pyrene under the in-
uence of external electrical elds was measured is also discussed. A brief study into
the potential uses of chromophores, specically disperse red 1 (DR1), the preparation
of which is described in section 2.8.3, as alternatives to uorophores was also carried
out. Section 3.5 discusses the potential benets of chromophores as smart materials
in comparison to uorophores.
Figure 3.1: Chemical structure of pyrene.
3.1 Fluorescence
Fluorescence is a phenomenon widely exploited in many scientic disciplines. Fluo-
rescent markers are commonly used for tracking chemical and biochemical processes.
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a convenient technique for obtaining information relat-
ing to absorption and emission wavelengths which are unique to dierent uorophores.
Some of the most well known applications are within biosciences, such as DNA tag-
ging and cellular imaging.30;31 Fluorescence spectroscopy can also be used to calcu-
late uorophore concentration in solutions, although it must be used with caution,
as uorescence is not always linearly related to uorophore concentration. Figure 3.2
shows a simple representation of uorescence. The general process in uorescence
involves the absorption of a photon (often from the UV region of the electromag-
netic spectrum) causing the excitation of an electron from the ground state (S0) to
an excited state (S). Once excited, a number of fates can befall the electron. The
most common involves non-radiative decay whereby the electron relaxes to a lower
vibrational level within the S state as energy is transferred into the rotation, vibra-
tion and translation of surrounding molecules. In many cases, the excited electron
nally undergoes a radiative transition from S back to the S0 state with the release
of a photon.32 The emitted photon is of a lower energy and therefore longer wave-
length than the absorbed photon due to a loss of energy during non-radiative decay
32processes. Fluorescence has a short lifetime of approximately 10 8 seconds.
Figure 3.2: Representation of absorption and emission processes in uorescent
molecules, where S0 and S1 are the ground and rst excited states respectively.
As well as uorescence, an excited electron can undergo a number of dierent pro-
cesses in order to relax back to the ground state. Internal conversion occurs when
there is overlap between vibrational levels between the ground and excited states or,
if there is a suciently small energy gap between the S and S0 states, quantum
mechanical tunnelling may occur. These are rapid processes (approximately 10 12
seconds), so compete with uorescence in most molecules. Alternatively, intersystem
crossing may occur to form a triplet state (T1) with a higher spin multiplicity than
the excited singlet state. Phosphorescence is the emission of photons as electrons re-
lax from T1 to the singlet (S0) ground state. Classically transitions from the T1 to S0
state are forbidden according to the selection rule which states the spin multiplicity
should not change during transitions between the ground and excited states. This
makes phosphorescent emission a slow process (10 2 - 100 seconds).32
Considering the formation and decay of an excited singlet state (assuming no chemical
reactions occur) the following expressions can be used to represent the previously
discussed decay mechanisms,32
Absorption: S + h i ! S abs = Iabs
Fluorescence: S ! S + h f f = kf[S]
Internal conversion: S ! S IC= kIC [S]
Intersystem crossing: S ! T ISC = kISC [S]
where S is the absorbing species, S and T are generic singlet and triplet states
33respectively. Energies of incident and uorescent photons are denoted by h i and
h f,  represents the rate and k the rate constant of a given reaction. Iabs denotes
the intensity of light absorbed by the molecule.
Often, the uorescent properties of a uorophore are dependent on the local envi-
ronment. Quenching is the process by which the uorescence intensity is decreased
by shortening the lifetime of the excited state S. Three common mechanisms for
bimolecular quenching of S by a quenching species (Qu) include:32
Collisional deactivation: S+ Qu! S+Qu
Resonance energy transfer: S+ Qu ! S + Qu

Electron transfer: S+ Qu ! S+ +Qu
  or S  + Qu
+
During collisional deactivation, the S state transfers energy to the quencher molecule
which then relaxes to the ground state, normally by internal conversion. This process
is more ecient if Qu is a heavy species. Resonance energy transfer occurs as a result
of dipole-dipole coupling between the donor and acceptor molecules.33 Also termed
`F orster Resonance Energy Transfer', this eect is particularly pronounced when the
donor and acceptor molecules are in close proximity (of the order of nanometres)
and also when photons of the excited donor state can be absorbed directly by the
acceptor molecule.32
The Stern-Volmer equation (equation 3.1) relates the uorescence quantum yields
in the absence ('f;0) and presence ('f) of a quenching species Qu at a molar
concentration [Qu], where  is the observed uorescence lifetime.32
'f;0
'f
= 1 + flkQ[Qu] (3.1)
By quantifying the amount of quenching which occurs, the sensitivity of a given smart
material to a quenching species can be understood. It is important to understand
the eect of quenching species on a uorescent material, especially as the smart
insulation designed will need to be robust and operate in a predictable manner for
many decades.
343.1.1 Electric Field Eects on Fluorescence
A variety of research described in the literature suggests that the uorescence spec-
tra of materials can be aected by other external stimuli such as electric eld.34;35;36
Ohta et al. described an investigation into the eect of electrical elds on high con-
centration blends (up to 10 mol%) of 1,3-bis(1-pyrenyl)propane and pyrene blended
into PMMA.36 It was shown that the eld-induced decrease in uorescence intensity
arose from the decrease in initial population both of the pyrene uorophore and of the
emitting state of the sandwich type excimer.35 Excimers are exceptionally short lived
species (of the order of nano seconds) and are comprised of two atoms or molecules,
one of which at least is in an excited electronic state.12 Pyrene and its derivatives
are a group of commonly studied uorophores owing to their unique photochemical
properties such as high uorescence quantum yield, long-uorescence lifetime and
excimer formation, which suggests that pyrene would be a good choice when prepar-
ing a smart material intended to produce large spectral changes on application of an
electric eld.29 Techniques such as electroabsorption and electrouorescence compare
the electric eld induced change in absorption uorescence intensities as a function
of wavelength.35 These sensitive measurements provide useful information about the
dipole moment and molecular polarisability of the ground and excited states and can
detect excimer formation within the material.36;37 Ohta and colleagues also com-
pared the electric eld eects on pyrene randomly doped into a PMMA lm with
pyrene deposited in a mixed Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) lm (a lm which comprises
of many regular monolayers of chosen substrates) with a denite direction.38 In the
randomly doped pyrene-PMMA polymer lms, the excited state monomer uores-
cence and sandwich-type excimer uorescence (approximately 470 nm) are quenched
on application of an external electrical eld (1 MV 1).38 Conversely, another excimer
exhibiting a uorescence peak at approximately 415 nm was enhanced by an elec-
tric eld. In LB lms, the latter excimer uorescence remained unaected.38 These
suggests that it may be possible to detect electric elds using uorophore-based tech-
nologies, since dierent ratios of excimers can give rise to shifts in the uorescence
spectra of a material which would be observed as a colour change.
353.1.1.1 Applications in electric eld detection
A clear visual output from a uorescent dielectric could be readily interpreted and
would require little or no maintenance once installed. These characteristics render
the methodology appropriate for use in a wide range of high voltage applications
and would greatly facilitate condition monitoring of electrical plant. An example
application of smart dielectrics would be remote monitoring of charge build up on
gas insulated switchgear (GIS) spacers which would give rise to changes in the local
electrical environment at the dielectric surface. Other uses in outdoor insulation
systems to detect the presence of an electric eld (as a safety feature) or as a means
of dielectric condition assessment (by visually reporting the increase/decrease of an
electric eld above or below a pre-determined threshold) can also be envisaged for
smart insulation systems, which may be utilized in the form of a coating or as part
of the bulk dielectric itself.
3.2 Results: Solid-Supported Fluorophores
Once it was decided to test the viability of uorophores as smart dielectrics, one
question was the most suitable method of introduction of the smart additive (in
this case, pyrene) into the host polymer. In the rst instance it was envisaged that
pyrene supported on insoluble resin beads may be an eective means of introducing
uorophores into polymers. A potential advantage is that insoluble uoresce beads
could be cast into a number of dierent polymers (including epoxies, silicone rubbers
and polyethylene), without the concern of mutual pyrene and host-polymer solubil-
ity as is the case of solution blending techniques with pure, unmodied pyrene (for
example, pure pyrene is only sparingly soluble in epoxy resins and hardeners). If a
universal `smart ller' could be found, the versatility of smart dielectrics would be
greatly expanded to a wider range of materials. A possible method of uorophore in-
troduction into a host polymer matrix involved coupling a uorophore to polystyrene
resin via a chemical linker. The resin was supplied in the form of porous amino methyl
polystyrene spheres which were 1-2 % cross-linked with divinyl benzene. Pyrene, the
36uorophore of choice, was coupled to the polystyrene beads via an amide linkage as
shown in gure 3.3. The pyrene loading on the resin was estimated to be 0.46 mmol
g 1 based on previous, unpublished syntheses carried out within the laboratory prior
to this project.
Figure 3.3: Pyrene coupled to a polystyrene solid support via an amide linker
(not to scale).
The solid-supported pyrene was blended into an atactic polystyrene matrix in con-
centrations of 5.75 PHP, 1.0 PHP and a control blend of 0 PHP as described in
section 2.8.1. A notable problem with the solid-supported pyrene (ller) was the
insolubility of the cross-linked resin in comparison with the bulk polystyrene which
readily dissolved in dichloromethane. During preparation of the 1 PHP blend, ag-
gregation of the ller was observed during the blending process. It was thought that
the cross-linked polystyrene beads were partially soluble at the surfaces which then
caused the beads to aggregate. This same eect was observed in the 5.75 PHP blend
but to a lesser extent, which was surprising as the same volumes of solvent and bulk
polystyrene matrix were used for both aforementioned blends. The blended material
was pressed into lms with a thickness of 100 m at 180 C before immediate cooling
in cold water in an eort to maintain an amorphous structure throughout the bulk
polymer. Figure 3.4 shows an optical micrograph of the resultant thin lms.
Figure 3.4: A cluster of pyrene modied polystyrene ller beads (orange spheres)
as observed in the 1 PHP ller blend, viewed with a microscope in reection mode.
The optical micrograph (gure 3.4), taken in reection mode, shows two distinct
37features. Firstly the surface striations, which are due to the texture of the foil masks
used whilst pressing the sample disks. The solid-supported pyrene beads appear as
circular orange regions in the image. As can be seen, dispersion of the beads is not
uniform across the sample.
3.2.1 Fluorescence Measurements
Fluorescence spectra were obtained for thin lms of both the 5.75 PHP and 1.0 PHP
ller blends as well as the 0 PHP control blend. As expected, the uorescence in-
tensity was higher for the 5.75 PHP blend. The control 0 PHP blend conrmed
that the bulk polymer matrix alone was not uorescent (gure 3.5). For uorescence
spectroscopy measurements, the equipment was set to a pre-scan mode which de-
termined 340 nm to be a suitable excitation wavelenth for the material tested. The
relative intensities of peaks for each spectrum depicted in gure 3.5 dier depending
on concentration of ller. This may be due to dierent ratios of excimer formation,
which as described below can impact on the emission wavelengths of uorescence.
Fluorescence was not visible by eye under a standard 254 nm mercury vapour UV
lamp for any solid-supported pyrene ller blend. Owing to the high porosity of the
cross linked polystyrene beads, it is possible that many pyrene molecules were held
within the pores of the resin beads and either did not receive suitable UV radiation
to uoresce (due to the host polymer and cross-linked polystyrene beads), or the
uorescence was masked from view by the pore walls, or nally, the pyrene molecules
were in such close proximity to the cross-linked polystyrene that quenching of the
uorescence occurred. Fluorescence quenching by polystyrene has been reported in
the literature.39 Polystyrene is an eective quenching species due to the delocalised
 electrons associated with each aromatic ring. Energy from the excited S state can
readily be absorbed by such electrons, providing a non-radiative relaxation mecha-
nism back to the ground state (S0). In solution phase measurements, the uorescence
spectrum of pyrene has been proven to be strongly concentration dependent.40;41 At
low concentrations, violet coloured uorescence is observed due to monomeric pyrene
excitation. Blue uorescence emission is observed at higher pyrene concentrations
38due to excited dimer or `excimer' uorescence. Excimers are thought to form from
the collisions between excited and unexcited pyrene molecules. The concentration of
pyrene used in this study is suciently low to expect violet uorescence emission.42
Figure 3.5: Fluorescence emission spectra for 5.75 PHP, 1.0 PHP and 0 PHP
ller blends, excitation wavelength = 340 nm.
3.2.2 AC Ramp Electrical Breakdown Testing
In order to determine the eect of adding a uorescent ller into the host polystyrene
on the dielectric strength of the material, electrical breakdown testing measurements
were carried out on all blended materials to compare dielectric strength (as described
in section 2.2).43 To prepare samples for the AC ramp electrical breakdown testing,
four 100 m lms of each dierent concentration blend were taken and for each
sample disc, ve unique testing sites were identied and the local lm thickness was
measured for each. Twenty breakdown tests were carried out for each dierent mate-
rial. Calibration of the equipment ensured a steady AC ramp rate of 50 Vs 1. Each
sample was held in a sphere-to-sphere electrode system and a voltage was applied at
a steady ramp rate until catastrophic electrical breakdown of the sample occurred.
The raw data were analysed using a 2 parameter Weibull distribution (as described in
section 2.2.3) in accordance with IEEE 930/IEC 62539 standards.44 Table 3.1 com-
39pares the  and  values for each of the ller blends as obtained from the Weibull
data analysis. The  value represents the average breakdown strength for the di-
electric material whilst the  value is a shape parameter and gives an indication as
to the reliability of the data. Generally, higher  values are an indication of more
reliable results, with  values greater than 10 suggesting acceptable reliability of
a data set.45 Figure 3.6 depicts Weibull cumulative failure probability plots for the
same materials.
Table 3.1: AC breakdown results summary
Sample  Value  Value
Virgin PS (VPS) 46 155
0 PHP blend 17 173
1 PHP blend 11 165
5.75 PHP blend 23 157
Based on  values, the chemically treated 0 PHP control blend had a breakdown
strength 18 kV mm 1 higher than the untreated virgin polystyrene blend. This
conrmed the need for a control blend and was possibly due to the dissolution and
subsequent precipitation of polystyrene during the solution blending step removing
any undesirable chemical residues from the polymer. Addition of 5.75 PHP ller with
good visual dispersion showed a decrease in breakdown strength of approximately
15 kV mm 1 in comparison with  values for the 0 PHP control blend. This
decrease was expected as similar experiments show a decrease in breakdown strength
due to the ller introducing defects into the host polymer.23 A high  value for
the 5.75 PHP blend suggested good sample uniformity and therefore well dispersed
ller. The 1 PHP blend showed poor visual ller dispersion throughout the sample
as shown in gure 3.4. This was largely due to aggregation of ller beads during
solution blending and undoubtedly contributed to the lower  value observed for the
1 PHP ller blend.
Two separate regimes can be observed in the 1 PHP blend breakdown data (gure
3.6), with one regime similar to that of the 5.75 PHP blend and the second closer
to the 0 PHP blend due to local dierences in ller concentration. The same batch
of polystyrene and ller was used to prepare all materials, so the variation is more
likely to be due to ller dispersion rather than changes in the ller itself. Whilst the
401 PHP and 5.75 PHP ller blends had breakdown strengths lower than that of the
control 0 PHP blend based on  values, a lower  value for the 1 PHP blend makes
direct comparison of average breakdown values less reliable.
Figure 3.6: Two parameter Weibull plots (showing corresponding condence
bounds), for VPS, 0 PHP, 1.00 PHP and 5.75 PHP materials.
413.2.3 Dielectric spectroscopy
Dielectric spectroscopy was used to compare the dielectric response of the dierent
solid-supported pyrene blends to virgin polystyrene. Details of the equipment used
are given in section 2.3. In the case of the solid-supported pyrene blends, the data
obtained from dielectric spectroscopic analysis were inconclusive and showed large in-
consistencies between samples, including samples from the same master batch. The
materials were all processed in an identical manner, although as already noted, dis-
persion of the solid supported pyrene beads was inconsistent within the material.
The cross-linked polystyrene resin beads on which the pyrene was supported is a
porous material, so impurities such as air or solvent in pores may have contributed
to inconsistencies in the dielectric data. In some cases, the variation of the real rela-
tive permittivity between two samples of the same composition was greater than the
dierence between the real relative permittivity of the 5.75 PHP material compared
to virgin polystyrene, therefore, the results were deemed inconclusive. It is thought
that during the precipitation stage of solution blending, many small solvent lled
pockets are formed within the polymer matrix. On drying under high vacuum, many
small voids remained within the materials which were observed whilst pressing. It
was feared that large numbers of repeated pressings of the material at 180 C could
lead to thermal ageing of the polymer,46 thus introducing more variables into any
subsequent tests carried out. Defect free samples of 100 m in thickness were formed
after ve repeat pressings at 180 C , in this case it was decided that the benet
of ve repeat pressings to remove bubbles would provide more suitable samples for
testing than samples pressed only once which contained large numbers of air defects.
In thinner samples, eects at the polymer-electrode interface are more likely to dom-
inate the observed spectra, but perhaps more importantly for the solid-supported
pyrene in polystyrene composites, the diameter of the resin beads varied from 20-
100 m, meaning that in some cases, a single bead was in direct contact with the
gold coating and electrodes. This is the most likely explanation for the variations
observed between samples. The experimental procedure for dielectric spectroscopy
measurements was adjusted for subsequent material analysis as discussed in section
3.3.3.
423.3 Direct Doping of Pyrene
In order to address the problems encountered with dispersion of the insoluble cross-
linked polystyrene beads, pyrene (gure 3.7) was doped directly into polystyrene
(using solution blending techniques described in section 2.8.2). It was anticipated
that pure, unmodied pyrene would disperse well throughout the material, provid-
ing more uniform samples for material characterisation. Table 3.2 summarises the
concentrations of pyrene doped into the polystyrene samples in terms of parts per
hundred polymer (PHP) and millimoles of pyrene per gram of polymer (mmol g 1).
Figure 3.7: Chemical structure of pyrene
Table 3.2: Pyrene-doped polystyrene materials produced.
Pyrene conc. (PHP) Pyrene conc. (mmol g 1)
0.00 0.00
0.0001 4.8 x 10 6
0.005 2.5 x 10 4
0.05 2.5 x 10 3
1.00 4.9 x 10 2
5.00 2.9 x 10 1
One early problem was the inability to precipitate the polystyrene-pyrene blends in
methanol as in previous solvent blending methods, since pyrene was readily soluble
in both dichloromethane (DCM) and methanol. It was decided to instead remove the
blending solvent (DCM) from the mixture by evaporation rather than attempting
to precipitate the product. This created further problems due to foaming of the
polystyrene. Slow pressing of the foamed polystyrene-pyrene blends removed the
vast majority of air defects. Of the many dierent drying methods tested, the most
successful was to pipette a thin layer of viscous pyrene-doped polystyrene solution
into a silicone rubber dish and air dry overnight before drying in a vacuum oven
at 40 C for 48 hours to remove any solvent residue from the host polymer matrix.
Silicone rubber containers were particularly useful due to good thermal and solvent
43resistance as well as good exibility, which facilitated the release of dried samples.
This material was subsequently pressed into air-defect free 200 m samples with no
multiple pressing of the same sample necessary, thus minimising the risk of thermal
ageing.
3.3.1 Fluorescence Spectra
The pyrene-doped polystyrene samples detailed above were analysed in a uorescence
spectrometer. Unlike the solid-supported pyrene blends, all of the directly doped
pyrene-polystyrene blends exhibited uorescence under a standard UV lamp (254 nm)
as shown in gure 3.8, despite having comparatively low loadings of pyrene molecules.
(a) 5 PHP pyrene blend and VPS (b) 0.0001 PHP and 5 PHP pyrene blend
Figure 3.8: Comparison of pyrene-polystyrene blends (unpressed) under a 254
nm UV light
Fluorescence spectroscopy conrmed good uorescent characteristics for all pyrene-
polystyrene blends when an excitation wavelength of 340 nm was used (gure 3.9). An
increase in uorescence intensity with increasing pyrene concentrations was observed,
with the exception of the 5.00 PHP material which had a peak intensity lower than
that of the 1.00 PHP and 0.05 PHP samples. A second experiment was conducted,
using dierent samples pressed from the same batch of each pyrene-polystyrene blend
and once again the 5.00 PHP material had a surprisingly low uorescence intensity.
Fluorescent properties are very dependent on local conditions and the presence of
quenching materials. At high concentrations, uorophores are known to undergo
self quenching whereby neighbouring uorophores inhibit uorescence emission by
providing alternative non-radiative relaxation pathways which could explain the ob-
44servations in these measurements. The virgin polystyrene samples and 0 PHP control
samples were found to be non-uorescent as anticipated.
Figure 3.9: Comparison of the uorescence emission spectra of pyrene-
polystyrene blends. The excitation wavelength was 340 nm.
3.3.2 AC Electrical Breakdown Testing
As with the solid-supported pyrene blends, the dielectric strength was measured for
all pyrene-doped polystyrene blends. The pyrene-polystyrene blends were pressed at
180 C between sheets of Melinex
R  and quenched under cold, distilled water to min-
imise crystal growth in the pyrene or polystyrene. Twenty unique sites were identied
per lm, and the local thickness at each site was recorded. Owing to the sample thick-
ness (200 m compared to 100 m for previous tests), dierent equipment was used
to analyse the breakdown strength for pyrene-doped polystyrene blends compared to
previous measurements. In these experiments, a D149 AC electrical breakdown kit
provided by Phenix Technologies was used with a custom built test cell, full details
of which are provided in section 2.2.2. For each test the lm was placed between
two spherical electrodes which were sprung to provide a constant pressure on each
sample (provided they are the same thickness). The AC voltage was increased with a
45ramp rate of 50 Vs 1 until catastrophic electrical breakdown of the material occurred.
Inspection of the lm after testing conrmed that material breakdown rather than
ashover had occurred at each test site. As before a 2-parameter Weibull distribution
was used for all statistical analysis. Table 3.3 shows a summary of these results. A
full discussion of the statistical merits of a 2-parameter Weibull distribution is given
by Green.20 Weibull plots for all materials are shown in gure 3.10, with the 0 PHP
material shown in both graphs for ease of comparison.
Table 3.3: AC breakdown results summary
Sample  Value  Value
VPS 12 170
0 PHP 17 180
0.0001 PHP 19 173
0.005 PHP 18 170
0.05 PHP 16 177
1.00 PHP 20 176
5.00 PHP 15 176
As observed previously with the solid-supported pyrene containing samples, the
0 PHP control blend (which underwent a solution blending process but without the
addition of any ller), had a high breakdown strength than virgin polystyrene (VPS).
This was not necessarily expected in this case as the polystyrene blend was evapo-
rated to dryness (rather than precipitated from the solvent), which would still leave
any non-volatile impurities in the polymer matrix. Figure 3.11 shows the  values
for each pyrene-containing blend including the corresponding upper and lower limits,
calculated from the 2-parameter Weibull distribution. When considering the upper
and lower limits depicted in gure 3.11, there is no signicant variation in the dielec-
tric strength () between blends. This suggests that a model smart material such
as pyrene could be blended into a material without signicantly aecting dielectric
strength. The lack of dierence between the dierent pyrene blends combined with
the high  values suggest that pyrene was well dispersed throughout the materials,
and if there were localised regions of crystalline pyrene, they were small enough not
to have a signicant impact on dielectric strength. Comparing the data obtained
for the solid-support pyrene and directly-doped pyrene containing polystyrene sam-
ples, the  values vary between the two dierent data sets depending on which
46Figure 3.10: Two parameter Weibull plots for the pyrene-doped polystyrene
blends showing corresponding condence bounds (solid lines). The 0 PHP data is
shown in both plots as a reference. 47Figure 3.11: Comparison of  values with increasing pyrene concentration, show-
ing upper and lower limits from a 2-perameter Weibull distribution.
breakdown equipment was used, with the control and VPS measurement varying by
10-15 kV mm 1 between the the two testing methods. This suggests that whilst
AC breakdown testing is a very good technique for comparing materials tested under
identical conditions, it is dicult to provide an denitive breakdown strength for a
material. The variation between data sets recorded on the two dierent breakdown
testing kits also reinforced the need to test control samples, in this case the VPS and
0 PHP were useful reference samples.
3.3.3 Dielectric Spectroscopy
Dielectric spectroscopy was used to investigate the frequency dependent dielectric
response of the pyrene-doped polystyrene blends. Each concentration (listed in ta-
ble 3.2) was pressed between Melinex
R  lms at 180 C to produce smooth surfaced
lms with a thickness of 250-300 m. On each sample, a circular gold coating,
20 mm in diameter was applied, leaving an uncoated annular region to minimise the
risk of direct conduction across the material. Based on information provided by the
manufacturers of the Emitech K550X sputter coater, the gold coating thickness was
48estimated to be 22 nm. The resistance across each gold layer was measured, and
previous experiments have shown that resistances below 10 
 were acceptable for
dielectric spectroscopy. The gold coating was intended to minimise eects at the
electrode-dielectric interface by providing better surface contact with the electrode.
Although thicker samples are reported to minimise the impact of surface eects,20
it was also found that for very high impedance and low loss materials such as virgin
polystyrene, background noise was an issue, since the current detected by the equip-
ment is small and therefore more comparable with background interference. As a
result, samples ranging between 250-300 m in thickness were deemed to be a good
compromise between reducing impedance across the sample whilst minimising the
likelihood of surface eects dominating the recorded data. The experimental equip-
ment is described in chapter 2, section 2.3. The following settings were used and
remained constant for all pyrene-doped polystyrene material measurements;
 AC voltage: 2.9 Vrms (chosen to maximise signal to noise ratio,
 Frequency sweep 106-10 1 Hz
 DC oset: 0 V
 Integration: V1. long, 50 intervals,
 Reference mode: internal.
In terms of compensating for background noise and eects of the cabling, it was found
that adjustments to the data based on air-gap measurements introduced additional
noise into the data. Noise was reduced by using an integration method (v1. long)
whereby measurement cycles were repeated until the value measured is within 1 %
of the standard deviation of the data collected in that scan, as calculated by the
equipment. This in combination with other settings gave greatly improved imaginary
and tan  traces in comparison to previous preliminary dielectric spectroscopy results.
Table 3.4 summarises the real relative permittivity "0
r at 50 Hz, taken from the
frequency dependent dielectric response data shown in gure 3.12.
49The main observation was the narrow spread of permittivity values between the
dierent pyrene blends, with only 0.08 separating the maximum and minimum "0
r
values measured at 50 Hz. With the exception of the 0.05 PHP blend, there is a
slight increase in permittivity when pyrene is blended into polystyrene, although
the eect is subtle. Considering gure 3.12, all pyrene-polystyrene blends show a
very slight increase in permittivity with decreasing frequency, which is most likely
due to build up of charge at the electrode-dielectric interfaces. It was observed
that the increase in permittivity at lower frequencies was most pronounced in the
5 PHP blend, this may be due to an increased number of mobile ions in the sample
(potentially from the solvent) which would increase interfacial polarisation eects.
As discussed in the following section, pyrene acted as a plasticiser, lowering the Tg
of polystyrene, so at higher ller loadings, there could be greater mobility of charge
carriers. The measured relative permittivity values are comparable to those reported
in the literature.47 More noise was present in the imaginary component of the relative
permittivity ("00
r) given that "00
r is considered to represent the resistive element of the
equivalent circuit, and "0
r represents the capacitive element of the equivalent circuit.
Dielectrics such as polystyrene are predominantly capacitive, making "0
r the more
dominant feature and less susceptible to noise.
Table 3.4: Real relative permittivity at 50 Hz
Sample "0
r
0 PHP 2.66
0.0001 PHP 2.71
0.005 PHP 2.72
0.05 PHP 2.66
1.00 PHP 2.74
5.00 PHP 2.70
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show "00
r and tan  for the pyrene-polystyrene blends. It was
found that below 0.5 Hz and above 10000 Hz noise levels eclipsed any meaningful
trends, so only data between these frequency limits are displayed here. Tan  was
highest for the 5 PHP blend which is likely to relate to the interfacial polarisation
eect causing a gradual increase in real relative permittivity at low frequencies. The
variation between "00
rand tan  values was fairly small across the range of pyrene
concentrations, and did not follow a distinct linear trend. Increases in dielectric loss
50Figure 3.12: Real relative permittivity ("0
r) as a function of frequency for a range
of pyrene-polystyrene blends.
Figure 3.13: Imaginary relative permittivity ("00
r) as a function of frequency for
a range of pyrene-polystyrene blends.
are not desirable for smart materials as energy is unnecessarily dissipated, and may
cause an increase in material temperature.
It was initially surprising that even high levels of pyrene doping did not have a sig-
nicant impact on the dielectric properties of the blends. Although pyrene is a fully
conjugated aromatic molecule and has a `cloud' of delocalised  electrons, it does
51Figure 3.14: Tan  values as a function of frequency for a range of pyrene-
polystyrene blends.
not contain any permanent dipoles. Whilst the delocalised electrons are polarisable,
induced or temporary dipoles are generally weaker than permanent dipoles. In this
respect, pyrene is relatively similar to the phenyl rings in polystyrene. Figure 3.15 de-
picts the  bond frameworks (shown in red) for pyrene and single unit of polystyrene
and the p orbitals (which overlap more than shown) to form the conjugated  double
bonds.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.15: Sigma bond frameworks showing p orbitals which overlap to form
delocalised -bonding systems for (a) a polystyrene unit and (b) pyrene
3.3.4 Dierential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Previous work with solid supported uorophores identied ller dispersion as a key
problem when producing uniform samples. It was thought that directly doping pyrene
52into a polystyrene solution would lead to better uorophore dispersion as both mate-
rials are very soluble in the dichloromethane blending solvent. One potential concern
with such a method was the highly crystalline nature of pyrene. When studying the
directly doped polystyrene blends under a microscope at 500 x magnication, there
were no obvious pyrene crystals visible. Dierential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was
used as a technique to determine if any crystalline pyrene was present in the polymer
blends. Polystyrene is highly amorphous and therefore no melting peak for virgin
polystyrene was observed in the DSC traces. Results for the 0.0001 PHP, 0.05 PHP
and 5 PHP pyrene-doped polystyrene blends also showed no melting peaks. This
suggested that there were no signicant regions of crystalline pyrene within the poly-
mer matrix. In order to observe a peak related to the melting of crystalline pyrene,
a selection of pyrene-PS blends with pyrene:PS ratios of 50:50, 40:60, and 10:90 was
produced.48 Figure 3.3.4 shows the DSC traces for the three dierent pyrene blends.
Figure 3.16: Comparison of heavily pyrene-doped polystyrene blends, showing
peaks relating to the melting of pyrene crystals within the polystyrene matrix
(melting point of pure pyrene marked in a blue dashed line).
Both the 50:50 and 40:60 pyrene:PS blends show a peak between 130-150 C indicative
of crystalline pyrene. When compared to a pure pyrene temperature scan (Fig. 2.5),
the peaks observed in the blends are at lower temperature and appear much broader,
53suggesting that even in the 50:50 blend, there is still disruption to pyrene crystals from
the host polystyrene matrix. It was also observed in the lower concentration pyrene
blends, that as the pyrene concentration increased, the glass transition temperature
(Tg) of the host polystyrene polymer decreased as shown in Fig. 3.17. Both the
VPS and 0.05 PHP pyrene blends exhibit a glass transition around 107 C , which
decreased to 105 C for the 1.00 PHP blend. As expected, Tg was lowered the most
for the 5.00 PHP blend to just 98 C. This is due to pyrene molecules acting
as a plasticiser by disrupting the bulk polystyrene structure and weakening inter-
molecular bonding between polystyrene chains. This also suggests good dispersion
of the pyrene throughout the host polymer.
Figure 3.17: Comparison of Tg values for selected pyrene-PS blends
3.4 Results: Electric Field Eects on Pyrene So-
lutions
In order to investigate the eect of electric elds on the uorescence spectrum of
pyrene, solutions of pyrene were studied under an applied eld, and the corresponding
54uorescence spectra were recorded. The test cells depicted in gure 3.18 were used
for all pyrene solutions (a new test cell was used for each dierent test).
(a) Front view (b) Side view
Figure 3.18: Front and side elevations of the uorophore solution test cells.
These cells comprise indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass plates supplied by Sigma
Aldrich (resistance = 70-100 
=sq) with 100 m low density polyethylene (LDPE)
spacers which were clamped together to form a vessel sealed along three edges. Empty
cell measurements at 0, 10, 20 and 30 V were carried out to account for any back-
ground uorescence from the cells, although none was observed. Emission spectra
were recorded with an excitation wavelength of 340 nm (the same wavelength used
for pyrene-polystyrene blend analysis). Figure 3.19 compares a background measure-
ment (no cell), empty ITO-glass cell measurements at 0 and 10 V with 0.05 M pyrene
solution lled cells at 0 and 10 V. Dichloromethane (DCM) was the solvent of choice
as it was used during solution blending and is not reported to quench uorescence.
Figure 3.19: Fluorescence spectra, showing background, empty cell and 0.05 M
pyrene/DCM lled cell at 0 and 10 V.
55Both the empty cell spectra in gure 3.19 exhibit higher uorescence intensity com-
pared to the 0.05 M pyrene samples, due to residual light from the 340 nm excitation,
rather than true uorescence. This eect was not observed in any pyrene contain-
ing samples, as much of the excitation light was absorbed by the uorophores. The
0.05 M pyrene/DCM lled cell showed genuine uorescence which peaked around
470 nm and was unaected by the application of 10 V DC across the sample. The
uorescence intensity was very low in comparison with the pyrene-polystyrene blends
(gure 3.9), which was thought to be primarily due to the ITO-glass slides absorbing
or reecting away much of the incident light from the uorescent material. Another
notable dierence between the 0.05 M pyrene/DCM cells and pyrene-polystyrene
blends were the wavelengths of peak uorescence intensity which occurred at 470
and 390 nm respectively. The uorescence peak observed at 470 nm was thought to
be due to excimer formation in the pyrene solution leading to more blue coloured
emission as discussed in section 3.2.2.49 The electric eld across the sample was cal-
culated to be 0.1 kV mm 1 , which perhaps was insucient to cause a detectable
change in the uorescence spectrum of the pyrene solution. Given the low electric
eld present, no uorescence from the eld was observed using the equipment de-
scribed. In this experiment, the electric eld strength was limited for safety reasons
relating to the close proximity of the test cell and spectrometer. The electric eld
present in this experiment is less than could be expected in outdoor high voltage
electrical insulation.
3.5 Chromophores as Fluorophore Alternatives
There were some important limitations regarding the potential use of pyrene as a
smart electric eld indicator. Despite publications noting the responses of pyrene
to an electric eld, the scale of the eect was not detectable using standard uores-
cence spectroscopy and most importantly was not detectable by eye. The need for
an ultra violet light source to observe uorescence of these materials is also a limi-
tation, although UV LEDs are an inexpensive method of supplying such excitation.
Chromophores were considered as an alternative to uorophores since no ultra violet
56light source would be necessary to view a response from the materials. The following
section details a preliminary study into the use of azobenzene dyes such as Disperse
Red 1 (DR1) as a potentially smart additive for dielectric materials. Electrochromism
(changes in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum in response to an electric
eld) was rst reported in 196150 and has since been a subject of detailed research
for applications including light modulation and optical storage.51
In order to observe nonlinear-optical eects such as second harmonic generation,
there must be a preferred direction in a medium to remove inversion symmetry. As
light travels through a material, the nuclei and associated electrons of the atoms
in the solid form electrical dipoles. Electromagnetic radiation causes the dipoles to
oscillate which, according to classical laws of electromagnetism, allows the oscillat-
ing dipoles to act as a source of electromagnetic radiation. When the amplitude of
vibration is small, the emission frequency is the same incident frequency; however,
as the intensity of the incident radiation increases, the relationship between irradi-
ance and amplitude of vibration becomes non-linear.52 This leads to eects such as
frequency doubling or second-harmonic generation. Most organic molecules which ex-
hibit good nonlinear-optical eects also undergo charge transfer and have appreciable
static dipole moments which can be aligned in an electric eld by a process know as
polarisation or `poling'.53 The host polymer matrix containing the polarisable guest
chromophores is often heated to a temperature close to or exceeding the glass tran-
sition temperature (Tg) of the polymer during application of an electric eld. This
heating process reduces the viscosity of the polymer and facilitates rearrangement of
the guest chromophores to align with the applied electric eld.
Work carried out by Page et al.53 investigated poling eects in a number of dier-
ent polymer-dye systems. Of particular interest are the results from corona-poling
experiments involving Disperse Red 1 (DR1) blended into PMMA. During the ex-
periment, the DR1-PMMA thin lms gave a visually apparent colour change from
red to purple in the areas which had been poled. This eect lasted for a number
of hours as the surface potential of the material decayed after the experiment had
nished. Figure 3.20 shows the chemical structures of three dyes investigated and the
corresponding absorption spectrum for the dye blended into PMMA both before and
57after poling. In the case of all three dyes, a `red shift' is observed immediately after
poling. A series of polymers covalently functionalised with chromophores were poled
in a similar manner and exhibited similar shifts in absorption spectra, but to a much
lesser extent. This was most likely a result of covalent attachment to the polymer
chain hindering reorientation of the chromophore.53 Bathochromic or red shifts are
commonly reported when studying the inuence of applied electric elds on many
dyes and dye-doped materials.54;10
Figure 3.20: Chemicals formulas and corresponding absorption spectra for
a) N,N-dimethylaminonitrostilbene (DANS), b) N,N-dimethylindoaniline (Phenol
Blue) and c) 4-(N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-N-ethyl)-amino-4'-nitroazobenzene (DR1).
Reproduced in part from Page et al.53
3.5.1 Results: Chromophore Poling
Disperse Red 1 (DR1) (g. 3.21) was chosen for electric eld studies as the molecule
was widely reported to show sensitivity to the local environment.55;56 Based on these
results, DR1 was considered to potentially fulll the project criteria of producing a
reversible colour-changing dielectric material when doped into a suitable host poly-
mer.
58Figure 3.21: Chemical Structure of DR1
Equipment was constructed such that the spectra of the DR1 doped PMMA lms
could be monitored whilst under electrical stress. Figures 3.23 and 3.24 show a
schematic of the entire experiment and a photograph of the sample holder respec-
tively. Figure 3.25 shows the geometry of the electrodes within the sample holder.
PMMA (poly(methyl methacrylate)) was chosen, as it was most in keeping with the
poling procedure carried out by Page et al.53 When DR1 was blended into polyethy-
lene (PE) as an initial test, the resulting material exhibited strong thermochromism
at temperatures of 80-120 C as shown in gure 3.22.
Figure 3.22: Thermochromic properties of DR1-PE blend. Left hand side of
material is more orange/yellow after contact with a hotplate.
This was not observed to the same extent when PMMA was the selected host poly-
mer but was kept in mind when analysing the results from the poling experiments,
especially when a heat source was used. Solution blending in DCM followed by
vacuum drying proved an eective way to obtain good dispersion of the dye in the
PMMA. Test samples were pressed at 160 C to a thickness of 400 m with immediate
quenching in cold, distilled water. Such techniques for preparing azo dye-doped poly-
mer samples are well established.57 Despite thinner samples (approximately 100 m )
being preferable for maximising the eld strength across the materials, the brittleness
of PMMA made thin samples very susceptible to fractures and mechanical failure.
59Figure 3.23: Schematic representation of equipment used in DR1-PMMA polar-
ising experiment
Figure 3.24: Photograph showing sample holder within interlocked box for po-
larising experiments.
In all poling experiments carried out by Page et al. the PMMA-DR1 blend was
heated to overcome the Tg of the material (85 C) and allow greater mobility of
the dye molecules and surrounding polymer chains. Although temperature control
was dicult using the poling equipment described, it was possible to record the
temperature throughout the experiment using a thermocouple which was attached
to the sample holder. Figure 3.26 shows the background spectrum of the white
LED light source used for the experiment. Preliminary data were recorded for both
60Figure 3.25: Cross-section view of the electrode arrangement for polarising ex-
periments.
room temperature and `hot' (approx. 90 C) experimental conditions at a range of
voltages.
Spectra of the sample were recorded at room temperature and at 90 C (both with the
voltage o) and are shown in gure 3.27. The graph shows a change in spectra when
the sample is at room temperature and when it is heated. As previously described,
when drying and pressing the polyethylene-DR1 blends, there was a noticeable colour
change from red to yellow on heating. This was not observed to such a prominent ex-
tent with the PMMA-DR1 blends, although the `hot' spectrum suggests that a similar
colour change occurs. When heated, the material transmitted a higher proportion of
light in the blue/violet region (around 450 nm). The ratio of red light intensity was
lower in the heated sample. Intensity over the range of 500-600 nm (spanning green-
yellow wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum) was also increased on heating.
It was noted that the spectra for all measurements were observed as a series of 4
broad peaks. This was due to the Luxeon Star ultra-bright LED light source used
for all measurements, a background spectrum of which is shown in gure 3.26. The
background spectrum consists of thee broad peaks, the notable dierence between
the background and DR1-PMMA spectra is the presence of the 650 nm peak (cor-
responding to red light) for all DR1 containing samples. As expected, heating the
empty test cell to 90 C had no eect on the background spectrum recorded.
61Figure 3.26: Background spectrum (room temperature) of the white Luxeon Star
LED, used in polarising experiment.
Figure 3.27: PMMA-DR1 sample at room temperature and at 90 C , both at
0 kV
62Figure 3.28: Spectra of PMMA-DR1 blend heated to 90 C with an applied
voltage of 4 kV, taken after 0, 10, 40 and 90 minutes.
Having recorded a spectrum at 80 C at 0 kV, a voltage of 4 kV was applied across the
sample, and a series of spectra were recorded over a period of 90 minutes. There was
almost no change in the spectra, and in some cases the spectra were almost entirely
superimposable. Figure 3.28 shows the spectra of the sample at 0, 10, 40 and 90
minutes. These results suggest that using this polarising technique, the spectrum is
much more dependent on temperature rather than voltage applied across the sample.
The main dierence between the polarisation experiments used by Page53 compared
with the research described here is the method of polarisation. In the experiment de-
scribed above, the electrodes were in direct contact with surface of the DR1-PMMA
blend. In work carried out by Page, a corona polarisation technique was used. To
achieve corona discharge, a point-plane electrode arrangement is used to create ex-
tremely high electric elds around the needle electrode tip. When a high voltage
is applied, gas molecules around the needle electrode are ionised and drift to the
earthed plate electrode. This eectively sprays charge carriers onto the surface of the
DR1-PMMA and makes electrochemical processes far more likely to occur compared
with the plane-plane polarisation techniques employed as per section 3.5.1. In order
to get a clearer understanding of the electrochemistry of DR1, cyclic voltammetry
63was carried out on solution of DR1 as described below.
3.5.2 Results: Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry is used to study the electrochemical properties of an analyte in
solution. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were recorded for samples of Disperse
Red 1 dissolved in methanol for one experiment and dimethylformamide for another.
Figure 3.29 shows a cyclic voltammogram for DR1 dissolved in dimethylformamide
(DMF) with two areas of interest highlighted. In region A (marked in red), there
is a reduction peak thought to be associated with the formation of a radical anion
in the nitrobenzene moiety of the Disperse Red 1. Interestingly, the radical anion
of nitrobenzene, is a rich dark blue in colour.58 This may begin to describe the red
to blue colour change observed by Page et al. when polarising a PMMA-DR1 blend
using corona techniques.
It is likely that there will be more charge injection on the surface of the sample when
using a corona poling technique compared to the plane-ring electrode poling tech-
nique used throughout this research. Increased charge injection on the surface would
increase the likelihood of electrochemical processes such as radical anion formation.
Previous research also suggests formation of a nitrobenzene-like radical anion under
similar conditions.59 Region B in gure 3.29 shows a mismatch between the beginning
and end of the voltage sweep. This shows that some electrochemical processes which
occurred during the broad voltage sweep were irreversible, and may be related to the
presence of DMF.60;61
Figure 3.30 shows a cyclic voltammogram for DR1 dissolved in methanol. In region
A (highlighted in violet), a reduction peak, larger that that observed in the cyclic
voltammogram for DR1 dissolved in DMF is observed. This is possibly due to a
multi-electron process in which the radical anion of the nitrobenzene moiety of the
dye also interacts with methanol as it is a protic solvent.62 Overall, these results
suggest that the colour changes observed by Page and colleagues, may be due to
electrochemical reactions rather than polarisation of the dyes described. This suggests
64Figure 3.29: Cyclic voltammogram (1 voltage sweep) of 1mM DR1 in DMF,
showing two areas of interest. Ewe is the potential of the working electrode.
Figure 3.30: Cyclic Voltammogram of 1 mM DR1 in Methanol.
65that chromophores may be unsuitable as smart materials with long-term applications
as the tendency to undergo electrochemical reactions may shorten the service lifetime
of the smart dielectric.
3.6 Chapter Summary
Whilst pyrene failed to full the requirement that the smart material of choice must
produce a visible response to changes in electrical eld under the condition used
in this study, it was possible to blend in relatively large quantities (up to 5 PHP)
without any adverse eect on the dielectric strength or the frequency dependent
dielectric response. Good ller dispersion was found to be extremely important when
producing uorescent blends, and doping the uorophore into the polymer via solvent
blending was found to be a very ecient technique for producing uniform and defect-
free samples. A positive feature of pyrene was the strong uorescence observed even
at very low loadings in the host polymer; although, in order to make uorophores a
viable option for electrical eld detection, a far more electric eld sensitive uorophore
would need to be found.
Chromophores were considered as a good alternative to uorophores, especially as
they can be doped into the host polymer in similarly low loadings as uorophores.
Initial studies showed that DR1 responded to thermal stimuli when blended into PE,
which was unexpected and may have masked more subtle electric eld eects such
as those reported by Page.53 The reported observations of a red-blue colour change
in DR1-doped polymer systems during corona poling may be a result of surface
electrochemistry occurring, specically the formation of the dark blue nitrobenzene
radical anion. Using a plane-plane polarisation technique, the red-blue colour change
was not observed using the equipment described in this chapter. The plane-plane
polarisation experiment produced much more uniform electric elds spread over a
larger area, minimising the chance of ionisation or charge injection into the material.
In order for dye-doped polymers to be used as smart dielectrics, it would be necessary
to select a host polymer with a suitably low Tg to allow greater mobility of the dye
66molecules (which allows reorganisation of the dyes to produce dierent colours) in
the host polymer matrix without heating the material. It would be necessary to
optimise the chromophore to ensure that responses to a local electric eld would not
be masked by thermochromic eects.
67Chapter 4
Liquid Crystals
Liquid crystals were investigated as potential smart materials due to their well-
documented response to electric elds. This chapter provides and introduction to
liquid crystals and their applications, before detailing experiments carried out to
ascertain the suitability of liquid crystals for intelligent insulation technologies.
4.1 Introduction
Liquid crystals are a state of matter which share physical and behavioural properties
of both a conventional liquid and solid crystal. Ordering in a crystalline solid is posi-
tional and orientational. Molecules are constrained to occupy a given lattice site with
the molecular axes aligned in a specic direction. In an isotropic liquid, molecules
can diuse at random throughout the sample with freely rotating molecular axes.
Molecules in a liquid crystal phase still diuse through the sample but importantly,
some degree of orientational and occasionally positional order is maintained. Liquid
crystals are composed of molecules (mesogens) which are either calamitic (rod-like)
or discotic (disk-like) in shape. In a simple liquid crystalline phase, one molecular
axis tends to point along a preferred direction, described as the director and denoted
by the unit vector ^ n. Figure 4.1 shows molecular ordering in a simple nematic liquid
crystal phase.
69Figure 4.1: Schematic representing a simple nematic phase where unit vector ui
along the axis of the ith molecule describes its orientation and ^ n is the director.
In order to calculate an orientation distribution function, either an instantaneous
snapshot of the material should be considered and the angle () between the molecular
axis and ^ n measured, or, the change in  can be monitored as a function of time. The
extent of orientational ordering in a liquid crystal is described by the order parameter
Sord. The order parameter can be described in a number of dierent ways, one of
the most commonly used formulations is to nd the average of the second Legendre
polynomial,63
Sord = hP2(cos)i =

3
2
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2  
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2

(4.1)
where brackets denote a temporal or spatial average as Sord is an ergodic variable.
This is a very convenient method for describing orientational ordering in a nematic
liquid crystal since Sord=1 for a perfectly ordered system and Sord=0 in an ideal
isotropic liquid. A Legendre Polynomial is applicable when considering cylindrically
symmetrical molecules. If either the phase or molecules are not cylindrically symmet-
ric, it is necessary to specify the orientational order using tensors.64 In reality order
parameters decrease with an increasing temperature and take on values between 0.3
and 0.8.63 Experimental techniques such as x-ray scattering, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance, Raman scattering and optical birefringence measurements can all be used to
determine Sord provided that the molecular parameters which produce the measured
70properties are known. The tendency of liquid crystals to align in a given direction
leads to anisotropy, whereby the properties of the material are highly dependent on
the axis along which the measurement is taken. Ordering in liquid crystals nor-
mally extends across a domain which may span a few micrometers but is rarely of
a macroscopic scale unless boundaries or external elds are applied to the material.
Most liquid crystals exhibit polymorphism, a condition in which a number of dierent
phases (mesophases) are observed in the liquid crystalline state, some of which are
discussed in the following section.
4.2 Types of Liquid Crystals
4.2.1 Nematics
Liquid crystal phases are dierentiated by the nature of ordering observed. The
nematic phase is one of the simplest, with mesogens having no positional order but
still orientating in an approximately parallel manner along the director (^ n) as shown
in gure 4.2(a). The word nematic comes from the Greek word `nema' which means
`thread' as polarised optical micrographs of the liquid crystal phase show a series
of dark lines due to disclinations (defects in orientational order), which produce the
characteristic Schlieren texture.65 Homogeneously aligned nematics (nematic single
crystals) do no exhibit specic textures when viewed with a polarising microscope.
Observation through crossed polarisers along the direction of the optical axis will
produce a dark image (as with a pseudo isotropic or homeotropic orientation). A
common variation of the nematic phase is the twist nematic (TN) phase which will
be discussed in terms of applications in liquid crystals in display technologies.66
4.2.2 Smectics
Smectic phases are distinctive in that they contain orientational and some positional
order, forming lamellar structures. They often occur at lower temperatures compared
71to nematic phases. Unlike in crystalline solids, the positional ordering in smectics is
one dimensional. Each layer of a smetic phase can be considered as a 2-dimensional
nematic liquid.67 Figure 4.2(b) shows a smectic A mesophase where the director is
parallel with the smectic layer normal. Optically, the smectic A mesophase (like the
nematic mesophase) is uniaxial with the optical axis coinciding with the director, ^ n.
Smectic C phases contain layers of mesogens which are tilted at a xed angle  from
the layer normal as in gure 4.2(c). The smectic C phase is optically biaxial due to
monoclinic symmetry and therefore can not form homeotropic textures.66 Smectic C
also has a chiral phase denoted as C*. As with smectic C, the director is tilted at an
angle  from the smectic layer normal, however, precession of the tilt angle about
the smectic layer normal gives rise to the macroscopic helical structure.
4.2.3 Cholesterics
Also known as chiral nematics, cholesteric mesophases arise if the mesogens are them-
selves chiral (i.e. they lack inversion symmetry). Under such circumstances, it is
possible for the director to rotate in a helical fashion about an axis perpendicular to
itself. The pitch of a cholesteric liquid crystal describes the distance along the helix
required for the director to complete one complete 360 rotation, although as ^ n is
equivalent to -^ n, the helical structure is repeated every 180. A chiral nematic phase
can be produced by chiral mesogens, non-chiral mesogens with a chiral dopant, or
a combination of both. The pitch of a cholesteric phase is often very sensitive to
temperature, chemical composition and applied electric or magnetic elds. The heli-
cal arrangement in cholesterics leads to extremely high optical activity and selective
reection of circularly polarised light. It is necessary to distinguish the helical nature
of cholesteric phases from the planar layered structure of smectic C* despite both
forming helical arrangements.
72(a) Nematic (b) Smectic A
(c) Smectic C (d) Cholesteric
Figure 4.2: Four important liquid crystal mesophases.
4.3 Optical Properties
4.3.1 Birefringence
Due to anisotropy, liquid crystals exhibit birefringence, sometimes referred to as dou-
ble refraction. Light polarised parallel to the director travels at a dierent velocity
through the liquid crystal and therefore has a dierent index of refraction compared
to light polarised perpendicular to the director. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic rep-
resentation of light entering a birefringent material such as a nematic liquid crystal
with uniaxial anisotropy.
The refractive index n is dened as the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum
to that in the material. Incident unpolarised light entering a uniaxial birefringent
material will be polarised parallel to the optical axis, forming the extraordinary (e)
ray with refractive index ne. Light polarised perpendicular to the optical axis forms
73Figure 4.3: The action of a birefringent material upon incident unpolarised light
(shown in red). Plane of polarisation is denoted by the green arrows.
the ordinary (o) ray with refractive index no. The birefringence magnitude,
n = ne   no (4.2)
describes the dierence between the indices of refraction. Uniaxial birefringent ma-
terials are said to be positive when ne > no and negative when ne < no. For typical
nematic liquid crystals, no is is approximately 1.5 and n may range between 0.05
and 0.5. Optical path delay (OPD) describes the wavelength shift through a sample
of thickness d.68
OPD = n:d (4.3)
For a given liquid crystal, thicker samples relate to larger phase modulation, but
many other factors relating to sample thickness, such as light scattering at domain
boundaries, limit the liquid crystal thickness used in real life applications, which
will be discussed in later sections. Polarised optical microscopy (POM), described in
section 2.5 is a useful tool for studying birefringence of a material. The material of
interest is inserted between two polarisers which can be rotated as required. Normally
the polarisers are fully crossed (90) such that light is totally eclipsed and, in the
absence of a sample, the image would appear black. Images of liquid crystals viewed
through crossed-polarisers can appear black for two reasons. Either birefringence
disappears due to illumination parallel to the analyser (second polariser) direction,
known as zero birefringence extinction, or zero amplitude extinction occurs. This
74occurs when only one beam travels through a crystal because it is orientated such
that one of its principle directions is parallel to the polariser.69
4.4 Surface Alignment and Boundaries
Imposing boundaries on liquid crystals can dramatically change the properties of the
material, especially if the boundary contains a microscopic surface texture along
which the liquid crystals can align. By controlling the substrate texture, liquid
crystals can be aligned in dierent congurations, the two most common being
homeotropic and homogeneous (also referred to as planar). By controlling align-
ment of liquid crystals on a substrate, a vast number of applications such as liquid
crystal displays can be realised. The extent to which a liquid crystal interacts with
a substrate surface is often referred to as the anchoring strength. At the interface of
the alignment layer and liquid crystal molecules it is possible to achieve very strong
surface anchoring in the presence of suciently strong dipole-dipole interactions.70
4.4.1 Homogeneous Orientation
When homogeneously aligned, the optical axis of the liquid crystal molecules are
aligned parallel with the surface of the supporting substrate. Figure 4.4 shows homo-
geneous alignment of a nematic liquid crystal phase. When viewed through crossed
polarisers, a coloured texture resulting from birefringence is observed, providing that
neither of the polarisers are aligned with the optical axis of the liquid crystal phase.
Traditionally, planar alignment was created by unidirectional mechanical rubbing of
a glass substrate with a cloth to create a mircrorelief (Chatelain's method).71 This
method is popular due its simplicity, but does not always provide suciently strong
surface anchoring.71 A more common technique uses a rubbed polymer surface or
surfactant to promote mesogen alignment. Suitable polymers coatings for rubbing
include poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), polyimide (PI) or
polystyrene. Rubbing the surface in a unidirectional manner produces planar align-
ment due to optical and topological anisotropies from the orientation of polymers
75molecules and microgrooves in the alignment material.72 In some cases where strong
surface anchoring is required, polymers such as poly(vinyl cinnimate) (PVCi) can be
used in photochemically induced liquid crystal alignment techniques. The surface
is mechanically rubbed before irradiation with unpolarised light causes a great deal
of cross-linking in the PVCi layer. Surface anchoring eects from irradiated PVCi
surfaces have been experimentally proven to be much stronger than those in systems
which have undergone purely mechanical rubbing.73
(a) Side view (b) Viewed down long molecular
axis
Figure 4.4: Homogeneous liquid crystal alignment due to a rubbed alignment
layer (red) on a glass surface (blue) viewed a) from the side and b) down the long
molecular axes of the liquid crystals.
4.4.2 Homeotropic Orientation
In a homeotropic arrangement, the molecular and optical axes are aligned normal to
the surface of the supporting substrate as shown in gure 4.5. When viewing a homo-
geneously aligned uniaxial liquid crystal phase through crossed polarisers, darkness
is observed as light passing straight along the optical axis suers no refraction and is
therefore unable to pass through the analyser (second polariser). In order to achieve
homeotropic alignment, surfactants such as lecithin and chromium distearyl chloride,
or alkoxybenzoic acids are introduced directly into the liquid crystal, forming aligning
layers by adsorption at the substrate-liquid crystal interface.71
76Figure 4.5: Liquid crystal molecules in a homeotropic alignment guided by sur-
factant molecules (shown in red) on a glass substrate.
4.5 Dielectric Anisotropy
When designing a liquid crystal device, it is essential to understand the dielectric
properties of the material. Liquid crystals exhibit dielectric anisotropy ("r) dened
as,
"r = "
k
r   "
?
r (4.4)
where "
k
r is the relative permittivity parallel to the director, and "?
r , the relative
permittivity perpendicular to the director. On application of an external electric
eld, liquid crystals have a tendency to align with the eld due to the presence of
permanent electric dipoles and/or induced dipoles in the molecules. Permittivity is
a physical quantity that describes how an electric eld aects and is aected by a
dielectric medium and is determined by the ability of a material to polarize in response
to an applied electric eld. Materials with high permittivity eectively cancel out an
electric eld. Permittivity is discussed further in section 2.3. Figure 4.6 shows the
response of mesogens with positive and negative dielectric anisotropy to an electric
eld. Molecules with positive dielectric anisotropy align with the long molecular axis
parallel to the electric eld. In materials with negative dielectric anisotropies, the
long molecular axes are aligned perpendicular to the electric eld. The anisotropy in
governed by the locations of dipoles within the molecule.
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Figure 4.6: The response of a liquid crystal with a) positive and b) negative
dielectric anisotropy ("r) in an applied electric eld (denoted by arrows).
4.6 External Field Eects
As liquid crystals exhibit dielectric anisotropy, the application of an external eld can
cause changes in the structure and thermodynamic properties of the material. For
example, the phase transition points, order parameter and symmetry of the liquid
crystal are all susceptible to electric eld eects. In addition to these changes, it is
possible for an applied eld to cause reorientation of the director ^ n to maximise the
alignment of the polarisation P with the applied eld E in order to minimise the
electric energy, -P.E.67 The nature of polarisation, and the eects of reorientation
on the liquid crystal structure varies greatly between dierent mesophases. Many
studies have been carried out to optimise switching speeds and maximising resolution
between o and on states in liquid crystal cells.74;75
4.6.1 Modes of Deformation
Viscoeleastic properties govern the behaviour of liquid crystals in external elds in
terms of threshold voltages and response times. An important distinction between
deformation in a liquid crystal compared to solids is the lack of translational displace-
ment of the liquid crystal molecules under distortion. This is due to slippage between
uid layers.71 Elastic energy is conserved when a purely shear deformation occurs.
Nematic liquid crystals can be deformed by even small external forces as they have
low viscosities. If weak distortions only are considered, the nematic phase formally
acts as an elastic medium, and the deformations can be treated by the continuum
78theory of nematics.63
An undeformed LC is one in which the director ^ n points in the same direction through-
out the LC. A deformed liquid crystal is one in which the director changes its direction
from point to point due to an external force. Such deformations to the director ^ n
can be classied into three dierent modes, splay, bend and twist (as depicted in
gure 4.7). Splay distortions result from bending perpendicular to the director, twist
deformations cause neighbouring mesogens to be angled with respect on one another
rather than aligned in parallel, and nally, bend deformations occur parallel to the
director and molecular axis of the mesogens. Distortion of the director from its equi-
librium position can be considered analogous to a change in length of a spring from
its equilibrium position. Consequently, each deformation mode has an associated
elastic constant ( K 1, K 2, K 3 for splay, twist and bend respectively).
Figure 4.7: Schematic showing the three key deformation types, a) splay K 1, b)
twist K 2 and c) bend K 3.
4.6.2 Fre edericksz Transition
When a eld is applied to a liquid crystal sample, permanent or induced electric
dipoles in the mesogens align with the eld (permanent dipoles have much stronger
interactions with an external eld).76 In a liquid crystal sample which is conned
between two textured boundaries, surface anchoring eects often oppose orientation
of the dipoles in a eld. A combination of these factors leads to deformation of the
liquid crystal director ^ n under an applied eld. When an electric eld is applied
across a liquid crystal sample perpendicular to the direction of surface alignment,
79within the bulk region of the sample, there is sucient free movement of liquid
crystal molecules for the director to align with the eld. At the boundaries of the
sample, surface alignment and anchoring eects out compete the electric eld, and the
director maintains xed. Figure 4.8 shows such director deformation. The threshold
electric eld Eth describes the point at which a eld is suciently strong to cause
director orientation within a sample (ideally by 90) and can be calculated using the
equation,64
Eth =

d
r
K
"0"r
(4.5)
where d is the cell thickness, K is the elastic constant (K 1, K 2 or K 3 depending on
the deformation geometry) and "r is the anisotropy of permittivity in the liquid
crystal. Little or no deformation occurs below the threshold voltage, but above
the threshold, deformation becomes more pronounced with increasing eld strength.
When deformation occurs, the director varies with position throughout the sample.
This deformation under an applied eld is known as the Fre edericksz transition and
was rst reported by Fre edericksz and Repiewa in 1927.76
Figure 4.8: An example Fre edericksz transition involving splay (K 1) and bend
(K 3) deformations.
4.6.3 Switching Time
There are two switching times for a liquid crystal device, the turn-on time (ton) and
turn-o time (toff) which can be expressed using the following equations,68
80ton =
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d
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2K (4.7)
Where V, , "r, and K are applied voltage, rotational viscosity, dielectric anisotropy
and elastic constant respectively and d is lm thickness. In general ton is much shorter
than toff due to the presence of a switching eld when the device is turned on. When
turned o, there are no electric elds present, so relaxation of the mesogens occurs
slowly. Sample thickness greatly aects toff with thicker samples exhibiting much
longer turn-o (relaxation) times.68 A great deal of research eort has been invested
in balancing desirable properties of thick liquid crystal samples such as large optical
phase delay (OPD) with undesirable properties such as slow switch-o times. By
carefully controlling material geometries and chemical composition it is possible to
optimise the system to incorporate the favourable attributes of large OPD and rapid
toff.
4.7 Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystals (PDLCs)
James Fergason is attributed with developing the rst polymer dispersed liquid crys-
tals (PDLCs) which consisted of nematic liquid crystals blended into a water based
solution of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA).77;78 Around the same time, investigations were
carried out into the manufacture and properties of `micro-droplets' of 4'-n-pentyl-4-
cyanobiphenyl (5CB) in a bisphenol A based epoxy resin system.79 In both cases, it
was observed that application of an electric eld dramatically changed the optical
properties, especially with regards to light scattering. PDLCs are researched with
great interest as they possess the durability and processing advantages of polymers
whilst retaining many of the electro-optic responses of liquid crystals. PDLCs oer
larger phase modulation compared to pure liquid crystals, and can be manufactured
on metre squared scales whilst still requiring low power inputs for switching.
81For a switchable polymer disperse liquid crystal to operate, the index of refraction
of the polymer np should be equal, or very similar, to the index of refraction for the
light polarised perpendicular to the director of the liquid crystal n?.80 Additionally,
the polymer must induce the director of the liquid crystal in the droplets to orientate
parallel to the inner droplet wall at the polymer interface. This condition causes the
director to be undened on two opposite points of the droplet (disclinations). Figure
4.9 shows biaxial alignment of liquid crystals in an oblate PDLC droplet, viewed in
cross-section, with the axis of symmetry parallel with the average director orientation.
When a eld, E, is applied, the liquid crystal molecules reorganise to align parallel
with the eld, which also aligns the primary axis of symmetry. Figure 4.9 (b) shows
a higher energy state due to greater distortion of the director at the droplet-matrix
interface. When no electric eld is present, the disclinations in dierent droplets
are orientated at random, causing light to be scattered to a large extent, due to
the mismatch of refractive indices for the polymer and liquid crystal np and n?. On
application of an electric eld perpendicular to the substrate surface, the disclinations
align parallel to the eld (gure 4.10), assuming the liquid crystal exhibits positive
dielectric anisotropy,63 causing the eective refractive index of the droplet to match
the refractive index of the host matrix. If the refractive indices are well matched,
light is transmitted through the sample without scattering, giving a transparent
appearance.81;82
(a) Low energy state, no eld (b) Field applied, higher energy state
Figure 4.9: Comparison of liquid crystal ordering in an oblate biaxial droplet in
the absence and presence of an applied eld.
82(a) OFF (b) ON
Figure 4.10: Schematics showing the operation of a PDLC between two elec-
trodes, with a) no electric eld and b) and electric eld applied.
4.8 Applications of Liquid Crystal Based Tech-
nologies
Due to the unique properties possessed by liquid crystals, they are widely used in
a variety of applications ranging from high performance liquid crystal displays to
disposable thermometers and novelty items such as thermochromic toys and jewellery.
This section describes three particularly relevant applications of liquid crystals.
4.8.1 LCD Screens
Liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are widely used from watches to calculators and com-
puter monitors. Over the years, a number of dierent types of liquid crystal technolo-
gies have been employed in LCD displays to achieve the best and most cost eective
performance. Twist nematic eect (TN-eect) LCDs are used in many everyday
items, especially those which are battery powered. The device is formed from a ne-
matic liquid crystal layered between two glass substrates which have been treated
to provide homogeneous/planar alignment layers. The direction of alignment on one
substrate is perpendicular to the second. This conguration causes a 90 twist in the
director to form throughout the bulk of the liquid crystal. This structure is anal-
ogous to the cholesteric phase. Polarisers are mounted on either side of the liquid
crystal cell. The rst polariser polarises incident light entering the cell and is aligned
parallel with the liquid crystal director on the surface. The second polariser, here on
83Figure 4.11: Schematic showing Fre edericksz transition in a TN-display type
liquid crystal cell.
in referred to as the analyser, is aligned perpendicular to the rst and parallel with
the liquid crystal director on the second plate as shown in gure 4.11. In a standard
cell, light passing into the cell undergoes polarisation which rotates with the director
of the liquid crystal, such that the light is also twisted 90 through the cell and is
able to pass through the analyser. When an electric eld of sucient strength is
applied, a Fre edericksz transition occurs in the bulk material, which disrupts the 90
director twist. Light is no longer twisted to pass through the analyser, and the cell
appears dark. Variations of this technology include super-twisted nematic (STN)
displays which have a dierence of 210-270 between the two substrate layers and
oer switching over much narrower voltage ranges - essential for displays containing
many thousands of pixels.
4.8.2 VisiVoltTM
Engineering company ABB have developed VisiVoltTM as a means of circuit-free
voltage detection. The equipment can be mounted on a medium voltage conducting
system and gives a visual response of a dark arrow on an LCD display when voltage
is detected above a predened threshold.83 VisiVoltTM can be used on unshielded
metal conductors and busbars, of any typical cross section and diameter but not on
ground-shielded (earth-screened) cables which have a much lower electric eld on the
84surface. VisiVoltTM also requires the conducting backplate of the device to be in
contact with a bare conductor in order to operate properly. Figure 4.12 shows an
example application of VisiVoltTM.84 Such technology greatly improves site safety
where electrical plant is present, oering a rapid and easily interpretable method of
diagnosis and could greatly reduce the risk of accidental electrocution. Given the
limited range of applications of the VisiVoltTM system, the research presented in this
thesis aims to investigate highly visible sensing technologies that have the capability
to be used in coatings, exible tapes or composite dielectrics, with the ultimate aim
of producing a sensing technology that requires no external power sources and can
be applied to AC or DC systems.
Figure 4.12: VisivoltTM: 1) mounted on equipment, 2) in the presence of voltage,
3) in the absence of voltage.84
4.8.3 Smart Glass
Smart glass is a term often used to describe a number of dierent glass and glazing
technologies. Before describing the use of liquid crystals in smart glass technologies,
85it is worthwhile to consider alternative or competing smart glass technologies.85
`Micro-blinds' allow the user to control the amount of light passing through the glass.
The glass surface is covered with a transparent electrode and thin rolls of metal which
when no voltage is applied remain rolled, allowing light to pass through. When a
potential dierence is applied between the rolled metal layer and the transparent
conductive layer, an electric eld forms which causes the rolled micro-blinds to stretch
out, blocking the light.
Electrochromic windows work very dierently. The colour change is based on an
electrochemical reduction-oxidation process as depicted in gure 4.13, rather than
orientational changes within the material. When a voltage is applied, ions move into
the electrochromic layer (typically tungsten oxide)86 causing the material to absorb
light, resulting in a dark blue tint to the glass. The process can be reversed by
reversing the voltage. In many systems, it is not necessary to maintain a voltage
once the desired colour change has occurred.
Figure 4.13: Cross sectional representation of an electrochromic window in on
and o modes.
The term `smart glass' is nowadays more commonly used to describe glass or high per-
formance plastics which contain a layer of polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC).87;88
Typically a PDLC paste is layered between two transparent indium tin oxide (ITO)
electrodes mounted on either glass or plastic. When the voltage is o, the liquid
crystals dispersed throughout the polymer are aligned at random, giving the mate-
rial a milky opaque appearance. When a voltage is applied, the liquid crystals align
with the eld, making the material transparent. The total transmittance of light
86only diers by 10-15 % in the ON and OFF states, but the degree to which light is
scattered alters dramatically. Other similar systems are designed to become opaque
when switched on depending on which state would be required most often during op-
erational life. These reverse mode PDLCs rely on negative dielectric anisotropy liquid
crystals and are opaque in the o state and become clear when switched on.89 Figure
4.14 shows a schematic representation of the layers within a sample of MagicGlasTM
lm provided for this project by Glasnovations. Section 4.9 discusses the operation
of MagicGlasTM in greater detail. Whereas electrochromic glass is generally favoured
to block out light by providing a dark tint (for example in large oce block areas),
PDLC smart glass is preferred for applications whereby privacy is required (by a
material with strong light scattering capabilities), but it is not necessary to entirely
block out light. PDLC smart glass is increasingly popular in many modern buildings
from meeting rooms, to temporary projection screens, to intensive care unit screening
in hospitals.
Figure 4.14: Schematic showing layers in MagicGlasTM Switchable Film, layers
shown are not drawn to scale.
4.9 Results: Testing of MagicGlasTM Switchable
Film
PDLC smart glass was studied as a potential smart material for monitoring of high
voltage plant as it can be processed into a malleable thin layer and exhibits good
electric eld sensitivity which is robust and reproducible.
874.9.1 Electrical Field Response
An A4 sample of MagicGlasTM Switchable Film was provided by Glasnovations.
MagicGlasTM is an example of a polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) material.
The material is opaque under normal (eld-o) conditions, and becomes clear when
an electrical eld is applied across it. MagicGlasTM is used primarily for switchable
privacy screens in modern architecture. As shown in 4.14, MagicGlasTM lm com-
prises of a number of layers laminated together. The PDLC active material is coated
on either side with indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes to provide a uniform electric
eld across the layer when a switching voltage is applied. Plastic outer layers protect
the fragile electrodes and PDLC. The ITO electrodes are attached to copper contacts
which can be directly connected to a power supply. The data provided by Glasnova-
tions states an operating voltage of 115 V AC, although in laboratory tests (gure
4.15(a)), it was found that voltages as low as 30 V AC or DC were sucient to switch
from an opaque to transparent state. The capacitance of the sample, measured using
a model LCR 6401 Databridge, was found to be 194 nF at 100 Hz and 183 nF at
1 kHz. The resistance was measured as 1.34 k
 at 100 Hz and 1.39 k
 at 1 kHz.
The capacitance values are in agreement with the observation by eye that although
the material switched almost instantly to transparent when the power was switched
on, there was a delay of approximately one second between the power being switched
o, and the material relaxing back to an opaque state. The delay can be attributed
to charge storage in the liquid crystal (if it is behaving like a capacitor) between the
ITO electrodes. When the voltage is switched o, the charge stored in the liquid
crystal is discharged slowly, which would cause a delay in the observed transition
back to the opaque state. It is also likely that visco-elastic properties of the liquid
crystal play a signicant role in rate of relaxation back to the original eld-o state.
The viscosity of the material aects the rate at which the liquid crystal molecules
rotate and relax back to their eld-o state.
In addition to the tests which involved connection of the MagicGlasTM lm directly
to a power supply as the standard operating procedure suggests, the lm was also
tested in a high voltage eld with no contact between the lm and high voltage
88(a) Sample connected directly to power supply (b) Sample held in high voltage electrical
eld
Figure 4.15: Schematics showing two dierent test procedures carried out on a
MagicGlasTM Switchable Film sample.
electrodes. The two testing methods are depicted in gure 4.15. Under normal
operating conditions, when the MagicGlasTM lm is in an `OFF' state, the liquid
crystal within the PDLC has many dierent domains, each with dierently orientated
directors which leads to mismatches between the refractive indices of the liquid crystal
domains and host polymer. Light is scattered in every direction, giving the lm a
white, opaque appearance. When the lm is switched `ON', a uniform electrical eld
(1.1 kV mm 1) is produced across the PDLC layer causing alignment of directors.
When the directors are aligned, light is scattered to a much lesser extent, and the
lm appears transparent. As the change in transparency is a response to an electrical
eld across the PDLC layer of the lm, it was anticipated that the presence of a
suciently high electrical eld would cause a change in opacity of the PDLC layer,
even when the lm was not connected to a power supply. This was tested using the
experimental apparatus shown in gure 4.15 (b). The voltage across the high voltage
electrodes was gradually increased up to 20 kV at which point corona discharges
became audible. No change in transparency was observed even at such high voltages.
The air gap between high voltage electrodes was decreased from 4 cm (0.5 kV mm 1)
to approximately 1 cm (2 kV mm 1), but this had no eect on the observations.
Finally instead of earthing through the lower HV electrode, the lower ITO electrode
in the lm was earthed (minimising the number of material layers the electric eld
was spread across). Despite these changes to the experiment, it was not possible to
observe any changes in transparency of the material on application of 20 kV across
89the sample. A number of factors may have contributed to this observation. It may
have been that the ITO electrodes which were `oating' in the electrical eld, may
have diused the electrical eld over the sample so that a relatively weak electric
eld was present across the PDLC layer. The layers of protective plastic may have
also diminished the electric eld strength across the PDLC layer.
Polarised optical microscopy (POM) was used to study the composition of the Mag-
icGlas lm. Initially, the bulk material was viewed through the microscope with
crossed polarisers. Even at high magnication, there was no visible change in the
material other than an increased transparency with higher voltages. In order to get
a clearer idea of the lm composition, the area around the copper contacts between
the power supply and ITO electrodes was studied, as various dierent layers were
visible. Figure 4.16 shows this area at three dierent magnications. When the sam-
ple was switched between the transparent and non-transparent states (using a 30 V
DC power supply), there was no obvious change in the microstructure of the layers,
as shown in gure 4.16. Surprisingly, the layer which was suspected to contain liquid
crystal showed no change when the voltage was applied. It may have been that the
sample was too thick, such that a net eect was seen rather than any specic liquid
crystal related textures. This may be because at the edge of the sample the ITO
electrode layers were damaged or absent and therefore a uniform eld was not pro-
duced across the area viewed. It was also noted that the protective plastic layers were
very birefringent, which may have impacted the visibility of liquid crystal responses
using POM. The centre picture in gure 4.16 shows an area composed of just the
protective plastic layers which appears white due to a large amount of birefringence,
especially compared to the top right hand corner of the same image which shows the
edge of the sample after which point a black area is seen where the two polarisers in
the microscope totally eclipse any light. There was a striking dierence between the
appearance of the MagicGlasTM lm compared with other PDLCs manufactured in
the laboratory. PDLCs manufactured in the laboratory along with many described in
the literature have very characteristic birefringent patterns where the liquid crystal
has phase separated and formed droplets. The MagicGlasTM appeared very homoge-
neous when viewed at the same magnication as other, laboratory prepared, PDLC
90samples.
Figure 4.16: Images of MagicglasTM lm showing the dierent layers. From
left to right: photograph of lm showing part of the copper contact, micrograph
viewed between crossed polarisers and nally a micrograph showing focussing on a
layer which is suspected to contain liquid crystal (all viewed perpendicular to the
surface).
In order to investigate further whether or not MagicGlasTM is truly homogeneous or
if the liquid crystal droplets are too small to be easily viewed using POM, Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to study the surface topology. A section of
MagicGlasTM was taken and split in half to reveal the active material between the
two transparent electrodes. The active material was mechanically etched and gold
coated in preparation for SEM imaging. Figures 4.17 show SEM images of the active
layer within a sample of MagicGlasTM in which a porous network structure can clearly
be seen. This strongly suggests that the technology is based on polymer network
liquid crystals. Polymer network liquid crystals (PNLCs) are very similar to polymer
dispersed liquid crystals except that the liquid crystal forms a continuous phase
consisting of many domains due to an interlinked network of polymer rather than
forming discrete spherical droplets within a host polymer. PNLCs strongly scatter
light in the absence of an electric eld, and are generally considered to required lower
switching voltages (and exhibit faster switching times) compared with PDLCs, to
transition from an opaque to transparent phase.90;91
91(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: Scanning electron micrographs of active layer within a MagicGlas
sample, showing a porous network structure.
4.10 Results: Initial Study of PDLCs
4-Cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl (known in industry as 5CB) was chosen for initial electric
eld response testing as it is a very well characterised nematic liquid crystal with a
large dipole moment and positive dielectric anisotropy, (see gure 4.18).
Figure 4.18: Chemical structure of 4-cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl (5CB)
5CB was rst synthesised by Gray and co-workers in 1972 and is an analogue of the
alkyl cyanobiphenyl group of liquid crystals, a popular group of liquid crystals used
in early LCD technologies as the nematic phase is observed over a broad temperature
range and close to standard operating temperatures for most low powered electronic
equipment.63;92 5CB forms a nematic phase between 24 C and 35.3 C and exhibits
positive dielectric anisotropy whereby the direction of the permanent dipole is parallel
with the long molecular axis of the molecule.71 It has been a popular choice in many
liquid crystal studies93 including studies on the eect of environmental factors such as
temperature94 or electric eld95 on the physical and electrical properties of the liquid
crystal.96;97 A range of research has also been carried out with regards to the addition
of various llers such as clay platelets98;99 and nano-particles to modify properties
such as conductivity, permittivity and microstructure of the material.100;101
924.10.1 Manufacture of Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystals
Two standard techniques for PDLC preparation are encapsulation/emulsication and
phase separation. Phase separation can be either thermally induced (TIPS) or result
from polymerisation (PIPS) and varying solvent conditions (SIPS).102 Silicone rubber
(SiR) was selected as a host polymer for early PDLC tests. Silicone rubber was
chosen as a very elastic, chemically and thermally resistant polymer with simple
curing procedures. It was also found to be immiscible with organic liquid crystals
such as 5CB, which would lead to droplet formation within the host polymer. To act
as a control sample, a batch of Sylgard R  182 (10:1 resin to curing agent) was cured
in a mould (140x120x0.24 mm) lined with a Melinex R  polyester lm at 80C under
5 tonnes of pressure for 35 minutes. The resulting sample was a clear, transparent
lm with a thickness of 240m. A second batch of Sylgard R  182 mixed in a ratio
of 40:4:5 resin:curing agent:5CB and cured under the same conditions as the control
sample. 5CB was rst mixed and degassed with the curing agent before addition of
the resin. On mixing, the clear curing agent and cloudy translucent 5CB formed a
very opaque white emulsion which remained whilst the resin was added. After curing,
the SiR-5CB lm (240m thick) appeared white and slightly translucent. Given
that the liquid crystal and SYLGARD R  182 kits were so immiscible, this procedure
resembled more closely the encapsulation/emulsication techniques for manufacture
of PDLCs rather than any forms of induced phase separation. The SiR-5CB lm was
tested in an electrical eld using a similar procedure to the smart lm tests shown in
gure 4.15(b). The voltage across the electrodes was increased gradually increased
from 0-30 kV but no change in the transparency of the material was observed. It was
decided instead to produce samples which more closely resembled the smart glass,
with electrodes directly in contact with the surface. Once a change had been observed
using this method, then the experiment can be modied to reect a more realistic
scenario whereby only one or neither electrodes would be in direct contact with the
material.
Attempts to sputter coat gold electrodes onto the SiR-5CB sample surface were
largely unsuccessful as the gold was easily damaged and rubbed o the surface when
93the sample was turned over when coating both sides. To overcome this problem, the
Melinex R  lms used to line the mould had gold electrodes coated onto the inner sur-
face such that the SiR would be cured directly onto the supported electrodes. Figure
4.19 (a) shows a photograph of the completed sample with aluminium foil attached
to the gold electrodes to allow a good connection between the sample and a power
supply. The curing conditions were changed to minimise the likelihood of damage to
the gold coating. The samples were cured at 40 C under 5 tonnes of pressure for 20
hours. A distinct benet of this preparation technique was the lack of voids and air
gaps between the SiR and Melinex R  lms which were almost inevitable if assembling
the layers together after curing.
A solvent induced phase separation (SIPS) technique was also tested. Poly(vinyl
acetate) (PVAc) was chosen as a host polymer due to ease of solubility in solvents,
especially dichloromethane (DCM). A translucent solution of 3:2, PVAc:5CB in DCM
was dried at 40 C under static vacuum to produce a white translucent foam. This
was pressed into a 150m lm between two sheets of Melinex R  lm, each with a
gold electrode coated on the inside. A photograph of the nished sample is shown
in gure 4.19(b). During sample preparation, when pressed (4 tonnes, 92 C), the
PVAc-5CB became completely clear until cooled. The glass transition temperature
(Tg) of PVAc is around 30C and 5CB has been shown to become isotropic at tem-
peratures above 35.5 C, which accounts for the material's transparency at higher
temperatures. Figure 4.20 shows sequential cooling of PVAc-5CB from 50 C. A
radial pattern can be observed as the material cools down, this may be a combina-
tion of the PVAc becoming glassy below its Tg and the liquid crystal returning to its
nematic state. Crystallisation of the PVAc whilst cooling may also be responsible for
the pattern formed. It was noted that pure PVAc is completely transparent within
the temperature ranges encountered in these experiments.
Both the SiR-5CB and PVAc-5CB samples were tested under electrical elds using the
preparation techniques shown in gure 4.19. In each case, the sample was connected
to a 30 V DC supply, and the voltage was gradually increased from 0 to 30 V.
Neither sample showed any change in transparency by eye, so each was connected
to an AC power supply and the voltage was increased gradually from 0 to 250 V.
94(a) SiR-5CB (b) PVAc-5CB
Figure 4.19: Samples prepared for electrical testing, (a) SiR-5CB cured between
two layers of Melinex R  polyester lm, each with a gold electrode sputter coated
onto the surface in contact with the SiR-5CB, (b) PVAc-5CB pressed between two
layers of Melinex R  supported gold electrodes. Sample diameter = 3cm.
Figure 4.20: A series of photographs depicting PVAc-5CB at room temperature,
heated to 50C and then the subsequent cooling of the material to an opaque state.
Again no change in transparency was observed. It is suspected that, given the sample
thickness, the applied voltages were too low to produce an electric eld which would
be comparable to those used in liquid crystal displays (LCDs) (which are in the order
of MV mm 1).
4.10.2 Polarised Optical Microscopy (POM) of PDLCs
In order to study SiR-5CB and PVA-5CB using POM, it was necessary to manufac-
ture much thinner samples. The samples manufactured for electrical testing were too
thick to clearly observe individual liquid crystal droplets. Very thin lms of SiR-5CB
were cured between glass microscope slides at 80C for 1 hour with a 10 g weight
to hold the glass slides in place. A number of dierent samples were studied using
POM, each sample was made from the same batch of SiR-5CB (prepared in a ratio
of 10:1:0.7 resin:curing agent:5CB). Images (a) and (b) in gure 4.21 show a thin lm
of SiR-5CB prior to curing viewed through parallel and crossed polarisers.
95(a) (b)
Figure 4.21: POM micrographs thin lms of SiR-5CB under the following condi-
tions; (a) SiR-5CB prior to curing, crossed polarisers, (b) the same sample viewed
through parallel polarisers.
A thin lm of SiR-5CB was studied using POM in the presence and absence of an
electric eld. Two glass slides were each coated with a gold electrode with a thin lm
of SiR-5CB (taken from the aforementioned 10:1:0.7 batch) was cured at 80C for 1
hour. A DC voltage of 30 V was applied across the sample, gure 4.22 shows the
same sample viewed through crossed polarisers at 0 and 30 V. The same character-
istic pattern is observed as in gure 4.21, although it was not possible to obtain the
same clarity when focussing on the droplet patterns due to the gold electrodes also
scattering light to some extent. There was no detectable change in the SiR-5CB
sample between 0 and 30 V. This could be for number of reasons, including the eld
across each droplet being too weak, the droplet size being too small to allow reori-
entation, or the equipment simply not being sensitive enough to detect a change.
Structural birefringence of the droplets may have dominated and eclipsed any subtle
changes associated with reorientation of the liquid crystal. A layer of silicone rubber
was tested as per the MagicGlass R  sample (shown in gure 4.15 (b)). Even at such
strong electric eld strengths (2 kV mm 1), no change was observed. It is likely
that the refractive index mismatch between the host SiR polymer and liquid crystal
was so high that scattering always occured from the polymer-liquid crystal interfaces
throughout the material, regardless of the electrical eld magnitude. Another poten-
tial explanation is the permittivity mismatch between SiR and 5CB. Liquid crystals
have a higher permittivity than SiR, and so exclude an applied eld to a greater
extent. As a result, there is insucient electric eld to cause switching of the liquid
96crystals. The challenges of permittivity mismatches are addressed in chapter 5.
When a thin lm of PVA-5CB was studied using POM (with no gold electrodes),
the characteristic patterns observed with the SiR-5CB samples were absent although
birefringent droplets could be seen in the material. A much ner and more granular
pattern was also observed in the sample, this may be a microstructure formed by
PVAc itself as it was allowed to cool slowly to room temperature (below the 30C Tg
of PVAc) after oven drying at 50C .
(a) (b)
Figure 4.22: POM micrographs thin lms of SiR-5CB under the following con-
ditions; (a) 0 V crossed polarisers, (b) 30 V, DC, crossed polarisers.
Figure 4.23: PVA-5CB viewed through crossed polarisers. NB: micrograph
recorded from a dierent microscope and camera to gures 4.21 and 4.22 which
accounts for the dierent colours observed.
974.11 Results: A Study of 5CB and MBBA as Po-
tential Smart Materials
Following the slightly mixed results from the preliminary PDLC tests described in
section 4.9 and 4.10 it was decided to investigate the potential uses of 4-cyano-4'-
pentylbiphenyl (5CB) as a smart material in its pure form before introduction into
host polymers. The following section describes an experiment designed to quantify
the extent of light scattering in a custom built test cell lled with 5CB when a
voltage is applied. N-(4-Methoxybenzylidene)-4-butylaniline (MBBA) (described in
section 4.11.2),was also considered as an interesting alternative to 5CB as it exhibits
negative dielectric anisotropy whereby the permanent dipoles in the molecule are
perpendicular to the long molecular axis of the liquid crystal molecule.
4.11.1 Light Scattering Study
Materials in a liquid crystalline state often have a cloudy appearance when viewed
without specialist equipment. It has already been discussed that liquid crystal meso-
gens can be ordered into dierent phases. In addition to such ordering, within the
bulk of a liquid crystal, there are many regions called domains. Each domain can
be of the order of microns in size and have a single director associated with it. The
interface regions between domains are largely reported to scatter light in multiple
directions, giving the material a translucent appearance. When heated above the
clearing temperature (Tc), any positional or orientational order is lost, and no do-
mains or interface regions exist within the liquid crystal. Light scattering experiments
are a common way of determining orientation in a liquid crystal sample.103;104;105 The
key focus of experiments described in this section was to characterise the eect of
electric elds on thin lms of 5CB to determine the possible applications of 5CB as
a smart component for an electric eld sensing dielectric material.
When an electric eld is applied across the liquid crystal, the directors within each
domain align with the eld. This reduces the extent to which domain interface re-
98gions scatter light by providing a preferred direction of alignment throughout the
sample. An experiment was devised in order to quantify the eect of electric elds
on lms of 5CB. A test cell was prepared using indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass
plates separated by LDPE spacers and sealed around three sides with silicone rub-
ber adhesive. Silver paint ensured a good connection between the ITO surface and
connecting wires. Figure 4.24 shows a front and side elevation of the cells used. The
ITO coated glass test cells were found to be a great improvement on the previously
used gold coated Melinex R  lms (section 4.10.1). Due to the sensitivity of liquid
crystals to their surrounding environment, a new cell was used for each experiment
to ensure that any residues or modications to the ITO surface would not aect sub-
sequent experiments. The test cell was allowed to settle for at least 12 hours after
lling with 5CB before each experiment was carried out. All test cells were stored in
a dessicator at room temperature and pressure to minimise moisture ingress into the
liquid crystal.
(a) Front view (b) Side view
Figure 4.24: Front and side elevations of the liquid crystal test cells.
A coherent, polarised beam from a HeNe laser (tted with a 30x beam expander) was
passed through the test cell followed by a polariser (analyser) before measurement
with a photodiode which also acted as a beam stop (as in gure 4.25).106;107 The
polariser was rotated until parallel with the polarisation of the laser beam to produce
a maximum output voltage from the photodiode. By aligning the polarised laser
beam with the analyser, any reduction in light detected by the photodiode would
indicate light scattering by the liquid crystal. The signal from the photodiode was
monitored with an oscilloscope, which simultaneously displayed the input waveform
across the test cell (supplied by a function generator). For each test, a DC pulse
(Vin) was applied across the 5CB lled cell and the output voltage (Vout) from the
photodiode was recorded with the test cell at Vin = 0 V (OFF) and 10 V (ON).
99Figure 4.25: Schematic showing experimental apparatus for quantitative mea-
surements of the scattering of light by liquid crystals under applied elds
The data was ltered to remove background noise above 20 Hz. The switch-on time
constant (on) for the test cells were determined from the ltered data. The time
constant represents the time taken for the system to reach 1   1=e  63:2 % of its
nal asymtotic value. This was calculated from the dierence between photodiode
outputs (Vout) at Vin = 0 V (OFF) and 10 V (ON). Three dierent thickness
cells were tested, 300 m, 200 m and 100 m. Thinner cells require a smaller
applied voltage to polarise the liquid crystal, although thicker liquid crystal samples
are less susceptable to surface/interfacial eects and give a better indication of the
bulk material properties.
In order to ensure that any change in light scattering between the ON and OFF
states was due to director orientation rather than resistive heating above the nematic-
isotropic transition temperature, an infra-red camera was focussed on the test cell
(100 m, lled with 5CB) with a 10 V positive pulse applied for over 20 minutes.
Figure 4.26 shows a photograph of the experiment with the central region viewed in
infra red mode. The central cursor in gure 4.26 was focussed on the 5CB-loaded
liquid crystal cell and the temperature value in that selected region was displayed
on the right hand side of the image. After 23 minutes there was no measurable
increase in cell temperature (compared to the 0 V state), suggesting that any change
in opacity observed was due to polarisation and eld alignment processes rather than
thermal eects in the case of these light scattering studies.
100(a) 0 minutes at +10 V (b) 23 minutes at +10 V
Figure 4.26: Infra-red camera images showing the temperature of a 100m test
cell with +10 V applied for 23 minutes.
4.11.1.1 Data Filtering
It was noted that raw data from the light scattering measurements contained a lot of
high frequency background noise. In order to compare the ON and OFF states of each
cell, it was benecial to remove the background noise via a low pass lter. A second
order Butterworth lter was created, with a cut-o frequency of 20 Hz. A zero-phase
ltering process was employed to remove any lter-induced phase distortion. It was
noted for the applied voltage plots (especially those with a short time base), slight
distortion to the shape of the positive pulse for the ltered data occurred. Looking
at gures 4.28 and 4.31, distortion to the applied voltage pulse is visible in the form
of an undershoot and overshoot (artefacts of the ltering process) when the 10 V
pulse was switched on. Based on analysis of the raw data, it took under 0.5 ms for
the supply to switch from 0 to 10 V, which is orders of magnitude less than the time
taken for the liquid crystals to switch.
4.11.1.2 100m 5CB Test Cell
Figure 4.27 shows a circuit diagram for the experiment. In the open circuit congu-
ration, Vin is controlled by S1 only, with S2 permanently open. In the closed circuit
conguration, Vin is switched from 10 V to 0 V by simultaneously opening S1 and
closing S2. The switch on time constant(on) for the 100 m 5CB cell was measured
to be 145 ms (taken from the data shown in gure 4.28 highlighted within a red
101Figure 4.27: Circuit diagram for liquid crystal light scattering experiment.
dashed box). Figure 4.29 shows the response to a full positive pulse applied to the
liquid crystal test cell. It is immediately visible in these graphs, that the relaxation
back to the original translucent state is a much slower process than switching on.
Additional tests were carried out to ensure that the slow relaxation was not due to
the capacitive properties of the cell. The experiment was repeated with Vin = 0 V as
an open and closed circuit, but each produced identical results, suggesting that the
slow relaxation was due to the visco-elastic properties of the liquid crystal.
When lling the liquid crystal cell, it was noted that 5CB, which was milky when rst
loaded into the cell, became more transparent over the course of approximately 1-2
hours. Globular regions of relative transparency formed throughout the freshly lled
cell and slowly agglomerated into one seemingly uniform region. ITO coated glass
plates are reported to induce spontaneous homeotropic alignment of liquid crystals
at the interface (unlike gold electrodes which are instead reported to induce planar
alignment).108 This is the most likely explanation for the formation of more transpar-
ent regions just after the cells were lled. The cells still remained translucent rather
than completely transparent, even after the alignment process due to scattering from
the bulk liquid crystal, which was less aected by surface alignment processes.
In this study 100 m was the thinnest spacer used in the test cells although cells as
thin as 5-10 m for similar experiments are reported in the literature.75 During the
laser scattering tests, the dierence in photodiode output (max) between the Vin
= 0 V and Vin = 10 V states was only 7.6 mV for the 100 m test cell. This low
dierence between the voltage on and o states may be attributed to homeotropic
alignment of the 5CB molecules at the ITO-liquid crystal interfaces propagating
throughout the thin sample. If the surface anchoring and alignment eects were
suciently strong, then the whole sample would have a preferred director orientation
102before the eld was switched on. Due to the test cell geometry, the applied eld E
would have been parallel to liquid crystals aligned homeotropically, therefore, there
would be little additional movement of the mesogens on application of the electric
eld. In thicker samples, there is more bulk material with a greater number of
randomly orientated domains, therefore the sample is more opaque in the OFF state
and will show greater switching on application of a suciently strong electric eld.
Figure 4.28: Response of a 100 m thick 5CB lled cell (Vout, lower graph) to a
10 V pulse (Vin, upper graph).
103Figure 4.29: Positive 10 V pulse applied to a 100 m thick 5CB test cell, showing
switching and relaxation of 5CB over 20 seconds.
4.11.1.3 300m Test Cell
The 300m cell was the thickest out of all tested. In this case, the smallest amount of
switching was observed, with a maximum dierence between Vout for Vin = 0 V and
Vin = 10 V of just 2.8 mV. Due to noise, it was not possible to accurately measure
and calculate on, but it is clear from gure 4.30 that the relaxation time once the
electric eld was switched o was extremely long. The electric eld strength is three
times weaker for the 300 m cell than it was for the 100 m cell (33.3 V mm 1
compared to 100 V mm 1), so it is possible that the electric eld was simply too
weak to eect a change in director orientation throughout the bulk liquid crystal
sample.
104Figure 4.30: Positive 10 V pulse applied to a 300 m thick 5CB test cell
4.11.1.4 200m Test Cell
Of the three dierent thickness 5CB test cells used, the 200 m cell showed the largest
switching between the Vin = 0 V and Vin = 10 V states with a max of 15 mV. The
switch-on time constant (on), was 180 ms (from data highlighted within the dashed
box, gure 4.31) which was similar to on for the 100 m cell. It is thought that the
good contrast in Vout between Vin = 0 V and Vin = 10 V was a combination of a
suciently high electric eld strength (50 V mm 1), enough bulk material to provide
large amounts of scattering at Vin = 0 V, and also suitably strong surface alignment
forces to cause relaxation back to the original opaque state. As with the 100 m cell,
the relaxation time for the liquid crystal when Vin is switched back to 0 V is slow in
comparison with the switch-on response (gure 4.32). This is due to the visco-elastic
properties of the liquid crystal. When a eld is applied, the polarisation eects in
the bulk material are greater than the elastic forces which hold the liquid crystal
director in its initial alignment, this causes fast reorientation of the directors parallel
to the eld (in the case of positive dielectric anisotropy liquid crystals). When the
105eld is removed, only the visco-elastic forces remain and the directors of each liquid
crystal domain relax back to their initial position, governed by the strength of nearby
surface anchoring and alignment eects, and the viscosity of the liquid crystal.
Figure 4.31: Response of 200 m thick 5CB test cell to a 10 V positive pulse.
106Figure 4.32: Response of 200 m thick 5CB test cell to a 10 V positive pulse
showing switching on and relaxation over 10 seconds.
4.11.1.5 Eect of Electric Field on Switching Magnitude.
An experiment was carried out to determine the eect of electric eld magnitude
on the maximum switching (max) capability of the LC, measured as the dierence
between the maximum voltage output from the photodiode in the Vin = x V (where
x = 1-10 V) and Vin = 0 V states. Figure 4.33 shows the increase in max with
increasing applied voltage. A 200 m test cell, lled with 5CB was used for the
measurements. A DC pulse was applied to the test cell until the liquid crystal ap-
peared to switch completely (determined when no further change in the photodiode
output was observed using an oscilloscope). At low voltages, switching was much
slower (approximately 2 seconds with an applied voltage of 2 V). A 5 minute time
interval was allowed between applying each test pulse to ensure the liquid crystal had
fully relaxed back to the Vin = 0 V state.
107Figure 4.33: Graph to show the measured max values for the 200 m test cell
lled with 5CB, where max = Vout (ON) - Vout (OFF).
4.11.1.6 MagicGlasTM Light Scattering Results
In order to gauge the relative scattering eciencies of the 5CB depending on the
magnitude of Vin, the same light scattering measurements were carried out on the
large A4 sized sample of MagicGlasTM. Due to the cumbersome scale and exibility
of the sample, there were diering amounts of light reected each time the sample
was installed into the sample holder. Considering this, it was only suitable to com-
pare the data for the same experiment in the ON and OFF states (during which time
the sample was not adjusted or moved in any way). When the sample was moved,
the absolute voltages from the photodiode signal Vout for the ON and OFF states
changed, although the dierence between the two values remained similar. Figure
4.34 shows a representative response of MagicGlasTM to an applied DC eld. The
recommended operating voltages for the MagicGlasTM is 110 V (AC), although mea-
surements carried out using a 30 V DC pulse (shown below) showed clear switching
of the smart glass sample. A 30 V DC power supply was used in place of the previ-
ously used signal generator. Comparing the results from MagicGlasTM to the results
from the 5CB tests cells, it is clear that the commercially available MagicGlasTM has
been optimised to provide a high max which in this experiment was 36 mV, even
when the applied voltage was under a third of the recommended operating voltage.
The time constant (on) was calculated to be 70 ms which is less than half of the
108on values calculated for the 200 m and 100 m cells. The relaxation time when
switched to OFF was appreciably quicker than for the 5CB loaded test cells.
Figure 4.34: Response of MagicGlas sample to a 30 V applied pulse.
4.11.2 MBBA Light Scattering Results
N-(4-Methoxybenzylidene)-4-butylaniline (MBBA) is a commonly researched liquid
crystal. MBBA exhibits negative dielectric anisotropy whereby dipole alignment (in
response to an electric eld) in the liquid crystal molecule is perpendicular to the
long axis of the liquid crystal. Given that results with the 5CB-loaded test cells sup-
ported reports from the literature that many nematic liquid crystals spontaneously
align homeotropically on an ITO substrate109 MBBA was chosen to improve the
switching magnitude between the ON and OFF states. Employing the same exper-
imental procedure and data ltering as was used for the 5CB light scattering tests,
the response of MBBA (in a 200 m thick cell) to an applied eld (Vin) of 8 V was
recorded as shown in gures 4.35 and 4.36. A notable dierence between the 5CB and
MBBA test cells was the complex response of MBBA to the applied eld. As a result
of this response, the switch-on time constant on could be calculated in one of two
ways. Using the data highlighted in the dashed box in gure 4.35, the rst step of the
MBBA response only was considered, and yielded a value of on = 7 seconds. When
on was calculated using data from gure 4.36, the value was much higher at 9 sec-
onds. Although the change in Vout for MBBA was much higher (max = 52.8 mV),
in order for MBBA to function as a smart material for electric eld detection, the
response and relaxation times would have to be greatly reduced (to produce a more
109rapid and reproducible response to an electric eld stimulus), possibly by doping of
the liquid crystal with additives or blending with other liquid crystals.
Figure 4.35: Complex response of MBBA (in a 200 m thick cell) to an applied
eld of 8 V.
Figure 4.36: Response of MBBA (in a 200 m thick cell) to an 8 V positive
pulse, showing just the switch-on phase.
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Having studied the response of 5CB and MBBA to DC elds, AC 50 Hz electric elds
were applied to the 200 m test cells. 5CB showed a particularly good response to
an AC eld (20 V peak-to-peak). The time constant (on) was 21.8 ms, remarkably
quicker compared with the 180 ms measured for the equivalent experiment using a
DC eld. max was 23.14 mV which is comparable to the DC eld response values.
Figure 4.37 shows the response of 5CB to the AC eld, with the dashed red box
showing the region in which on was calculated.
Figure 4.37: Response of 5CB (200 m thick cell) to a 20 V peak-to-peak AC
50 Hz eld (eld applied at 21 s and switched o at 58 s.
The response of MBBA to an AC 50 Hz eld still followed the same general pattern
of the DC switching, that is, Vout decreased when a eld was applied. A switching
constant was not recorded, as the switching occurred over a time scale too long to
record on the oscilloscope (>100 seconds). Figure 4.38 shows the slow switching of
MBBA in a 200 m test cell with an AC eld (20 V peak-to-peak) applied over 100
seconds. When the applied eld was switched o, MBBA took a long time to relax
back to its initial state as expected. The main dierence between the AC and DC
relaxation phase was that in the AC eld experiment, resonance of the liquid crystal
was observed, as shown in gure 4.39. In terms of the intended applications, 5CB
seems far more suitable for AC 50 Hz applications in comparison to MBBA.
111Figure 4.38: Response of MBBA (in a 200 m thick cell) to a 20 V peak-to-peak
AC 50 Hz eld, showing just the switch-on phase.
Figure 4.39: Response of MBBA (in a 200 m thick cell) to a 20 V peak-to-peak
AC 50 Hz eld, showing just the relaxation back to the zero electric eld state.
4.11.4 Voltage Dependent POM
Having recorded changes in the degree of light scatting in the liquid crystal cells on
application of a voltage, polarised optical microscopy (POM) was used to optically
monitor the material under real-time electrical stress. Polarised optical microscopy is
a well established technique for the study of liquid crystals and liquid crystals under
applied elds.95 The liquid crystal to be studied was loaded into previously described
test cells manufactured from ITO coated glass test cells. All cells were allowed to
settle in a humidity controlled container for at least 12 hours before measurements
were carried out. The cell was viewed through crossed polarisers using a Leitz Aris-
tomet microscope at a selection of magnications. A function generator was used
to program positive or negative pulses as required. As with the light scattering ex-
periments, an oscilloscope was used to monitor the function generator output. It
was noted during POM studies of the 100, 200 and 300 m cells, that the initial
ne structure visible in the images varied from cell to cell and did not seem to be
related to the cell thickness. This reinforced the need to maintain rigorously uniform
112surfaces during cell preparation to minimise undesirable surface alignment artefacts
in the POM images. A representative selection of 5CB and MBBA lled cells are
shown in gures 4.40 to 4.44. For all images recorded, the applied eld was normal
to the plane of the test cell, and therefore normal to the plane of the images as they
appear on the page.
Figure 4.40 shows response of 5CB to the application of 10 V DC and the subsequent
relaxation of 5CB back to its original state (gure 4.41). The initial state in gure
4.40 (at t=0) could be one of two eects. Either a homeotropic monodomain is present
throughout the system, therefore there is no light scattering and the microscope beam
is completely eclipsed by the crossed polarisers, or there are many small domains
which due to the sample thickness produce a pseudo-isotropic state as there is no
net birefringence of the material within the cell. The latter is almost denitely
true in this case when these results are compared with the large degree of light
scattering in the OFF states of the cell (described in section 4.11.1). At t=3 s,
birefringence patterns begin to appear, such patterns (`maltese cross' shapes) are
normally associated with form birefringence in materials for example from small air
voids or a radially symmetrical structure.110 At t=9 s, the ordering within the 5CB
cell assumed a more complex pattern which was sustained even over longer periods
of time than shown in the gure. Although birefringence is observable at t=13 s and
t=38 s, overall, the 5CB molecules must be aligned with the electric eld to a greater
extent than at t=0 s as the same test cell was shown to scatter the laser beam a lot
less on application of a 10 V DC signal. It is possible that the domain sizes at t=38 s
are much greater compared with t=0 s hence the cell is no longer pseudo-isotropic in
appearance. Figure 4.41 shows relaxation of the same 300 m 5CB test cell as the
applied signal was switched from 10 V DC to 0 V (at time t=0), similar textures as
in gure 4.40 as observed during the relaxation process. After 187 seconds, the cell
appeared to have fully recovered to its original state.
With regards to the 200 m 5CB test cell (gure 4.42), at t=0 s, a slightly dierent
texture is observed compared to the 300 m test cell, which is thought to be due to
imperfections on the surface of the ITO coating which causes homeotropically aligned
liquid crystals to be tilted relative to the uniform ITO regions. It is not thought
113(a) t=0 s (b) t=3 s (c) t=6 s
(d) t=9 s (e) t=13 s (f) t=38 s
Figure 4.40: POM images of 300 m 5CB cell, with a 10 V DC pulse applied for
38 seconds. LC cell viewed through crossed polarisers.
to have had an appreciable eect on the results of the POM and light scattering
studies, although would be worth mitigating in future studies, especially if thinner
test cells were to be used. Despite small dierences in the textures formed between
the 200 m and 300 m during switching, the nal stable texture appears the same
for both test cells. It is important to note, that micrographs depicted were taken
from a series of still images recorded at 2-4 frames per second, and do not necessarily
represent the time at which the texture shown rst appeared and therefore represent
the array of textures formed, but not the accurate liquid crystal response time.
Initial voltage dependent POM studies on MBBA were also carried out. Given
that early experimental evidence supported reports in the literature of spontaneous
homeotropic alignment of nematic liquid crystals on an ITO substrate, it was antic-
ipated that MBBA would show greater contrast between the ON and OFF states,
as a greater deal of reorientation would occur in the material on application of a
eld. Comparing MBBA (gure 4.43) with 5CB (gure 4.42), both cells exhibited
a pseudo-isotropic state at t=0 with the exception of some very small birefringent
regions, thought to be artefacts of non-uniformity at the ITO-liquid crystal interface.
114(a) t=0 s (b) t=2 s (c) t=5 s
(d) t=12 s (e) t=20 s (f) t=187 s
Figure 4.41: POM micrographs of 300 m 5CB cell, during the relaxation of
5CB over a period of 187 s as the applied signal was switched from 10 V DC to
0 V (at time t=0). LC cell viewed through crossed polarisers.
(a) t=0 s (b) t=2 s (c) t=16 s
(d) t=34 s (e) t=43 s (f) t=88 s
Figure 4.42: 5CB 200 m cell, 10 V DC pulse applied for 88 seconds. LC cell
viewed through crossed polarisers.
115(a) t=0 s (b) t=2 s (c) t=3 s
(d) t=4 s (e) t=5 s (f) t=7 s
Figure 4.43: MBBA, 200 m , 10 V DC negative pulse applied for 7 seconds.
LC cell viewed through crossed polarisers.
In gure 4.43 a 10 V pulse was applied across the cell for 7 seconds, which caused
rapid change in the observed textures. In order to monitor the transitions in the ma-
terial over time, a lower DC voltage (4.5 V) was used, which led to slower switching
between the ON and OFF states.
In gure 4.44, strongly birefringent textures are observed. Nucleation began at
t=2.0 s but was more apparent at t=2.2 s. The texture is strongly dened at t=3 s.
The pattern is consistent with planar alignment of the MBBA mesogens in the cell,
which was expected given the geometries of the test cell, electric eld and negative
dielectric anisotropy properties of MBBA. Between t=13 s and t=14 s, there is a
rapid switch to a much ner texture. Although the ner texture at t=20 resembles
the textures observed for the 5CB cells, the light scattering measurements showed
a large reduction in Vout on application of a voltage. Comparing these results with
the MBBA light scattering measurements is complex given that POM predominantly
shows birefringence in a material, particularly individual domains, whereas the laser
experiment measured scattering in terms of net polarised light transmittance through
the test cell and analyser. For all scattering experiments, the analyser angle was xed
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(d) t=2.6 s (e) t=3.0 s (f) t=6 s
(g) t=13 s (h) t=14 s (i) t=20 s
Figure 4.44: POM micrographs of MBBA in a 200 m test cell with a 4.5 V
applied eld. LC cell viewed through crossed polarisers over a period of 7 seconds.
at 50 C (which produced maximum Vout for an empty cell). If MBBA was strongly
birefringent on application of an electric eld, light may not have passed through the
analyser of the scattering experiment, which would have produced the observed drop
in Vout signal for MBBA despite a greater degree of ordering being present in the
material. In order to assess the feasibility of various liquid crystal systems for smart
materials and condition monitoring, it would be necessary to modify the light scat-
tering experiment to distinguish between a decrease in Vout due to light scattering
compared to a decrease in Vout due to bulk birefringence in a plane which diered to
that of the polariser alignment.
1174.11.5 Thermal Eects
The vast majority of liquid crystals are thermotropic, exhibiting a liquid crystalline
state within certain temperature boundaries. This is an important consideration
when applying voltages across a sample, as localised heating may give a false positive
result of reorganisation in an electrical eld when in fact a thermal response has
occurred.104 Tm denotes the temperature at which the liquid crystal \melts" from
a solid to a liquid crystal and loses positional ordering. Tc refers to the clearing
temperature, above which there is no long range order and the material becomes
an isotropic liquid. In between these two temperatures, the material has long range
orientational order and is a liquid crystal. According to data from the literature, 5CB
exhibits a nematic phase between 22.5 and 35.5 C.111 In all laboratory experiments,
5CB appeared as a cloudy liquid, even when the room temperature was approximately
18 C. The material (supplied by Alfa Aesar) was listed as 99 % pure which may
explain why crystallisation below 22.5 C was not observed during experimental work.
In order to get a clearer idea of the temperature dependent behaviour of the 5CB
used in the laboratory studies, a thin lm of 5CB was prepared on a standard glass
microscope slide with glass cover slip and was studied using POM during heating and
cooling cycles on a Mettler Hotstage. Figures 4.45 and 4.46 show images from the
heating and cooling processes respectively. The time of each still frame taken from
the heating and cooling videos is shown in seconds and milliseconds.
As shown in gure 4.45, a very dramatic change from a nematic to isotropic phase
was observed at 35.8 C. This was consistent with temperatures reported in the liter-
ature. From the video recorded, transitions between phases appeared to occur in just
one frame (0.01 seconds). More colour from birefringence is visible in these images
compared to the micrographs in previous sections. This is due to sample thickness.
In the thermal studies, no spacers were used to allow for very thin liquid crystal lms.
In the absence of an ITO coating on the glass slides used in the thermal study, there
is also an increased likelihood of planar alignment at the substrate interface, which
would cause enhanced birefringence. Although colour is normally associated with
a large phase change between the orthogonal rays of a birefringent material (which
118Figure 4.45: Images extracted from a recording of 5CB viewed through crossed
polarisers whilst heated. Starting temperature was 32 C (at 00.00 seconds) and
at 35.8 C (54.03 seconds) the material had become isotropic. The time of each
still frame is given in seconds and milliseconds. The video was recorded at a rate
of 10 frames per second. Actual width of image = 1 mm.
Figure 4.46: Images extracted from a recording of 5CB viewed through crossed
polarisers whilst cooling from 35.9 C (at 00.00 seconds) to 33.4 C at 52.02 seconds.
At 35.5 C (26.51 seconds), the nematic phase reappears. The time of each still
frame is given in seconds and milliseconds. The video was recorded at a rate of 10
frames per second. Actual width of image = 1 mm.
119should be less in thinner samples), it is quite possible that the thicker samples have
many domains, each with dierently orientated directors. When viewing thick LC
samples, a net eect is observed in which colour is not prominent due to light being
scattered by multiple domains whilst passing through the LC. For very thin sam-
ples, when only one single domain is observed, single colours from birefringence are
much more likely to occur. Looking at the nematic phase images (0.00-51.52 sec-
onds), there are many dierent colours and shapes visible, suggesting lots of dierent
domains each with dierent directors. Considering the general patterns formed, it
seemed that the liquid crystals could be aligning with striations etched onto the glass
surface from manufacturing processes. Figure 4.46 shows images from a recording
of 5CB cooling from 35.9 to 33.4 C and the reappearance of the nematic phase at
35.5 C (26.51) seconds. The 0.3 C dierence between the nematic-isotropic and
isotropic-nematic transition is likely to be due to the refresh rate of the microscope
combined with any small uncertainties associated with the hotstage and controller.
Comparing the images between 27.53 and 52.02 seconds, a strongly blue coloured
pattern appears which shows the realignment of the liquid crystals occurs within the
temperature boundaries of the nematic phase.
4.12 Summary
Liquid crystal technologies show good promise as potential smart materials for electric
eld monitoring.112 Liquid crystals show good sensitivity to an electrical eld and
have been proven to produce visible responses. Polymer dispersed liquid crystals
(PDLCs) would be better suited to electric eld monitoring compared to pure liquid
crystal systems, as they are reported to oer enhanced optical modulation, have the
mechanical benets of polymers, and do not suer from restricted viewing angles.
PDLCs are readily processable and could be produced as a lm, or perhaps a bulk
dielectric. Dielectric properties could be altered depending on the host polymer of
choice, which could be tailored to specic applications. In order to use PDLCs for
electric eld detection and equipment monitoring, the response times to an electric
eld would have to be improved to create the fastest possible switch-on and relaxation
120times, without compromising the magnitude of optical modulation. Reproducibility
is also a key factor, and liquid crystals which have long-term memory eects should
be avoided.
Thermal instabilities of some liquid crystals would need to be addressed, although
liquid crystal systems with very large operating ranges have been reported. For
example E7 is a mixture of liquid crystals, and operates between 20 C to 60 C.113
It would be necessary to weather proof any PDLC which was used outdoors for
condition monitoring to limit UV degradation and moisture ingression as increased
levels of charge carriers compromises the unique optical properties of liquid crystals
and may lead to accelerated ageing and ultimately material failure.
From the experimental results, when designing liquid crystal systems for electric eld
detection, the glass cells described in section 4.11.1 oer good optical transmission
and uniform electric elds across the sample, and in future work the cells would
be able to withstand curing process temperatures for casting of epoxy and silicone
rubber based PDLCs. In terms of characterisation, light scattering measurements and
POM studies complement each other when determining reorganisation of the liquid
crystals in response to an electric eld. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) would
be a good technique to use for characterising droplet size in the PDLCs or studying
polymer network liquid crystals (PNLCs). From the droplet size, calculations of the
eects and deformations caused to the liquid crystal directors from the droplet walls
can be used to estimate the electric eld strength required to switch the material
between ON and OFF states as smaller droplets have a higher interface:bulk ratio
and therefore require higher switching voltages.
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A Multi-Layer Dielectric Device
To increase the sensitivity of smart materials, it is important to ensure that the
chemical groups which produce the visible change are exposed to the maximum elec-
tric eld possible (within the limitations of the breakdown strength of the materials
selected). When multiple materials are subjected to an electric eld, higher permit-
tivity materials exclude the eld, which leads to higher electric eld strengths in the
low permittivity materials. For example, in a polymer dispersed liquid crystal, the
higher the permittivity of the LC in comparison to the host polymer, the weaker
the electric eld strength in the liquid crystal. This chapter details the use of Fi-
nite Element Analysis modelling to investigate the eld strengths in dierent layered
materials in an electric eld. A basic model is described to demonstrate the princi-
ple of permittivity mis-matches in the materials. Variables such as device geometry
and permittivity of the base layer are discussed before a nal model is proposed and
modes of operation discussed.
In order to create a suitable potential dierence across a smart material it is necessary
to provide an earth electrode. A simple multilayer device which would be mounted
on a live unshielded conductor and contain an earth electrode is a potential method
of passive voltage detection and reporting (in the form of a visible display). The
simplest multilayer device envisaged should contain the following layers;
 High dielectric strength polymer: This layer is necessary to prevent elec-
123trical breakdown through the passive device. This layer should also have a high
permittivity to ensure that a large potential dierence is maintained across the
active layer.
 Active smart layer: This could potentially be formed from any electric eld
responsive materials, including PDLCs, pure liquid crystals, dyes or a combi-
nation of materials.
 Earthed conductive layer: A transparent conductive layer such as indium
tin oxide (ITO) allows the active layer to be viewed. Mounting the ITO on a
transparent polymer will provide structural support.
Encasing the material in a polymer such as epoxy minimises the risk of electrical
ashovers between material layers. In this chapter, an example passive device is de-
scribed and modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics. Each layer is described in terms
of material requirements and potentially suitable materials and composite systems.
High permittivity materials have been studied in chapter 6 in terms of their suitability
for the passive electric eld detecting device modelled in the following sections.
5.1 Passive Dielectric Device: 2D Model
A 2D electrostatic model was created to study the eect of the high permittivity
layer and distance of earth electrode on the potential dierence across the active
layer. The following equations were used,
r  D =  (5.1)
E =  rV (5.2)
Where D is the electric displacement eld,  is the space charge density, E is the
electric eld and V is the voltage. D, E and V are all vector quantities for these
124calculations.
5.1.1 Multi-Layer Dielectric Device: Basic Model
The type of active layer chosen for the passive device is important in terms of ob-
servable response, but also in terms of properties such as relative permittivity, and
dielectric strength. Higher permittivity active layers will require a more complex
choice of surrounding materials to ensure that the potential gradient across the ac-
tive layer is large enough to aect an optically visible switching event. During the
liquid crystal study described in chapter 4. 4'-n-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) was
selected for testing as it is a very well characterised nematic liquid crystal with a large
dipole moment and positive dielectric anisotropy (long molecular axis aligns parallel
to the applied eld). 5CB has a permittivity values of "
k
r= 18.8 to 15.4 and "?
r = 7.3
to 7.18 at 25 to 34 C respectively.71 For the purposes of this model, the permittivity
of 5CB was taken as 12 which is high in comparison to the permittivity of standard
insulating materials (polyethylene  2.2, polystyrene  2.6). In addition to the 5CB
experiments, a series of trials was carried out to consider the eects of using a lower
permittivity liquid crystal (such as MBBA). For these tests an active layer permittiv-
ity of 6 (approximately the average permittivity of MBBA) was selected. An epoxy
polymer was chosen as the spacer layer for structural and weather proong purposes
as it can be cast with very good optical clarity and transparency, the permittivity
of unmodied epoxy was set as 5 which is at the higher end of reported literature
values for epoxies (usually within the range of 3-5).114 In all instances described, the
base of the conductor was set to a potential of 20 kV.
In the rst instance, a very simple rectangular model with three separate domains:
base (10 mm), active (0.5 mm) and spacer (4 mm) as shown in gure 5.1a was imple-
mented. This simplied model considers only the three layers, with no weatherproof-
ing encapsulation and the vertical boundaries of each domain set to zero charge. The
potential at the base of the device was set to 20 kV, and the top of the spacer had a
potential set to 0 V. The dimensions selected were chosen as a sensible starting point,
and are varied later in the chapter. The permittivity of the base layer was adjusted
125to increase the electric eld present in the active layer. The active layer contains the
smart material and the spacer layer between the active layer and electrode were de-
signed to prevent dielectric failure of the liquid crystal and provide structural support
and weather-proong of the ITO earth and device as a whole. Figure 5.1 (b) shows a
simplest case whereby the permittivity is uniform (5) across all three domains (black
line plot), creating a uniform eld across the entire device. When the permittivity of
the active layer is increased to 12, there is a smaller potential dierence across the
active layer (red line plot), and the remaining electric eld is concentrated more in
the surrounding two layers.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: a) Domains in simple three layer model (orange = base, blue =
active layer, purple = spacer showing centre line (red) along which electric eld
was calculated, where both axes are length in m. b) Electric potential for two
dierent permittivity regimens, measured along a segment of centre line (shown
encased in a red dashed box in g. a).
Dierent permittivity combinations were tested, the results of which are summarised
in table 5.1. Each experiment was labelled according to the permittivity of the three
layers. For example b20a12s5 corresponds to a system with "r values of 20, 12 and 5
for the base, active and spacer layers respectively. Values presented in the table are
calculated across the entire thickness of each layer along the centre line depicted in
gure 5.1a.
Results from this simplied model conrm that in cases when the permittivity of ma-
terials surrounding the active layer are less than "active
r then the potential dierence
126Table 5.1: Calculated electric eld strengths from simple 3 layer device modelling
Experiment "r base "r active "r spacer E base E active E spacer
Identier (kV mm 1) (kV mm 1) (kV mm 1)
b5a5s5 5 5 5 1.38 1.38 1.38
b5a12s5 5 12 5 1.41 0.59 1.41
b5a12s20 5 12 20 1.78 0.74 0.45
b10a12s5 10 12 5 1.09 0.90 2.17
b20a12s5 20 12 5 0.75 1.24 2.98
b20a12s20 20 12 20 1.35 2.25 1.35
b5a6s5 5 6 5 1.39 1.16 1.39
b10a6s5 10 6 5 1.06 1.77 2.83
b10a6s10 10 6 10 1.35 2.25 1.35
b20a6s20 20 6 20 1.28 4.26 1.28
(and electric eld strength, E) across the active layer is diminished. If the permit-
tivity of the base and spacer layers are both increased (as for b20a12s20, b10a6s10
and b20a6s20), then maximum electric elds across the active layer can be achieved.
In practice, high permittivity materials are often composites and opaque in nature.
Transparency of the base layer is not of concern, however, in the spacer layer maxi-
mum transparency is required for observation of the active layer. If "spacer
r remains
xed at 5, then it is possible to increase the electric eld in the active layer by in-
creasing the permittivity of the base. Not only are the electrical properties of the
multi-layer device dependent on the permittivity of each layer, but, the thickness
of each layer also governs the electric eld strength in the active layer. With this
in mind, a second model was created which allowed for a variable spacer distance d
which dened the distance between the upper surface of the active layer and ITO
ground electrode.
5.1.2 Multi-Layer Dielectric Device: Improved Models
Based on considerations from the simplest model, an improved model, depicted in
gure 5.2 was created which allowed for variations in distance d and permittivity of
the base layer "base
r . Figure 5.2 shows a 2D axisymmetric model which contains three
separate material layers as before, but with a weather proof outer shell made from
the same epoxy based material as the spacer layer.
127Figure 5.2: Axisymmetric schematic of three layer dielectric device with the
following layers, 1: base layer (orange), 2: active layer (blue), 3: epoxy spacer with
a thickness of d (purple), and 4: earthed ITO layer (white). Centre line for 1D
plots shown in red. Both axes are length in metres.
5.1.2.1 Dependence on "base
r
Figure 5.3 shows the dependence of Ebase, Eactive and Espacer on "base
r as measured
along the centre line shown in gure 5.2. For this model, d was xed at 1 mm with
a 10 mm thick base layer and 0.5 mm thick active layer. The permittivities of the
active layer and epoxy spacer were set to 12 and 5 respectively. As expected, Ebase
decreased as "base
r was increased. The electric eld in both the active and spacer layers
increased with higher "base
r values, although the rate of increase was higher in the
epoxy layer which was both thicker (1 mm) with a lower permittivity in comparison
to the active liquid crystal layer.
128Figure 5.3: Variation of electric eld E in the base layer, active layer and spacer
as a function of "base
r
5.1.2.2 Dependence on d
Figure 5.4 shows the dependence of Eactive on distance d as measured along the centre
line shown in gure 5.2. All other values were xed, with the permittivities of each
layer set as follows, base: 20, active: 12, spacer: 5. With reference to gure 5.4, it can
be seen that in all three layers the electric eld strength decreased with increasing d.
The layer most susceptible to changing d was the epoxy spacer layer due to its low
permittivity. At values greater than d=6 there is less change in Eactive with increasing
d. In these experiments the optimum value for d was 1, although at these values the
electric eld in the spacer layer was high at 5.4 kV mm 1. Despite the dielectric
strength of epoxies reported between 120-180 kV mm 1,115;116 it is undesirable and
unnecessary to concentrate an electric eld in the epoxy spacer layer.
Given that smaller d values led to higher Eactive values and to eliminate problems
of electric eld concentration in the epoxy spacer layer, this layer was eliminated
altogether in later models with the liquid crystal layer in direct contact with the
ITO earth. Figure 5.5 shows a revised model which still comprises of an epoxy ele-
ment, but only for weatherproong and structural purposes rather than as a spacer.
129Figure 5.4: Variation of electric eld E in base layer, active layer and spacer as
a function of distance d
Figure 5.5 (a) shows the rst stage of the two layer model, and gure 5.5 (b), the
corresponding electric eld surface plot. In order to minimise electrical stress around
certain regions within the device the ITO coating above the liquid crystal layer was
adjusted to remove sharp edges. Figure 5.6 (a) and (b) shows the improved lower
electrical stress model (with the maximum electric eld reduced from 16.7 kV mm 1
to 2.97 kV mm 1) and associated electric eld surface plot respectively. The per-
mittivity values used in the model were 10, 12 and 5 for the base, active and epoxy
layers respectively.
With a broad curve on the ITO layer, the maximum electric eld around the edge
of the ITO was reduced from 16.7 kV mm 1 (gures 5.5) to 2.97 kV mm 1 (gure
5.6). After design adjustments to the geometry of the device, the maximum electric
eld at the epoxy-ITO interface was largely independent of "rbase. Table 5.2 shows
a summary of calculated electric eld values for a selection of material permittivities.
Comparing the calculated elds in the active layer, the electric elds produced in
the model would be suitable for switching some liquid crystals. For example, the
switching eld for MagicGlas was calculated to be 1.1 kV mm 1 although it was
noted in laboratory experiments that at elds as low as 0.3 kV mm 1 a detectable
130(a)
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Figure 5.5: Diagrams showing a domain (a) and surface plot (b) of the two layer
model of a 2 layer dielectric device. The ITO coating is depicted as a blue line.
Both axes represent dimensions in metres. Note the extremely high electric eld on
the colour legend which occurs at the ITO surface at the join of a line and curve.
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Figure 5.6: Diagrams showing a domain (a) and surface plot (b) of the two layer
model of a device with minimised electric stress. The ITO coating is depicted as a
blue line. Both axes represent dimensions in metres.
132amount of switching occurred. In general PDLCs are expected to require higher
elds of 2 kV mm 1 down to 0.6 kV mm 1 due to the mechanical forces imposed
on liquid crystals constrained in droplets.117;118 The low switching elds observed in
the MagicGlas tests demonstrate the extent to which PDLC technologies have been
researched and developed to out perform early expectations. In reality, there is such a
vast range of liquid crystal technologies available, it is possible to manufacture PDLC
materials,119;120 pure liquid crystals or liquid crystal mixtures which require switching
voltages across an enormous range, with a great deal of switching voltage overlap
between pure liquid crystals and liquid crystal guest-host systems. One key dierence
between liquid crystals and polymer dispersed liquid crystals is that for PDLCs, the
decay response of the material is dependent on the size of the liquid crystal droplets in
the host matrix rather than the total thickness of the material layer.117 The droplet
size can be controlled by adapting the phase separation procedure during PDLC
manufacture.118
Table 5.2: Calculated electric elds from 2 layer model
Experiment "r base "r active "r spacer E base E active
Identier (kV mm 1) (kV mm 1)
b10a12s5 10 12 5 1.75 1.46
b20a12s5 20 12 5 1.69 2.82
b10a6s5 10 6 5 1.69 2.82
b20a6s5 20 6 5 1.58 5.26
To demonstrate the versatility of the multilayer dielectric device, the dimensions
of each layer were reduced to create stronger elds in each layer (gure 5.7), and
also to investigate the possibility of making the device as thin and unobtrusive as
possible when installed on equipment. Table 5.3 shows a summary of results from
an equivalent two layer model to that described above, but with a total thickness of
15 mm rather than the 30 mm as used in previous designs. As expected, reducing
the device thickness created larger electric elds and increased the maximum stress
point at the epoxy-ITO interface from 2.98 kV mm 1 to 5.2 kV mm 1. In this
model, elds as high as 10 kV mm 1 were calculated, which is around the maximum
switching requirements for most existing liquid crystal technologies.
133Figure 5.7: Multilayer dielectric model, total device thickness = 15 mm. Axes
represent dimensions in metres. Coloured surface represents E eld (V/m).
Table 5.3: Calculated electric elds 2 layer thin model
Experiment "r base "r active "r spacer E base E active
Identier (kV mm 1) (kV mm 1)
b10a12s5 10 12 5 1.68 3.08
b20a12s5 20 12 5 1.56 5.71
b10a6s5 10 6 5 1.56 5.71
b20a6s5 20 6 5 1.36 10.00
b20a6s10 20 6 10 1.36 10.00
5.1.3 Modes of Device Operation
Due to the diverse range of electric eld strengths which can theoretically be created
in the active/smart layer of the device, a number of dierent electric eld responsive
technologies could be applied. In this section, two dierent modes of operation are
discussed, rstly a voltage dependent change in transparency and secondly, a voltage
dependent colour change. For each mode of operation, the suitability and merits of
dierent switching technologies are discussed.
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Similar to the changes in transparency observed during MagicGlas testing described
in section 4.8.3, PDLCs could be used to switch between opaque (eld OFF state)
and transparent (eld ON state)121 to reveal a hazard symbol. Based on the previ-
ously described models, it would be advantageous to chose a PDLC with a low net
permittivity to increase the eld sensitivity of the device. It would also be preferable
for the liquid crystal within the PDLC to have a permittivity value less than or equal
to the host matrix, to ensure that the electric eld is not excluded from the guest
liquid crystal and concentrated into the surrounding host material. Polystyrene ("r
= 2.6),122 epoxy ("r = 3-5),114 acrylic ("r = 2.1-3.9),123 poly(methyl methacrylate)
("r = 3.1),122 and poly(dimethylsiloxane) ("r = 2.75)124 are all potential host poly-
mers for PDLCs reported in the literature,125 although epoxy is likely to be the most
suitable house polymer due to its higher dielectric constant. An alternative method
to overcome problems arising from permittivity mis-matches between the host matrix
and liquid crystal in a phase separated system, would be to use a polymer supported
liquid crystal (PSLC) or polymer network liquid crystals (PNLC). Both PNLCs and
PSLCs are very similar and in some cases the terms are used interchangeably. The
key dierence with PDLCs is the ratios of polymer and liquid crystal. In a PDLC,
generally liquid crystal will make up 10-20 % of the material and the host polymer
80-90 % of the total composition. In PNLCs and PSLCs, the polymer matrix is less
than 50 % of the material and is intended to create many discrete domains within
the liquid crystal and in some cases provide structural support. PNLCs and PSLCs
often combine favourable properties of PDLCs (rapid switching time and high con-
trast ratios between on and o states), with pure liquid crystals (fewer mechanical
constraints, lower switching voltage requirements). Liquid crystals in PNLCs are not
tightly constrained in spherical droplets, but instead form a continuous phase con-
taining multiple domains (due to 3D polymer network) which strongly scatter light
in the absence of an electric eld.126 In terms of cost, PDLCs have the advantage of
using much less liquid crystal than PNLCs, which may become important if large or
multiple areas of switchable lm are required.
135Figure 5.8: Schematic of device operation showing change in transparency.
According to results from the models, it would be possible to create a device with
electric eld strengths in the active anywhere between 0.5-10.0 kV mm 1 assum-
ing liquid crystal permittivity values between 6-12. Switching elds of 2 kV mm 1
described by Spruce117 were readily obtainable according to the models. By decreas-
ing the active layer thickness from 500 m to a more commonly reported thickness
between 10-100 m the device would be much more sensitive at lower operating volt-
ages but it would be necessary to ensure that the PDLC layer was completely opaque
when the eld was o to make sure the hazard warning sign was completely eclipsed.
PDLCs are a proven technology in terms of switching capabilities, and long term sta-
bility (either in the ON or OFF states) given their current applications as smart/switch-
able glazing. The applications of PDLCs in glazing suggest that the surrounding pro-
tective polymer layers can provide suitable UV protection. UV damage to chemicals
is widely reported,127 and in terms of the active layer, studies have conrmed that
impurities in the liquid crystals can be detrimental to its switching capabilities.128
It would therefore be important, to ensure that the epoxy coating blocked UV light
to the active layer. The outer coating should also be designed to minimise moisture
ingression into the device.
5.1.3.2 Colour Change
One method of aecting a eld dependent colour change (without electrochemical
reactions occurring) would be to use dichroic dye-doped liquid crystals. Figure 5.9
depicts an ideal scenario in terms of a colour change which could be easily interpreted.
136Figure 5.9: Schematic of device operation showing colour changing transition due
to doping of dichroic material into liquid crystal.
Dichroic materials absorb more light in one incident plane than another, for example
polaroid is such a strongly dichroic material that it is used as a polariser. If certain
dichroic dyes are doped into a liquid crystal, as the liquid crystal reorientates, so
too do the dye molecules, causing a change in absorption which is observed as a
colour change, which if necessary can be quantied.105;129 This technology has been
harnessed to create polariser-free pixels which switch under an electric eld from
a bright to dark state. By stacking layers of dierent dye-doped liquid crystals, a
full range of colours can be realised. Figure 5.10 shows a schematic of a three layer
guest-host LCD.130 These guest host-systems often use polymer dispersed or polymer
supported liquid crystals as a matrix for the dichroic dyes. Dye-doped PDLCs have
the benet of good mechanical properties in terms of exibility, malleability and can
even be trimmed once manufactured without any eect on performance.131 Another
possibility would be to chose a single coloured pixel and simply switch from the
bright state (minimal absorption, background is reected back towards the observer)
to the dark state whereby light is selectively absorbed, to produce a darkly coloured
material. This colour could be across an entire surface or shaped into a hazard
symbol.
137Figure 5.10: Three layered guest-host liquid crystal display in the eld on and
eld o states. Image courtesy of Iwanaga.130 Copyright MDPI.
5.2 High Permittivity Base Layer
High permittivity materials are often composite in nature and comprise a dielec-
tric polymer such as polystyrene, polyethylene or epoxy, blended with ceramic llers
such as lead zirconate (PZT) and barium titanate, or conductive llers such as silver
nano particles or nanotubes made from carbon or other materials.15;132 An important
consideration would be the dielectric strength of the material. Results discussed in
section 6.8 showed that dielectric strength was dramatically reduced with the addi-
tion of micro and nano sized barium titanate. The following chapter discusses high
permittivity composites in greater depth, and in particular focusses on experiments
involving polystyrene-BaTiO3 nano and micro composites.
5.3 Manufacture of the Device
Manufacture of the multi-layered device shown in gure 5.7 would be carried out
in a number of simple stages. Firstly a disk of epoxy would be coated with ITO
followed by application of the active layer, either by spin coating, solution casting or
pressing depending on the nature of the material selected. Application of the high
permittivity layer would follow, before encapsulating the layers in the epoxy shell,
taking care to remove all air voids from the system. It would also be necessary to
earth the ITO layer. A wire bonded to the ITO surface and passing out of the top
of the device (as far away from the bare conductor as possible) may be a suitable
138method for ITO earthing.
5.4 Summary of Device and Material Requirements
In this chapter a multi-layered dielectric device is proposed as a means of signalling
changes in a local electric eld via a change in either opacity or colour. The proposed
device is comprised of a high permittivity base layer upon which is the active (`smart')
layer followed by a transparent earth electrode. These layers are encased in a polymer
such as epoxy resin for structural and weather-proong purposes. In the FEA models,
the potential dierence across the active layer was found to be dependent on the
permittivity of the base layer ("base
r  10 are desirable), and d (gure 5.4), the
thickness between the active layer surface and earth electrode. It was found that
because the potential dierence across the active layer decreased with increasing d,
the spacer between the active layer and earth electrode was removed for the nal
design.
The proposed device can be developed to full two dierent modes of operation, ei-
ther a change in opacity to reveal a warning sign, or a change in colour. As outlined
in the project aims, the device is passive, requiring no maintenance once installed and
is suitable for AC or DC applications (although the exact composition of the active
layer may need to be adjusted for dierent applications). The outer epoxy encap-
sulation provides structural support as well as weather-proong, making the device
robust enough for outdoor applications. By adjusting the base layer permittivity or
decreasing the vertical dimensions of the layers, the device can be designed to suit a
range of voltage ratings.
139Chapter 6
A Study of High Permittivity
Dielectrics
Based on the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) modelling described in chapter 5, it
is necessary for the multi-layer dielectric device to comprise of a high relative per-
mittivity base layer ("r  10). High permittivity materials are often composite in
nature. Ceramic materials such as barium titanate (BaTiO3) and lead zirconate ti-
tanate are common llers in high permittivity composites. In this chapter a study of
polystyrene-BaTiO3 composites was carried out to determine the viability of high per-
mittivity composite manufacture using commercially available materials and a simple
solution blending technique. Micro and nano sized BaTiO3 particles were solution
blended into polystyrene in dierent concentrations to prepare a range of compos-
ites. The electrical properties of the materials were characterised and are discussed
in terms of expected results, comparisons with results reported in the literature, and
applicability to the multi-layer dielectric device proposed in chapter 5.
6.1 Composite Materials
Composite materials (often referred to as composites) consist of at least two con-
stituent materials which remain distinct within the nal material structure, bre-
141glass and concrete are two common examples of such materials. The constituent
materials in a composite can be categorised as matrix materials and reinforcement
(or ller) materials. The matrix encases the ller and provides the overall shape and
structure of the composite. The reinforcement or ller material is selected depending
on the application of the composite and can provide enhanced physical, mechanical
or chemical properties. Composites can be designed to full a wide range of appli-
cations which require properties such as lightness of weight, high tensile strength,
good malleability, good fatigue resistance, low thermal expansion and low electrical
conductivity.133 Such properties have led to polymer composites superseding tradi-
tional ceramic insulation in many high voltage applications.134 There are, however, a
few drawbacks with some composite materials, including high cost of materials, com-
plex manufacturing and moisture ingression in materials with strongly hydrophillic
llers. In many cases the drawbacks are far outweighed by the favourable composite
properties which could not be achieved with either constituent material alone.
6.2 High Permittivity Dielectrics
High permittivity polymer matrix composites (PMCs) have been researched exten-
sively, particularly in the eld of microelectronics for applications such as high energy
density capacitors.135;15 High permittivity (high "r) dielectrics are dened as mate-
rials with a relative permittivity greater than that of silicon dioxide ("r = 3.9) or in
some cases silicon nitride ("r = 7.0).136 In microelectronics, high permittivity materi-
als are referred to as `high k dielectrics', however, for consistency with other chapters,
relative permittivity is given the symbol "r. A number of dierent strategies have
been employed to create composites with high permittivity, including the addition of
metals,137 ceramics,15;138 carbon based materials139;140 and conductive polymers.141
Ceramic lled polymer matrix composites are widely used in capacitors and other
applications requiring high permittivity dielectrics and therefore were the main focus
of practical work carried out, as discussed in following sections.
In high "r dielectrics, properties such as permittivity are governed by the ller, with
142the polymer matrix providing mechanical support. Permittivity of the polymer is
generally low in comparison to the ller. Several mixing rules have been proposed
and modied over the years to account for the eective permittivity of a composite
system.15 Inorganic llers with permittivity values orders of magnitudes higher than
the host polymer matrix are regularly used in high "r dielectrics although the over-
all permittivity of the composite often is markedly lower than the high permittivity
values of the ller may suggest. Very little energy is stored in the high permittiv-
ity phase, meaning that the increase in composite permittivity is largely due to an
increase in the average eld within the polymer matrix.135
6.2.1 Maxwell-Garnett Equation
The Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule can be used to calculate the eective permittivity
of a composite mixture of isotropic polymer (the matrix) and spherical ller particles.
For this mixing rule, the permittivity of the matrix and ller must be known, as well
as the volume fraction of ller. This model assumes no dielectric loss in the frequency
region of interest.15 One form of the equation is as follows,
"r
comp = "r
m

1 +
3f("r
f   "r
m)
(1   f)("r
f   "r
m) + 3"r
m

(6.1)
where "comp
r , "r
m, "r
f are the permittivities of the composite, matrix and ller, and
f is the volume fraction of ller. The Maxwell-Garnett equation is presented in
many forms, and sometimes modied to accommodate elliptical shaped ller particles.
Variations of this equation are also known as Maxwell-Wagner, Lorentz-Lorenz and
Rayleigh mixing rules.
6.2.2 Lichtenecker-Rother Equation
The Lichtenecker-Rother mixing rule is commonly used in the eld of high permit-
tivity dielectrics. Under certain conditions, the Lichtenecker formulation can be
rearranged to relate to the Maxwell-Garnett equation.142 The following equation is a
143version of the Lichtenecker-Rother equation which assumes the use of spherical ller
particles,143;144
ln"r
comp = fln"r
f + mln"r
m (6.2)
where "comp
r , "r
m, "r
f are the permittivities of the composite, matrix and ller, and
f and m are the volume fractions of ller and matrix respectively. This equation
has been used in a number of applications, ranging from high permittivity dielectric
design to moisture-in-soil analysis.145
6.2.3 Manufacture of High "r Dielectrics
There are many dierent techniques for the manufacture of high permittivity di-
electrics which can be generalised into two groups; mechanical and chemical process-
ing. In terms of purely mechanical mixing of ller into a polymer matrix, this can be
done by direct compounding whereby the two constituent materials are repeatedly
ground together until a uniform dispersion is achieved. Melt compounding is a similar
process, with the benet of mixing at the melting point of the host polymer, allowing
for more uniform dispersion. Twin screw extruders are popular equipment for me-
chanically mixing llers such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into a viscous materials
such as polyethylene or polystyrene melts.15 Hot and cold compounding techniques
have the benet of being highly scale-able, and require no surface modication to ller
in order to create a homogeneous dispersion of ller in the host matrix. Compound-
ing techniques generally result in poor ller-matrix interfacial interaction, which can
lead to a reduced eective permittivity value for the composite compared to materials
with better dispersion and larger ller-matrix interface regions. For composites with
high ller loading, mechanical mixing may become problematic due to large increases
in material viscosity, even at elevated temperatures.
Chemical mixing techniques can enhance the amount of interfacial interactions be-
tween the ller and host matrix. In some cases, the ller can rst be suspended in
144a solvent to aid dispersion. The ller as a suspension or dry power is then added
to a solution of host polymer in a suitable solvent. This method of mixing is good
for high ller loadings as the viscosity of the mixture can be reduced by addition
of solvent. Complete removal of solvent is essential after mixing to ensure that the
chemical, physical and electrical properties of the nished composite material are not
compromised. One drawback of solution blending and casting is the potentially large
volumes of hazardous organic solvents required, especially for commercial scale oper-
ations. Ultrasonic agitation can be used to aid ller dispersion, although care should
be taken not to damage the delicate structure of llers such as carbon nanotubes.
Another technique which is widely believed to enhance interfacial interaction between
the lled and host matrix is in situ polymerisation. For example Dang and colleagues
manufactured barium titanate-polyimide composites by using ultra-sonication to dis-
perse barium titanate (BaTiO3) particles in poly(amic acid) before imidization to
form a polyimide network containing well-dispersed barium titanate.146
6.3 Barium Titanate
Barium titanate (chemical formula BaTiO3) is a ferroelectric ceramic with a pho-
torefractive eect and piezoelectric properties. Ferroelectric materials exhibit spon-
taneous electric polarisation, which can be reversed by application of an external
electric eld. Barium titanate has been studied for over 60 years because of at-
tractive properties such as good chemical and mechanical stability as well as a high
dielectric constant and ferroelectric properties at elevated temperatures.147 Barium
titanate is a member of the perovskite family, which all have a general chemical
formula of ABO3, the same as the mineral perovskite (calcium titanate, CaTiO3).
Figure 6.1 shows the perovskite structure in its ideal cubic form where the A cations
have 12-fold cuboctahedral coordination and the B cations have 6-fold octahedral
coordination.
Due to its high permittivity and low dielectric loss values, barium titanate is often
a ller of choice for high permittivity composite materials that have applications in
145Figure 6.1: Ideal cubic perovskite structure (ABO3) where green = A cations
(such as Ba2+), blue = B cations (such as Ti4+) and red = oxygen anions (O2 ).
capacitors, semiconductors, positive temperature coecient thermistors and piezo-
electric devices.148 The structure of barium titanate is temperature dependent and
the following crystal structures are formed;147
 T  -90 C, rhombohedral, a = b = c and  =  =  6= 90
 -90C < T  5 C, orthorhombic, a 6= b 6= c and  =  =  = 90
 5C < T  120 C, tetragonal, a = b 6= c and  =  =  = 90
 120C < T  1480 C, cubic, a = b = c and  =  =  = 90
where a, b and c describe the three sides of a Bravais lattice and ,  and  describe
the corresponding angles of the lattice. In the tetragonal lattice system two dielectric
constants, "a
r (3600) and "c
r (150) correspond to the axes (a and c) along which the
permittivity measurements are carried out.149 In instances where mixed-morphology
particles are used rather than single crystals, an average dielectric constant is used
(to allow for random alignment of the a and c axes of the crystals along the axis
of measurement); hereafter, average permittivity values are used for the tetragonal
phase unless otherwise specied.
1466.4 Micro and Nano Scale Fillers
Nanoparticles are loosely dened as particles which are less than 100 nm in at least
one dimension.150 Nanollers are well documented to have more ller-matrix inter-
facial interactions in comparison to micro lled composites. The interface region
between ller and matrix has a very powerful inuence on the physical, chemical and
electrical properties of nanollers and their associated composites.151 Nanoparticles
have high surface-area to bulk ratios. Figure 6.2 illustrates the proportions of inter-
face regions within a nanocomposite at low and high ller loadings. In gure 6.2a
there is a low, well-dispersed nanoller loading, and the polymer matrix still makes
up the bulk of the composite whereas at higher ller loadings (gure 6.2b) the inter-
facial regions begin to overlap, ultimately dominating the bulk of the material. The
interfacial region (also referred to as the interphase) can be subdivided into regions
of weak and strong interactions between the ller and matrix to form a multi-core
model.152 As well as the interaction between polymers and dierent sized ller par-
ticles, it is important to consider the eect of particle size on the intrinsic properties
of the ller material. Research carried out by Hsiang and colleagues suggests that
for barium titanate, the particle size changes properties such as permittivity due to
changes in domain density and internal stress.153
(a) Low nanoller loading (b) High nanoller loading
Figure 6.2: Comparison of polymer nanocomposites with low and high ller
loadings, when a) the polymer matrix makes up the bulk material, whereas in b)
the interfacial region dominates.
1476.4.1 Eects of Filler Size on Electrical Properties
It has been widely reported that addition of inorganic, microsized llers to a host ma-
trix will increase the permittivity of the resulting composite. This is due to the high
permittivity of the ller relative to the polymer matrix, and composite permittivity
can be estimated based on mixing laws such as the Lichtenecker-Rother logarithmic
mixing rule (described in section 6.2.2). Maxwell-Wagner type interfacial polarisa-
tion also leads to increased permittivity and tan  values in composites, especially
at low frequencies.152 In general the dielectric strength (AC and DC) of microlled
composites is weaker than the equivalent base polymer. This is because the ller (for
example barium titanate) increases the risk of various failure mechanisms. Fillers in-
crease the risk of breakdown at a triple junction because of the presence of more triple
junctions throughout the system, (ller, air voids and host-polymer). As well as the
risk of including more triple junctions and defects into the material, adding a ller
may increase the number of mobile charge-carriers in the system, this is especially
true for more conductive llers.
The eect of nanollers on composite permittivity is strongly dependent on the con-
centration and chemical nature of the ller. In some cases, at low loadings of nanoller
(<2-5 % wt.), permittivity and loss tan  values are decreased in comparison to the
base polymer, contrary to expectations.152 Dielectric strength is also strongly depen-
dent on the concentration of nanoller. Some reports detail a decrease in dielectric
strength with increasing nanoller loadings23 although at ller loadings  10 % wt.
the dielectric strength of some composites is reported to improve in comparison to the
base polymer.154 This is often attributed to the interface region between the polymer
and ller dominating the material properties.
1486.5 Results: Polystyrene - BaTiO3 Composite Man-
ufacture
Polystyrene was selected as the polymer matrix for the composites used in this study
due to its amorphous structure, to minimise the risk of crystallisation eects obscuring
the results obtained from altering the ller type and loading levels. More crystalline
regions will exhibit a dierent permittivity due to molecular ordering. If there are
localised regions of crystallinity, the electrical breakdown strength will vary across the
sample. Solvent compatibility with many organic volatile solvents made polystyrene
an appropriate choice for composite preparation via solution blending techniques.
Based on the nite element analysis model described in chapter 5, the aim of this high
permittivity composite study was to determine the viability of preparing a polymer
composite with a permittivity between 10 and 20 using simple solution blending tech-
niques. Barium titanate was selected as a well-documented high permittivity ller.
Micro-sized BaTiO3 (<2 m, according to manufacturer) and nano-sized BaTiO3
(<100 nm, according to manufacturer) particles were purchased from Sigma Aldrich
and were used without any pre-treatment. Three dierent types of barium titanate-
polystyrene (PS-BaTiO3) were manufactured; nanolled, microlled and mixed. The
mixed composite was produced using a 50:50 mix of micro and nano barium titanate
particles (for example the 30 PHP mix was 15 PHP nanoller and 15 PHP micro-
ller). Reports in the literature suggest that composites which are a mixture of
micro and nanoller can out-perform conventionally lled composites.155 Table 6.1
summarises the selection of PS-BaTiO3 composites prepared, with concentrations
measured in parts per hundred polymer (PHP). Detailed information regarding the
solution blending process can be found in section 2.8.4. As with previous solution
blending procedures, a control blend was prepared by dissolving, sonicating and dry-
ing a sample of PS as per the solution blending procedure but without the addition
of any ller. Fewer concentrations of nano and mixed PS-BaTiO3 were prepared
because of processing diculties during hot pressing owing to poor adhesion of the
host-polymer to large aggregations of ller. It was also suspected that the presence
of large aggregations eclipsed contributions of genuine nano-sized particles in the
149nanocomposite, a problem which increases with higher ller loadings. The presence
of large aggregations amongst nanoller will aect the breakdown strength due to
non-uniformity across the test sample. Large aggregations also lead to small, localised
regions with a very high concentration of high permittivity barium titanate.
Table 6.1: PS-BaTiO3 composites prepared.
Micro BaTiO3 Nano BaTiO3 Mixed BaTiO3
(PHP) (PHP) (PHP)
10 10 10
20 20 20
30 30 30
40 40
60
80
During the solvent blending process, it was not possible to prevent aggregation of
both the nano and micro BaTiO3 particles, although the problem was much more
pronounced in the nano and mixed blends. Ultra-sonication of the solvated mix-
ture did little to break up the aggregations present in the nanocomposites. It is
anticipated that carrying out the procedure in completely anhydrous conditions may
ameliorate the problem to some extent as water molecules hydrogen bonding between
neighbouring BaTiO3 particles may contribute to the formation of strongly bound
aggregations. The hydrophilicity of the inorganic ller compared to the hydrophobic-
ity of the organic host polymer also increases the likelihood of ller agglomerations
forming. Figure 6.3 shows a photograph of the nano BaTiO3 -PS blends after hot
pressing into 100 m thick disks, with large aggregations of the barium titanate ller
clearly visible as opaque white clusters present throughout the host-polystyrene in
this instance. For the microcomposite samples sample uniformity was good and no
aggregations were observed in the pressed lms as shown in gure 6.4. Addition
of dispersants such as phosphate esters into the solvated mix of polymer and ller
have been studied by other research groups, and it was found that whilst ller dis-
persion was improved and higher permittivity values were obtained, an undesirable
increase in leakage current was observed. This is possibly due to a combination of
ionic dispersant as an impurity, and the close homogeneous packing of phosphate es-
ter coated particles providing a more conductive path through the material.156 Other
150groups have described the use of di-block copolymer surfactants to improve disper-
sion, which is reported to be more eective than the addition of equivalent monomeric
surfactants.157
Figure 6.3: BaTiO3 -PS nanocomposites after hot pressing into 100 m thick
disks. Left to right, 10 PHP, 20 PHP, 30 PHP and 40 PHP.
Figure 6.4: BaTiO3 -PS microcomposites after hot pressing into 100 m thick
disks. Left to right, 10 PHP, 20 PHP and 40 PHP.
6.6 Results: Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a well documented method for studying the
surface topography of etched or fractured polymers and composites and gives an
insight into the micro-structures present within the bulk material.146;20 A sample
of each composite was taken (after hot-pressing into 100 m disks), and chemically
etched to remove the surface layer of polymer as described in section 2.6.1. After the
etching process, each sample was gold coated and analysed using a JSM 5910 SEM
in secondary electron imaging (SEI) mode. Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 show scanning
electron micrographs of composites prepared with nano, micro and mixed BaTiO3
ller respectively. The micrographs conrm that dispersion was best in the micro-
lled composites with particle sizes rarely exceeding 5 m. In the nanolled samples,
151aggregations of particles up to 10 m in diameter were observed. It was noted that
aggregations in the nanolled composites tended to be much more regular in shape,
and generally more spherical than aggregations in the microlled samples. Figure
6.6(b) depicts the spherical nature of some nanoller aggregates. There appears to
be a bimodal distribution of particle size in the nanolled samples, either small pri-
mary particles (not observed in the SEM due to magnication) or large aggregations
of primary particles which are dicult to break down once formed. The observed
nanoller aggregates do not appear to correspond to a 30 PHP concentration of
BaTiO3 compared to the microlled samples. It was assumed that the remaining
nano-BaTiO3 was well-dispersed and too small to observe by SEM. Considering the
aggregation present in the nanolled systems, it is not possible to conclude whether
or not there is a greater ratio of polymer-ller interfacial regions in the nano lled
system compared to the microlled system as would usually be expected. The 50:50
micro:nano lled PS-BaTiO3 composites exhibited surface topographies that resem-
bled both the micro and nanolled materials. Figure 6.7 shows well-dispersed micro
particles and larger, more spherical aggregates (an example of which is highlighted
in red) which are thought to be comprised of nano-BaTiO3 particles.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Scanning electron micrographs of a 30 PHP barium titanate micro-
composite surface. Scale bar = a) 50 m and b) 10 m.
In order to determine whether the presence of BaTiO3 aggregates in the nano and
mixed composites was a result of the material provided, or the preparation tech-
nique, nano-BaTiO3 powder prepared in three dierent forms was studied using SEM.
152(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: Scanning electron micrographs of a 30 PHP barium titanate-
polystyrene nanocomposite, showing aggregates of nanoller. Scale bar = a)
50 m and b) 10 m.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: Scanning electron micrographs of a 30 PHP mixed PS-BaTiO3 blends.
An example of suspected nanoller aggregation is highlighted in red in each micro-
graph. Scale bar = a) 50 m and b) 10 m.
Firstly, a sample of powder as provided by the manufacturer, was analysed. Secondly
a sample of the same powder was suspended in DCM and mechanically shaken for 5
minutes before a drop of the mixture was allowed to dry on a glass surface. Finally a
sample of nano-BaTiO3 powder was suspended in DCM and sonicated in a ultrasonic
water bath for 30 minutes before a drop of the resultant suspension was allowed to
dry on a glass surface. All three samples were gold coated before analysis to prevent
charging from the SEM electron gun. Figure 6.8 shows scanning electron micrographs
of the nano-BaTiO3powder after each preparation procedure.
153(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.8: Scanning electron micrographs of nano-BaTiO3 as a) a solid powder,
b) after suspension in DCM and c) after sonication in DCM. Note the dierent
scale-bar for each micrograph.
In gure 6.8(a), a large distribution of particle sizes is observed. Spherical aggrega-
tions of primary particles ranging from approximately 150 m to <5 m in diameter
can be seen as well as more irregular shaped aggregations. In the sample of nano-
BaTiO3 powder which had been suspended in DCM and dried onto a glass surface,
no spherical aggregates with a diameter >50 m were observed in the sample (gure
6.8(b)), although that is not to say that they were entirely absent from the solution.
It was generally noticed that fewer irregular shaped aggregates were present in the
sample suspended in DCM. Analysis of the sample which underwent sonnication in
DCM conrmed the presence of spherical aggregates and it appeared that smaller
aggregates clustered together more in the sonicated suspension compared to the me-
chanically shaken suspension, which was a surprising observation. Figure 6.8(c) shows
154an example of a spherical aggregate with a diameter of approximately 80 m and
a cluster of smaller, spherical aggregates. These clusters were much less common
in the PS-BaTiO3 nanocomposites, which may be partly due to the PS-DCM solu-
tion viscosity aiding separation of clusters during sonnication. These results show
that whilst the preparation technique can aect aggregation, in this case, aggregates
of primary nanoparticles were present in the powder provided, which in some cases
could not be broken up using the preparation techniques described.
6.7 Results: Dielectric Spectroscopy
As in chapters 3 and 4, the dielectric response of the PS-BaTiO3 composites was
analysed at a range of frequencies. Details of sample preparation for dielectric spec-
troscopy can be found in section 2.3. The following settings were used to obtain the
dielectric data presented in this chapter;
 AC voltage: 2.9 Vrms,
 Frequency sweep 106-10 1 Hz
 DC oset: 0 V
 Integration: V1. long, 50 intervals,
 Reference mode: internal ref
In terms of compensating for background noise and eects of the cabling, it was found
that adjustments to the data based on air-gap measurements introduced additional
noise into the data. Noise was reduced by using an integration method (v1. long)
whereby measurement cycles were repeated until the value measured is within 1 %
of the standard deviation of the data collected in that scan, as calculated by the
equipment.
1556.7.1 Ambient Temperature Results
Initially all BaTiO3 samples were analysed at ambient temperature (20 C) using the
test cell described in section 2.3. Each material was hot-pressed into 200 m disks at
150 C before being quenched over solid CO2 to limit the moisture ingression which
would be associated with a standard cold water quench. Figure 6.9 shows the the fre-
quency dependence of the real relative permittivity ("0
r) and tan  for all PS-BaTiO3
blends. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show a summary of "0
r and tan  at 50 Hz, taken from
the same data set as gure 6.9 (where 0 % ller refers to the control polystyrene
sample). Considering rst the "0
r and tan  at 50 Hz values for the three dierent ll-
ing regimens (micro, nano and mixed), all nanolled materials had a higher "0
r value
than the microlled sample of the same ller concentration. The mixed composite "0
r
values fell between the nano and micro composite results, as expected. All BaTiO3
containing composites had a permittivity value higher than that of the control PS
blend, "0
r = 2.67. Looking at gure 6.9c, the real relative permittivity of the PS-
BaTiO3 nanocomposites began to deviate from a linear response at approximately
100 Hz with a remarkable increase between 0.1-1 Hz, especially for the 30 and 40 PHP
blends. This is indicative of Maxwell-Wagner type polarisation and electrode polari-
sation.135;158 Electrode polarisation refers specically to charge accumulation at the
electrode-sample interface during measurements. Maxwell-Wagner polarisation refers
to the build up of charge at interface regions within inhomogenous materials (due
to large permittivity dierences between polymer and ller) and is also known as
Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars polarisation or low frequency dispersion.159 The increase in
permittivity with increasing BaTiO3 concentration and presence of Maxwell-Wagner
type polarisation is all in keeping with dielectric data reported for similar polymer
composite systems.160;161;162
Considering just the micro-BaTiO3 lled samples (gure 6.9(a)), there was a near-
linear increase in "0
r with increasing ller concentrations. In this set of data, Maxwell-
Wagner polarisation was not observed, although in preliminary dielectric measure-
ments where thinner samples were used, some low frequency permittivity increases
were observed.
156Tan  indicates power losses in the material, which is generally undesirable in most
dielectric applications. Tan  values were highest in the nanocomposites (with the
exception of the 20 PHP nano sample) and lowest in the microcomposites, with the
mixed micro/nano-composite values falling once again between the micro and nano
values for each BaTiO3 concentration. Increased tan  values due to Maxwell-Wagner
polarisation are reported in the literature.152 Looking at tan  plots (d) and (f) in
gure 6.9, low frequency dispersion peaks corresponding to the Maxwell-Wagner type
polarisation are observed. The low frequency dispersion peak in the tan  plots is
shifted towards higher frequencies with increasing BaTiO3 concentration. This is
unsurprising given that for higher concentrations of nano-BaTiO3 the rapid increase
in permittivity ("r) due to Maxwell-Wagner polarisation is also observed at higher
frequencies. A similar eect was observed for the mixed PS-BaTiO3 composites.
Looking at the tan  data for just the micro-BaTiO3 lled samples (gure 6.9a and
table 6.3), the variation of tan  with increasing ller concentration is not linear (as for
"0
r) and does not follow a particularly clear trend at all. All microlled composites
have tan  values greater than the PS control sample, and in general there is an
increase in tan  with increasing BaTiO3 concentration. The 60 PHP (micro) tan 
plot appears particularly anomalous compared to the other ller concentrations. The
shape of the 60 PHP plot resembles the mixed and nanocomposite tan  plots, which
suggests that a small amount of Maxwell-Wagner polarisation is occurring, perhaps
due to the high ller loading.
Table 6.2: Real Relative Permittivity ("0
r) at 50 Hz
BaTiO3 Conc.
0 PHP 10 PHP 20 PHP 30 PHP 40 PHP 60 PHP
Micro lled "0
r 2.67 2.99 3.22 3.44 3.69 4.06
Nano lled "0
r 2.67 3.17 3.36 4.31 4.43 -
Mix lled "0
r 2.67 2.99 3.42 3.93 - -
Table 6.3: Loss tan  at 50 Hz
BaTiO3 Conc.
0 PHP 10 PHP 20 PHP 30 PHP 40 PHP 60 PHP
Micro lled "0
r 0.001 0.003 0.008 0.005 0.006 0.003
Nano lled "0
r 0.001 0.035 0.025 0.158 0.158 -
Mix lled "0
r 0.001 0.024 0.035 0.063 - -
157(a) Micro PS-BaTiO3 composites (b) Micro PS-BaTiO3 composites
(c) Nano PS-BaTiO3 composites (d) Nano PS-BaTiO3 composites
(e) Mixed PS-BaTiO3 composites (f) Mixed PS-BaTiO3 composites
Figure 6.9: Real relative permittivity ("0
r) and tan  values for micro, nano and
mixed PS-BaTiO3 composites as a function of frequency, measured at 20 C.
1586.7.2 Comparison with Lichtenecker-Rother Equation
The dielectric results discussed in section 6.7 were compared to calculated composite
permittivity results. The Lichtenecker-Rother logarithmic mixing rule (equation 6.2)
was used to calculate the permittivity of each micro, nano and mixed PS-BaTiO3
composite based on a permittivity value of 1500 for the barium titanate ller.163;148
The permittivity value of polystyrene used was taken from control PS blend data
(2.67). Table 6.4 compares "calc
r with "measured
r values taken from the graphs in gure
6.9. As "measured
r was strongly frequency dependent in the mixed and nanocomposites,
three frequency values, 0.1 Hz, 50 Hz and 1 kHz were all compared to the calculated
permittivity values. In table 6.4, "measured
r values which are higher than the calculated
vales are highlighted in red, and values which are lower than calculated are highlighted
in green.
Table 6.4: Comparison between calculated permittivity values of PS-BaTiO3
composites and values measured at 1 kHz, 50 Hz and 0.1 Hz.
Filler conc Vol. fraction "calc
r "measured
r "measured
r "measured
r
PHP of ller at 1 kHz at 50 Hz at 0.1 Hz
Micro 10 0.017 2.98 2.98 2.99 3.00
Micro 20 0.034 3.31 3.19 3.22 3.33
Micro 30 0.050 3.67 3.42 3.44 3.52
Micro 40 0.066 4.05 3.67 3.70 3.79
Micro 60 0.096 4.89 4.04 4.06 4.11
Nano 10 0.017 2.98 3.06 3.17 5.52
Nano 20 0.034 3.31 3.28 3.36 7.37
Nano 30 0.050 3.67 3.90 4.31 30.73
Nano 40 0.066 4.05 4.04 4.43 37.36
Mixed 10 0.017 2.98 2.93 2.99 5.50
Mixed 20 0.034 3.31 3.32 3.42 6.74
Mixed 30 0.050 3.67 3.76 3.93 15.68
At higher frequencies, the calculated and measured "r values are in very good agree-
ment, particularly at lower ller concentrations. Generally the Lichtenecker-Rother
permittivities were overestimates in comparison to "measured
r for the microlled sam-
ples. For the nanolled composites, agreement with the Lichtenecker-Rother calcu-
lations were very good at 1 kHz, although the measured value greatly deviated at
0.1 Hz for the 30 and 40 PHP nanocomposites. A similar eect was seen in the
30 PHP mixed composite sample. The Lichtenecker-Rother mixing rule does not
159account for Maxwell-Wagner type interfacial polarisation eects, which explains the
dierence between the calculated and measured "r values at low frequencies and high
ller loadings.
With regards to the permittivity values required to satisfy the multilayer dielectric
model proposed in chapter 5, neither the calculated nor higher frequency measured
values are close to the required value of "r=10. Although the required permit-
tivity values were greatly exceeded at 0.1 Hz for the mixed and nanocomposites,
the Maxwell-Wagner polarisation eects also correspond to increased dielectric loss,
which is generally undesirable in dielectric devices. Rearranging the Lichtenecker-
Rother equation, it was determined that in order to obtain a PS-BaTiO3 composite
with a permittivity of 10, a BaTiO3 volume fraction of at least 0.21 is required, which
equates to 150 PHP. In this study, the concentration of ller was not increased above
40 PHP for the nanocomposites due to dispersion diculties and the presence of
large aggregations in all composites prepared. In some cases, during thin lm press-
ing, the aggregations of nanoparticles became dislodged from the host polymer, to
leave voids in the sample which would aect the dielectric measurements and break-
down strength. This problem would only become worse at higher ller loadings. For
the microcomposites, an 80 PHP blend was prepared, although pressing the samples
was challenging due its brittle nature and the viscosity of the material. In the 80 PHP
composite, the ller was not uniformly distributed in the polymer when pressed, with
high concentrations of ller accumulating in the centre of the pressed disk and more
free-owing polymer seemingly spread towards the outer edges of the sample, possi-
bly a result of poor ller distribution in the material before pressing began. It was
possible to improve dispersion within the 80 PHP sample by breaking up the pressed
sample and re-pressing it a number of times, but it was decided that 60-80 PHP
was the upper limit of micro-BaTiO3 concentration which could be obtained using
this technique. In order to achieve the high ller loadings described, an alternative
method of composite preparation would be required, such as melt compounding with
a twin screw extruder, or in-situ polymerisation.15
1606.8 Results: AC Breakdown Testing
Dielectric strength, also known as breakdown strength, is a very important property
of any dielectric material. For microcomposite systems, especially polymer-ceramic
composites, it is generally found that the dielectric strength decreases as the ller
loading (and permittivity) is increased.146 In some polymer-ceramic nanocomposites,
the dielectric strength is increased with the addition of small amounts of nanoller.
In this section, the dielectric strength for all PS-BaTiO3 composites are compared,
with particular attention paid to the eects of ller size, in terms of the micro, nano
and mixed composites.
To prepare samples for the AC ramp electrical breakdown testing, four lms (100 m ,
hot-pressed) of each dierent composite were taken and for each sample, ve unique
testing sites were identied and the local lm thickness was measured for each, such
that 20 repeat breakdown tests could be carried out per composite. Each sample
was held in a sphere-to-sphere electrode geometry with a voltage applied at a ramp
rate of 50 V s 1 until catastrophic electrical breakdown of the sample occurred. Cal-
ibration of the equipment before each set of tests ensured a steady AC ramp rate of
50 V s 1. Room temperature was monitored, and did not deviate from 20 C by an
appreciable amount during testing. The raw data were analysed using a 2 parameter
Weibull distribution in accordance with IEEE 930/IEC 62539 standards. Further
information about sample preparation and Weibull statistical analysis can be found
in chapter 2, section 2.2.
When analysing the breakdown strength of a material using a 2 parameter Weibull
distribution, two quantities are of particular interest,  and . The  value is an
approximation of the breakdown strength, and , known as the shape parameter, de-
scribes the spread of measured breakdown values. Ideally, for a good dielectric, the 
and  values will both be high, meaning that the material can withstand high electric
elds, and breakdown occurs within a very narrow range of electric eld strengths.
Figure 6.10 shows the  and  values for all composites prepared, including error
bars which show the upper and lower limits, as taken from the Weibull 7++ statis-
tical report. Looking rst at the  values (gure 6.10(a)), all composites exhibited
161breakdown strengths lower than the control polystyrene sample. There was a much
greater decrease in the breakdown strength of the nanocomposites, (181 kV mm 1
for the control blend compared to 65 kV mm 1 for the 10 PHP composite). The
50:50 micro:nano mixed composites maintained a breakdown strength higher than the
equivalent nanocomposites, but followed a similar trend of rapid breakdown strength
deterioration with increasing ller loading. The rate of breakdown strength deterio-
ration was lowest in the microcomposites. This is likely to be due to the good ller
dispersion throughout the microlled samples observed in gures 6.4 and 6.5. It was
noted that as the ller concentration increased, some voids were present in the thin
lms. Defects on the surface seemed to be due to ller aggregates dislodging from
the surface to leave a small crater, suggesting poor adhesion of ller particles to the
polystyrene matrix. With regards to voids encased in the polymer composite, this
may be due to residual solvent in the composite from the preparation process, or
due to out-gassing from the ller, and in particular out-gassing from ller aggregates
during hot-pressing. Defects in composites are well known to reduce the breakdown
strength of a material.164 Despite the lower breakdown strengths observed in the PS-
BaTiO3 composites with higher ller loadings, the measured breakdown strengths far
exceeded the calculated elds across the base layer in chapter 5 which rarely exceeded
2 kV mm 1.
Even when dispersion of the ller is good and the number of defects is very low,
the breakdown strength of composites is still widely reported to decrease with the
addition of ceramic llers.15;165 There are a number of dierent mechanisms associ-
ated with dielectric breakdown. In one instance dielectric polarisation and conduc-
tion losses lead to a temperature increase. This temperature increase enhances the
conductivity of the material, causing further conduction losses and heating. This
creates a positive feedback which ultimately results in catastrophic thermal failure
of the dielectric material.15 A second mechanism of dielectric breakdown involves an
avalanche discharge process. This begins with the excitation of some valence elec-
trons into the conduction band. Acceleration by an external electric eld causes these
excited electrons to collide with other valence electrons, which are subsequently also
promoted to the conduction band. As this charge carrier multiplication event oc-
162curs, current ows through the dielectric which again results in catastrophic failure
of the material.15 The decrease in breakdown strength in defect free ceramic-polymer
dielectrics is attributed to increased Maxwell-Wagner polarisation at increased ller
loadings.166;167 Techniques such as surface-functionalisation or encapsulation of the
ller particles before incorporation into the polymer matrix have been reported to
dramatically improve both permittivity and dielectric strength.146;168
The calculated  value was highest for the control PS sample which is unsurprising as
it is a homogeneous material with very few defects. Out of the BaTiO3 lled samples,
the microcomposites had higher  values compared to mixed and nanocomposites
of equivalent concentrations. This is in good agreement with the  values and SEM
images which all conrm good dispersion of ller in the 10-60 PHP microcomposite
samples. The  values for the mixed and nanocomposites are all very low, when
compared to the control polystyrene sample and the microlled samples. It is highly
likely that the presence of the large aggregates depicted in gures 6.6 and 6.7 caused
this broader spread of breakdown data. Due to the broad distribution of particle sizes
in the nanocomposites (ranging from well-dispersed nanoparticles to large spherical
aggregates), the breakdown voltage of each test will depend on whether or not the
test region contained well-dispersed ller or larger aggregates. The same can be
said for the mixed composites which contain well-dispersed nanoller, large nanoller
aggregates and well-dispersed microller. The shape of the Weibull cumulative failure
plots for the 10 PHP nano, 10 PHP micro and 10 PHP mixed (gure 6.11a) suggest
that there are multiple breakdown mechanisms occurring.
163(a) (b)
Figure 6.10: Comparison of a)  and b)  values for all PS-BaTiO3 blends,
including error bars, based on Weibull 7++ statistical report.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.11: Weibull cumulative failure probability for a) all micro BaTiO3 con-
centrations and b) comparison of plots for 10 PHP composites prepared with micro,
nano and mixed (50:50 micro and nano) BaTiO3. Condence boundaries for each
composite tested are shown as a dashed line.
1646.9 Results: Dierential Scanning Calorimetry
Dierential scanning calorimetry is used to probe phase transitions (in the case of
crystalline solids) and glass transitions (in the case of amorphous solids) by monitor-
ing heat ow in and out of a material as a function of temperature. In this study it
was used to investigate whether or not the presence of ller had an eect on the glass
transition temperature of polystyrene. For DSC analysis, 5 mg portions of each com-
posite were weighed into a DSC can and analysed using a Perkin Elmer 7 DSC, which
was controlled by the Perkin-Elmer Pyris analysis software. Calibration with indium
was carried out before each set of tests to ensure equipment stability. The same batch
of composites as those used for dielectric spectroscopy and breakdown measurements
was used. The glass transition (Tg) of polystyrene was detected in all samples. In
all composite materials this was measured to be between 99.7-100.4C with no par-
ticular trend being observed with varying ller concentration or type of ller. The
lack of eect that varying ller concentration had on Tg for each composite suggests
that the BaTiO3 ller mixes poorly with polystyrene, which is consistent with the
hydrophilic nature of BaTiO3 compared to the organophilic nature of polystyrene.
For example, in chapter 3, section 3.3.4, when pyrene was doped into polystyrene,
Tg of the mixture was lowered with increasing pyrene concentration. Pyrene acted
as a good plasticiser because polystyrene and pyrene have similar chemical structure
and are therefore miscible. Although the BaTiO3 ller can be well-dispersed in a
polystyrene matrix, the interactions between ller and matrix will not be as strong
as interactions between polystyrene and an organic, aromatic additive. The lack of
variation of between the dierent composite DSC scans, suggests that there is little
or no interfacial region (gure 6.2) between the ller and composite, which is sup-
ported by the observed formation of ller aggregates (which lowers the concentration
of genuinely nano-sized ller in the composite). Figure 6.12 shows a representative
DSC scan of the 30 PHP micro-BaTiO3 lled composite.
165Figure 6.12: DSC plot for 30 PHP PS-BaTiO3 microcomposite.
6.10 Summmary
Of the micro, nano and mixed barium titanate-polystyrene composites prepared, the
microlled samples showed good ller dispersion, as conrmed by scanning electron
microscopy. In the nanolled composites, a broad distribution of nanoller particle
size was observed with large spherical aggregates of primary particles observed. It
was presumed that the ller not observed as aggregates was dispersed as nano-scale
primary particles, which were not detectable at the magnications used.
The Lichtenecker Rother equation was a good method of predicting the dielectric per-
mittivity of composite materials produced during this study at frequencies greater
than 50 Hz. To obtain a permittivity value of at least 10 (as required by the nite el-
ement analysis model for the proposed multi-layered dielectric device), a BaTiO3 vol-
ume fraction of 0.21 (or 150 PHP) would be necessary according to the Lichtenecker
Rother mixing rule. Based on material preparation diculties at BaTiO3 concentra-
tions above 60 PHP, the preparation technique and polystyrene matrix used in this
study may not be an appropriate for such extremely high ller loadings, especially
given the poor cohesion between polystyrene and BaTiO3 particles. It is anticipated
that a 150 PHP barium titanate-polystyrene system would have such little mechan-
ical strength that processing into lms would be impossible. There is very little
166interaction between polystyrene and BaTiO3 due to the aromatic, non-polar nature
of polystyrene. An alternative polymer matrix such as epoxy or polyetherimide may
have better adhesive properties to barium titanate due to the polar groups present
in the polymer. Some research groups have reported polymer-matrix composites
with high ller loadings which have correspondingly high permittivity values.169 In
instances of high ller loading (>10 vol.%) it is recommended that the Jayasundere-
Smith model is used instead of the Lichtenecker Rother mixing model as it accounts
for interactions between neighbouring ller spheres (which is a more dominant eect
at higher ller loadings).169;170
Voids and surface defects were observed at higher ller loadings which are attributed
to poor adhesion of the ller to the polymer (for the surface defects) and trapped
solvent or ller out-gassing forming the encased voids. This is in agreement with the
observed deterioration in breakdown strength for all composites as the ller load-
ing increased. Breakdown strength deterioration was particularly prominent in the
nanolled samples, as was a lowering of the shape parameter (), most likely due to
poor sample uniformity as a result of ller aggregation. Techniques such as surface-
functionalisation or encapsulation of the ller particles before incorporation into the
polymer matrix have been reported to dramatically improve both permittivity and
dielectric strength and may be more suitable method of obtaining permittivity val-
ues of 10 or above compared to the manufacture of composites with extremely high
ller loadings.146 Specialist preparation techniques may also provide much higher
permittivity values at lower ller loadings.171
167Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work
The aim of this project was to design and test a smart material which could be
used to detect the presence of an electric eld (or large change in an existing electric
eld) in the immediate locality of high voltage plant for on-line condition monitoring
and safety purposes. The smart material was initially envisaged to be designed into
the bulk dielectric or retrospectively applied to existing equipment as a coating.
The smart system has to be an insulator and entirely passive, requiring no power
source in order to increase the potential range of applications as the device would
be able to function in remote areas and would require little or no maintenance once
installed. Another key feature was a visible response to an electric eld stimulus.
The response should be easy to interpret with minimal training, so a colour change
or opacity change under an applied electric eld was specied. Any response from the
polymer to the electrical environment is required to be reproducible and predictable
over a long period of time. Throughout the course of the project, it became clear
that liquid crystal technologies do oer the macroscopic responses to electric elds
required. However, it also became apparent from nite element analysis modelling
that in order to obtain the required visible response, it was necessary to design a
multi-layered device, slightly more complex than originally intended to compensate
for permittivity mismatches.
Chapter 3 describes methods of blending uorophores into a host polymer, the eect
of pyrene doping on the permittivity and dielectric strength on the materials and
169discusses potential problems with the use of uorophores for passive condition mon-
itoring. A positive feature of pyrene was the strong uorescence observed even at
very low loadings in the host polymer. Directly doping pyrene into polystyrene via
solution blending was an eective way of producing well dispersed, uniform blends.
This was reected in the good breakdown strengths observed for all directly dope-
pyrene in PS blends. In order to make uorophores a viable option for electrical eld
detection, a far more electrical eld sensitive uorophore would need to be found.
Chromophores were considered as a good alternative to uorophores, especially as
they can be doped into the host polymer in similarly low loadings as uorophores
whilst having the advantage of not requiring UV light sources. The reported obser-
vations of a red-blue colour change in DR1-doped polymer systems during corona
poling by Page and colleagues53 is possibly a result of surface electrochemistry oc-
curring, specically, the formation of the dark blue nitrobenzene radical anion. Using
a plane-plane polarisation technique, the red-blue colour change was not observed.
The plane-plane polarisation experiment produced much more uniform electric elds
spread over a larger area, minimising the chance of ionisation or charge injection into
the material. In order for dye-doped polymers to be used as smart dielectrics, it
would be necessary to carefully select the chromophore, ensuring that responses to a
local electric eld are not masked by thermochromic eects.
Liquid crystal technologies show good promise as potential smart materials in electric
eld monitoring as discussed in chapter 4. Liquid crystals show good sensitivity to an
electrical eld and have been proven to produce visible responses. Polymer dispersed
liquid crystals would be better suited to electric eld monitoring compared to pure
liquid crystal systems, as they are reported to oer enhanced optical modulation, and
do not suer from restricted viewing angles. PDLCs are readily processable and could
be manufactured as a thin lm. Dielectric properties could be altered depending on
the host polymer of choice, which could be tailored to specic applications. In order
to use PDLCs in electric eld detecting and equipment monitoring, the response times
to an electric eld would have to be improved to create the fastest possible switch-on
and relaxation times, without compromising the magnitude of optical modulation.
Reproducibility is also a key factor, and liquid crystals which have long-term memory
170eects should be avoided.
From the experimental results, when designing liquid crystal systems for electric eld
detection, the glass cells described in section 4.11.1 oer good optical transmission
and uniform electric elds across the sample. In terms of characterisation, light
scattering measurements and POM studies complement each other when determining
reorganisation of the liquid crystals in response to an electric eld. Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) would be a good technique to use for characterising droplet size
in the PDLCs. From the droplet size, calculations of the eects and deformations
caused to the liquid crystal directors from the droplet walls can be used to estimate
the electric eld strength required to switch the material between ON and OFF
states as smaller droplets have a higher interface:bulk ratio and therefore require
higher switching voltages.
Liquid crystals with positive (5CB) and negative (MBBA) dielectric anisotropy were
tested. MBBA showed greater switching of transparency between the voltage-on
and voltage-o states compared to 5CB (based on the amount of polarised light
transmitted through the test cell), although the relaxation time from the Vin =
10 V back to Vin = 0 V state was longer in MBBA. Both liquid crystals exhibited
switching in an AC 50 Hz and DC eld, which suggests that if liquid crystals are
used in smart insulation, the technology may be applicable to both AC and DC high
voltage electrical plant, which broadens the range of potential uses.
It was determined that one of the biggest challenges of the project was to produce
suitably strong electric elds across the smart chemical groups such that a visible
switch could be observed. Chapter 5 describes the nite element analysis model
carried out on a proposed multilayer dielectric device. It was shown that when
multiple dielectric materials were layered between a surface with 20 kV potential and
an earth electrode, the majority of the electric eld was concentrated in the lowest
permittivity material. Higher permittivity materials eectively exclude the eld,
which means that when using liquid crystals (which generally have permittivities
greater than polymers commonly used in insulation systems) as a smart layer in the
multi-layered device, it is hard to achieve the required switching voltages to aect a
171change in colour or opacity. This same problem of permittivity mis-matches would
occur in polymer dispersed liquid crystals, with most of the electric eld concentrated
in the polymer matrix.
If the smart insulation was simply coated onto live equipment, the electrical earth
can be thought of as an innite distance away and the smart material, having a
permittivity value higher than those of standard insulating polymers and would ex-
clude the eld, and minimise the likelihood of any visible switching occurring. By
introducing an earth electrode on the surface of the smart material, the electric eld
across the smart material is dramatically increased. The downside of introducing an
earth electrode, is the greatly increased risk of dielectric breakdown. It was for this
reason that a multi-layered device was proposed as the best possible solution to the
aims and objective outlined at the beginning of the project. The device proposed is
comprised of the following layers:
 High dielectric strength polymer: This layer is necessary to prevent elec-
trical breakdown through the device. This layer should also have a high per-
mittivity (10) to ensure a large potential dierence is maintained across the
active layer.
 Active smart layer: This could potentially be formed from any electric eld
responsive material, including PDLCs, pure liquid crystals, dyes or a combi-
nation of materials. Lower permittivity active layers are preferable, and are
expected to oer better detection sensitivity.
 Earthed conductive layer: A transparent conductive layer such as indium
tin oxide (ITO) allows the active layer to be viewed. Mounting the ITO on a
transparent polymer such as epoxy will provide structural support.
The entire device would be encased in an epoxy resin to provide structural support
and weather-proong. Due the the presence of the electrical earth, the device thick-
ness is much greater than the thin coating of smart materials envisaged at the outset
of this project. The additional thickness is required to overcome the risk of dielectric
172breakdown at standard operating voltages, and prevent too much electrical stress
across the lower permittivity regions and at the material interfaces within the device.
The ITO electrode would be electrically earthed via a wire would would protrude
from the front of the device (as far away from the bare conductor as possible).
Recognising the need for a high permittivity layer with good dielectric strength, a
study of BaTiO3-polystyrene composites was carried out to determine the viability
of high permittivity composite manufacture using commercially available materials
and a simple solution blending technique. Micro and nano sized BaTiO3 particles
were solution blended into polystyrene in dierent concentrations to prepare a range
of composites. Of the micro, nano and mixed barium titanate-polystyrene compos-
ites prepared, the microlled samples showed good ller dispersion, as conrmed
by scanning electron microscopy. In the nanolled composites, a broad distribution
of nanoller particle size was observed with large spherical aggregates of primary
particles observed. It was presumed that the ller not observed as aggregates was
dispersed as nano-scale primary particles which was not detectable at magnications
used. Voids and surface defects were observed at higher ller loadings, which are
attributed to poor adhesion of the ller to the polymer (for the surface defects) and
trapped solvent or ller gassing forming the encased voids. This is in agreement
with the observed deterioration in breakdown strength for all composites as the ller
loading increased. Breakdown strength deterioration was particularly prominent in
the nanolled samples, as was a lowering of the shape parameter (), probably due
to poor sample uniformity as a result of ller aggregation. The breakdown strengths
of the composites manufactured were all greater than the calculated eld across the
base layer from the FEA model. However, as the proposed device is passive (requir-
ing no maintenance or external power sources) and expected to have a long service
lifetime, materials with higher breakdown strengths are preferable.
The Lichtenecker Rother equation was a good method of predicting the dielectric per-
mittivity of composite materials produced during this study at frequencies greater
than 50 Hz, and as expected, all BaTiO3 lled composites had permittivity values
higher than the control polystyrene sample. The calculated quantity of BaTiO3 ller
required to meet the permittivity requirement outlined in chapter 5 using the Licht-
173enecker Rother mixing rule far exceeded the ller loadings used in this study. It is
anticipated that such high ller loadings would result in a mechanically extremely
weak composite due to poor cohesion of BaTiO3 particles by the host polymer. Tech-
niques such as surface-functionalisation or encapsulation of the ller particles before
incorporation into the polymer matrix have been reported to dramatically improve
both permittivity and dielectric strength and may be a more suitable route to creating
high permittivity dielectrics, for use in the proposed multi-layered device.
The proposed multi-layer device fulls the brief of being a passive device with clear
visual signalling of changes in the local electric eld, which could be specically de-
veloped for safety purposes, condition monitoring or both. The device is anticipated
to have applications in AC and DC electrical power plant based on the promising
responses of liquid crystals to both AC and DC applied elds. Comparing the pro-
posed device to existing passive technologies such as VisivoltTM the multi-layered
device has the benet of potential AC and DC application (VisiVoltTMis limited to
AC applications only), and has a broader viewing angle than more traditional liquid
crystal displays. With future renement, the multilayer dielectric has the potential
to be designed to cover a larger area to show regions of high electric eld perhaps
as an opacity gradient or colour gradient (rather than a simple ON/OFF response),
whereby dichroic dyes are blended into the liquid crystal. Although large multi-
layered electric eld detectors may not be viable to be tted as standard to high
voltage equipment, it could be retrospectively tted to suspect equipment or used
as a tool during the design of new HV plant. In terms of safety, small versions of
the multilayer device could be mounted on equipment such as sheds, bushings and
busbars to provide a quick visual check as to the live status of equipment.
7.1 Further Work
A number of challenges in the design of a smart electric eld monitoring system have
been addressed, and there is clearly a great deal of scope for future research and
development. The following section contains recommendations of future work based
174on the research carried out throughout the duration of this project.
Manufacture of a prototype device for testing is the next logical step in this study.
Care is needed to ensure voids are not introduced into the device whilst bonding
together the layers. Any voids trapped within the device would be subject to electrical
stress which may lead to discharges within the void and ultimately electrical failure
of the material.
It would be necessary to weather proof any PDLC which was used outdoors for con-
dition monitoring to limit UV degradation and moisture ingression as increased levels
of charge carriers compromise the unique optical properties of liquid crystals any may
lead to accelerated ageing and ultimately material failure. Thermal instabilities of
some liquid crystals would also need to be addressed, although liquid crystal systems
with very large operating ranges have been reported. For example E7 is a mixture
of liquid crystals, and operates between 20C to 60 C.113 A good deal of renement
of the liquid crystal mixture would be necessary to achieve optimum switching times
and maximise the optical response of the device. Potential smart materials could be
tested using the test cells and procedures as outlined in chapter 4. The long term
eects of continuous electric elds on the device would need to be tested as well as
the reversibility of the response over multiple switching events.
In terms of developing a suitable high permittivity base layer for the multi-layer
device, techniques such as surface-functionalisation or encapsulation of the high per-
mittivity ller particles before incorporation into the polymer matrix have been re-
ported to dramatically improve both permittivity and dielectric strength and may
be more suitable method of obtaining permittivity values of 10 or above compared
to the manufacture of composites with extremely high ller loadings.146 Specialist
preparation techniques may also provide much higher permittivity values at lower
ller loadings.171
Self-monitoring insulation systems, whether responsive to thermal, electrical or other
stimuli, whilst not without considerable challenges, represent a fascinating topic of
research in the ever-progressing eld of high voltage insulation. It is hoped that this
thesis, whilst not providing exhaustive solutions to the question of self-monitoring or
175`intelligent insulation', demonstrates just some of the exciting possibilities in terms
of materials and novel device development when a multi-disciplinary approach is
employed.
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